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Fired security officer sues Carroll
Metzenbaum claims administration was ''gunning for me"
But
versity Police staff.
Metzenbaum told The Carroll
C> 1995 The Carroll News
A former john Carroll Uni ver- News that another suit was to be
sity Cam pus Police officer has filed filed this week after University
one lawsuit against the school and officials said his return was conintends to file another in U.S. Dis- tingent on his providing addi tional medical information.
trict Court.
According to court documen ts
University officials said Terry
S. Metzenbaum's services in the of t he fi rs t s uit, Metzen baum
Campus Police Department were claims that University officials
terminated, but would not com- have discriminated against him,
"by means of retaliation, age disment further.
Court documents reveal crimination. and violations of the
Metzenba urn ref used to turn over Rehabilitation Act of 1973."
The evaluat ion perform ed by
the results of a psychological
evaluation. A March 6,1995 memo University-appointed psycholog i s t
from Francis McCaffrey, Director
She r rod
of Campus Police included in the
Morehead,
court record, called this an act of
w a s
"insubordination"and a "disregard
origi of established procedures."
nally reMcCaffrey told Metzenbaum in
quested
the memo that if he did not turn
of the enover the evaluation by March 20
tire secuhe would be fired .
rity s taff
On March 13, Cuyahoga
injune of
Coun t y Common Pleas Court
last year,
Judge Ullian Greene approved a
but after
temporary restraining order preMetzenbaum
received
his
results,
venting Metzenbaum from being
fired. But even after he turned over he refused to turn the report over
the evaluation, on time , to Carroll's personnel department.
Metzenbaum was fired on April6, Metzenbaum said in a phone interview with The CN that
1995.
Universityoffic ials refuse to say Morehead had "misinterpreted a
number of responses," particuwhy.
According to one University larly a portion of the Minnesota
official, a psychological evalua- Multiphasic Personality Invention. is required of the entire Uni- tory 2 (MMPI-2). Court docu-

James Aurlcchlo

Project H.OP.E. brought JCU students together with disabled
children for a day of field events.

Seniors sponsor H.O.P.E.
Cherie Skoczen
Assistant New Editor

"1 was overwhelmed by it all,
especially the fact that it had come
to be and then seeing everyone interacting and having a good time,"
said co-coordinator jen Shiner
when more than 90 mentally and
physicallydisabledchildrencame
to JCU's Wasmer field for Project
H.O.P.E. (Helping Others through
Physical Education) last Friday.
"It was patterned after the national Special Olympics," said

H.O .P.E. co-coordinator Tim
Coulehan.
Students came from the East
Cleveland and Green Road Developmental Centers, which are both
part of the Cuyahoga County
Board of Mental Retardation, for a
day of sporting events. Each of the
participants is mentally disabled,
and many were physically disabled. About six participants were
in wheelchairs; some were autistic, some had cerebral palsy.

see HOPE, page 3

Jesuits to rrove after 50 years
Rodman to be renovated, Belvoir site prepared
Melissa Tllk
Editor-in-Chief

After living in Rodman Hall
since 1938, the jesuit residents of
John Carroll University are picking up stakes. But they're not going far.
While four sites were considered, the Jesuit community has
decided to renovate the two houses
the university owns on South
Belvoir Boulevard next to the tenniscourts.
"The Jesuit community has, in
connection with the university,
decided to move the Jesuit residence," said Rev Richard P. Salmi,
Sj., vice president of student affairs. "It has a beenanongoingprocess to decide what kind of residence we wanted."

The buildings were partially
renovated threeyearsagoandcurrently house Student Career Development, the Honors Program,
the Wellness Program and University Counseling. By the current plan~ the two houses will be
connected with an addition built
on the back.
"It is exciting for theJesuitcommunity," Salmi said. "The house
will have rooms for 15 people, 12
permanent residents and three
guest bedrooms.·
"We've experienced dropping
numbers and forsee them in the
future," Rev. Peter]. Fennessy, S.].
said. "Tenyearsfromnowwethink
it will be down to about 12 people."
"The number of Jesuits is drop-

see JESUITS, page 3

ments reveal Metzenbaum contacted the Ohio Board of Psychology to appeal the results of the
examination in September, 1994.
In the March 6, 1995 memo,
McCaffrey placed Metzen ba um on
un pa id leave for viola ting t he
University's staff hand book, "effective immediately." McCaffrey
cited section 15.5 tellin g
Metzenba urn he had,"disregarded
estabhs hed
procedures."
McCaffrey concluded the memo,
"If your written psychological profile is not received by March 20,
1995youremploymentunderjohn
Carroll University will be terminated."
Bot h Metzenbaum a nd sources
withi n the University who have
see n the evaluation, claim that it
probably would not have resulted
in the 43 year-old Campus Police
officer's dismissal Metzenbaum
declined todiscussfurtherdetails
of the psychological evaluatio n.
The sec urity officer stated in
h1s suit that "in the cour<;e n{ the
Board of Psychologymvestlgation,
[Metzenbauml was notified that
Morehead admitted to releasing a
verbal report tojCU wi thout (hisl
permission."
Metzenbaum believes that is a
violation of his privacy, and told
The CN he will pursue that matter.
At the present time,
Metzenbaum has a claim against

see SECURITY, page 3

Salmi named CN Person of the Year
Elizabeth

McDonald
Staff Reporter

With less than
lO months under
his belt as vice
president for Student Affairs, Rev.
Richard P. Salmi,
S.]., has been selected as this year's
Carroll News Person of the Year.
Salmi, who celebrated his 44th
birthday on April
25, accepted the
award at The
Carroll News Banquet on April 27.
The award is an
annual recognition of a person
who positively
contributes to the
Carroll commu- Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ. is very popular with JCU students.
nity.
Salmi, who returned to Carroll someone we can hang out with," riled up," said john Thorne, 1994last summer after obtaining his said sophomore Lucas Koffler, 95 editor-in-chief of The Carroll
Ph.D. from Boston College, has who lives across the hall from News. "He has made decisions
that pissed people off, but got them
proved to be an asset to the stu- Salmi in Pacelli Hall.
motivated. Even when he's made
The
CN
staff
chose
Salmi
bedent population at Carroll, acting
decisions
that turned out to be
not only as an administrator,but a cause of his dedication to students
wrong,
he
has admitted the misman who recognizes the needs of and his willingness to work, not
take. Fr. Salmi has established a
for
himself,
butfor
those
students.
students.
"Salmi has made an impact on trust between he and the students."
"He acts like a father figure to
see SALMI, page 3
all of us at times, yet he is still thiscampusandhasgotten people
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Morning Exchange· highlights JCUs O'Malley Center

HOPE: Event promotes corrrnunity SALMI : Honored

Christina Hynes

Continued from page 1

News Editor
The O'Malley Center was convened to a stud1o wuh standingroom-only this past Mondaywhen
ChannelS's "Morning Exchange,"
featuringConnieDiekenandFred
Griffith, came to shoot live on lo-cation. Students and faculty alike
filled the Margaret Kahl Arcade
fora chance to be on camera.
This is the third time the show
has been shot on campus, said
Alan Stephenson, professor of
communications.
"We've always had a close relationship with Channels; he said.
"They also came to do the 'MorningExchange'in'8Sand'90."
Mary Beadle, professor of commumcauons, said that ChannelS
was invited to come tojCU in the
fall, but due to all the channel
moves, it never happened.
"The general manager of ChannelS was at john Carroll for a media open house," she said. "!think
he was so impressed by the facilities that he made sure it happened."
Stephenson said thatJCU interns have a very good reputation
and thereareatleastthreeatChannelS right now.
"It's been a case of we've been
good to them and they've been
good to us," Stephenson said.
TheshowisshoteveryMonday

through Friday from 9 a.ITL to 11
a.m in the ChannelS studio or at
various sites in theClevelandarea.
Right now, though, the studio is
unavailable for use. said Die ken.
"Thestudiois being refurbished
so we are out of the house," she
said.
Griffith said that there will be
five out-of-house shows in May.
"I like being out of the studio
much better because you get to
meet people," he said.
Many students attended the
shooting to get the chance to see
what it takes to produce a show.
"I was really honored to be a
part of 'Morning Exchange'," said
sophomore Tonya Huffman.
"Si nee I want to go into TV work,
this is a great opportunity to gain
experience."
Freshman Kara Keating attended because of her Broadcast
Media class.
"It's interesting to see how this
all works," she said. "You don't
think about the little things it
takestomakeitallcometogether."
Die ken said she was ent h usiasticabourcomingtoacollegecampus to shoot.
"Being at a university takes you
back," she said. "It's always revitalizing and nice to see people
with the same fire in their eyes."
Linda Hirsch, soap opera specialist for the show, said she has

'Company' debut on cable
Christina H nes
News Editor
The communications department initiated a half hour interview televiswn show last February to be aired by 16cablecompanies in Northeast Ohio beginnmg
May 5. The show, entitled "Company," is hosted and produced by
Mary Beadle, associate communications professor.
"fThe show's) focus is to highlight faculty and visitors to campus," Beadle said.
AlanStephenson,communications professor, directs the show
with the aid of his advanced production class.
"It's something I've wanted to
do for a n urn ber of years but have
had no one with the time or desire

to do it," he said. "Beadle just
showed up."
The program is taped in the
O'Malley Center TV Studio.
wCompany' means these people
!being interviewed] are coming
inco your living room each week
forcompany,"saidDorisDonnelly.
religious studies professor who
interviewed for the first show.
Stephenson said production
has gone well and that they have
eliminated all of the bugs out of
the new studio.
The university was informed
that "Company" would be aired a
few weeks ago, Beadle said.
"More or less, I think it might
internally give people the ideas of
the capabilities we have. I hope
this is just the start," she said.

Hosts Fred Griffith and Connie Dieken chat with Communications Department Chairperson
Jackie Sctmidt and Acting President Fred Travis in the O'Malley Center Arcade.
learned not to ask where the program is filmed ahead of time.
"One time when I asked a
former producer where we were
shooting, he told me, 'I'm the producer, you're the talent'," she said.
"That answered my questions
about talent. Once you get yelled
at for that, you just go."
She found out she was filming
at JCU three days in advance.
Hirsch, though, is familiar with
the campus after being employed
as a secretary fora short time years
ago.
"The reason !got thejob[assecretary) was because the woman
hiring people was so difficult,"
Hirsch said. "Her boss told her the
next person who walked through
the door breathinggonhej:>b. That
wasme. lcan'teventype."
She was given her walking papers that summer.
Hirsch said she thought the
day's production went well.
'If !learned how to look at the
right camera, though, it would be
a little better,' she said.

Hirsch updated the audience
on the plot lines and loveaffairsof
the ten daytime soaps in addition
to a question and answer period
with the Carroll audience.
Along with the various segments of the show, "Morning Exchange" also toured the O'Malley
Center and spoke with administrators and students about the
communications department. It
also featured theJCU archives.
"Channel 5 donated old news
and film and video footage a few
years ago and it was stored in the
basement where they used to keep
student records," Beadle said. 'It
was hard to get at before because it
was crowded but now it's on database ..'
Beadle said the archives have a
wealth of knowledge that she
hopes will be used for research.
"A couple of national productions have already used footage
from the archives," she said.
Both Dieken and Griffith had a
few things to say to those who hope
to break into television.

"Don't just take communications classes," Die ken said. "Know
world geography because there is
nothing more annoying than rryingto listen tosomebodydoastory
on a place they can't locate on a
map. Television is not just plugging a camera.•
Griffith agreed that focusing
only on communications will not
lead to success.
"The field is growing," he said.
"Learn as much as you can. Read
broadly and take writing courses.·
Dieken attended Indiana University and got her start sophomore year at a local PBS station
run out of the university, she said.
"I spent as much time as possible on the air," she said. "I was a
full-time student with a full-time
job plus I spent as much time as
possible in the studio. Myfirstj:>b
was as a soccer reporter."
By 11 a.m., the show had ended
and the thirty crew members took
down the set. An hour and a half
later, there was no evidence that
anything had ever happened.

Millor Orator chosen by Shootings remembered after 25 years
senior class for May 21
Cherie Skoczen

Shannon Sullivan
Staff Reporter

As the senior class looks forward to graduation, many aspects
of the ceremony are being finalized, including choosing the senior who is to
speak on behalf of the class
at ~ommence
menr,
the
Millar Orator.
This year
the speech will
be given by
Rose Abood.
"The basis
of thisspeech is
wbeencourag- Rose Abood
ing, to have the attitude of conquering the world," said Tim
Coulehan, senior class president
and member of theselectioncommittee.
The selection process began in
March with ads around campus
for seniors interested in addressing their class at graduation.
"From the advertising, lJ
people submitted speeches to be

considered," Coulehan said.
Abood captured the encouragement and the drive that the
panel was looking for.
"I am very proud and excited
that 1am given the chance to represent the senior
class," said Abood. "I
worked on the speech
fortwodays. ltissomething I really wanted
to do. I sat down and
just wrote what came
to mind."
In addition to the
honor of speaking at
graduation, Abood
also has the honor of
being the first female
to speak in five years.
"It's important that all of the
glitches be worked out, because
this is the only speech given at
graduation on behalf of the senior
class," said Heckman.
When asked about the content
of thespeech,Aboodsaid that she
wants to save it for graduation.
"I just hope itsayssomethingto
the seniors," she said.

Assistant News Editor
Today Kent State University
commemorates the 25th anniversaryof thestudentriots held on its
campusthatresultedinthedeaths
of four young people.
As part of the memorial, Kent
Stateissponsoringa two-daysymposium beginning May 3rd and
titled "Legacies of Protest.• Accordingtotheanniversary booklet, the
symposium "examinelsl political
and civil unrest from historical,
sociological, and philosophical
perspectives."
A candlelight vigil began at
midnight and will continue until
12:24 p.m. today, the time the
shooting occurred. At the same
time, the Victory Bell, which is
rung annually at the Kent campus, will sound once for each of
the thirteen students wounded or
killed in the riot.
On May 4, 1970, more than
2,000 students were gathered on
Kent State's University Commons
for a rally protesting the expansionof the Vietnam War intoCambodia. Around noon the National
Guard ordered students to disperse. When the some students

responded with stones and verbal
epithets, the Guard fired several
canisters of tear-gas at the crowd.
Twenty minutes later,gunfirefrom
the Guard broke out. Four young
people were killed, one was permanently paralyzed, and eight
others were wounded.
Adjutant General of the Ohio
National Guard, Sylvester Del
Corso, stated that the guardsmen
were forced to shoot after a sniper
opened fire and the crowd began
to surround the guardsmen, according to an article in The New
York Times, May 5, 1970 The artide also reported that students
denied there was a sniper, butt hey
admitted throwing rocks at the
guardsmen.
In a May 4,1970, United Press
International article, however,
Brig. Gen. Robert Canterbury
stated that no warning had been
given to the students that the
troops would shoot and no official
order had been given to open fire.
The New York Times reported,
at the time, that none of the victims was a revolutionary or hardcore radical. One was on her way
toclass;anotherwaswatchingthe
protest. All weresimplycaughtin

the wrong place at the wrong time.
Students held sit-outs on the
campus commons, attempted to
march on the house of the
university's president, smashed
windows, set small fires, and
burned a copy of the U.S. Constitution. Martial law was declared
at 10:30 p.m. Friday.
Across the nation universities
and colleges closed temp:>rarilyfor
fear of similar protests and government reprisals. Students here
at john Carroll threated the ROTC
following the incident.
Professor jerry Lewis of Kent
Statewhowaspresentattheshooting stated in the spring edition of
Kent's, The BLLn;"l was shot at, too.
I was a victim of May 4. I am still
processing it."
We need to commemorate this
awful event because it is a reminder of what can happen when
abusive power takes over, said Sr.
Mary AnnFlannerywhowasfinishing graduate school at Kent
when the shootings occurred.
Twenty-five years later, Kent
State University remains in an internationalsp:>tlight following the
tragic demonstrations that took
place in due to the Vietnam War.

The children, whowerebetween the ages
of ll and 17,anxiouslyawaited for the event
to arrive, said Yvette Newlin, acting assistant principal at the Green Road school.
"They were all excited," Newlin said.
"Many who had attended last year were
really excited. Theywerejustecstatic. They
were ready to go."
Activities included a 25-yard dash, a
softball throw, a Frisbee throw, the long
jump, and a bean bag toss. Each participant was paired with a Carroll volunteer
who became the child's "buddy" for the day.
"Every kid had a buddy, and you took
them around totheevents,"saidSenior Man
Elder. "Everyone was a winner. It was a
good time."
The child's score from each event was
recorded by his buddy in a personal folder,
and noparticularchildwonanyevent. Ribbons were given out to all participants for
each event in which they participated.
All of the children and volunteers also
received free Project H.O.P.E. T-shirts and
baseball hats purchased by the Alumni Office.
Project H.O.P.E. was instituted atJCU by
last year's senior class.
"I would like to see it continueasa senior
tradition," said Coulehan. "l'd also like to
see it grow, maybe even into a longer day:
The big thing is raising awareness of service to others."
As the senior class service project,
Coulehan said the organizers tried to involveas manyseniorsaspossible, but rna ny
other students also volunteered their time.
"We were very pleased with the number
of volunteers we got," Coulehan said. "We

had more volunteers than we even needed
at some points."
Shiner. said she was glad many of the
seniors were able to volunteer to help at
Project H.O.P.E Of the 200 JCU students
involved, more than half were seniors,
Shiner said.
"Weare all worried about graduation and
what we're doing," she said. "It's great to
kind of have a break and to real! y see the
effect of what we do for the kids."
Many students and staff alike came out
to Wasmer field to support the participants,
Coulehan said. Shiner added that many
studentswhocametowatchended up working with the disabled children.
"A lot of people came and just jumped
right in, wa I ked around on the field, and got
involved with the kids," she said. "Many
hooked up with a friend they knew who
was volunteering. They talked and interacted with the kids, which was great."
Coulehan said he was very happy with
the outcome of the day's events.
"We ended up getting great weather," he
said. "That was one big thing I was worried
about. We ended up getting started late, but
wefinishedearly. Everyone had a good time."
Many of the Carroll volunteers were sad
to see their "buddies" leave at the end of the
day. "They look forward to coming here so
much," said Junior Melissa Winberry. "And
after working with them for the day, it's
really sad to see them go.'
New) insaidshewas very impressed with
the Carroll students.
"I have never met a group of students
who have done all of the organizing or had
all of the dedication [than the students of
JCU)," said Newlin. "They were top-notch."

JESUITS: Creating a new home on Belvoir
Continued from page 1
ping. When I came here 21 years ago, there
were 44Uesuits], nowwearedown to 21 and
think the number will continue to drop,"
said Fennessy.
According to Fennessy, the jesuit community knew that members didn't want to
be in separate houses or in an apartment
group. "We had to be on campus or right
next tO it," said Fennessy. "Bei ng in Rodman is on one hand a real waste of space
and on the second hand it is demoralizing
to be in a big house with so many empty
rooms."
With the idea that Rodman Hall'sspace
was going to waste, the considerations were:
build a new building between the O'Malley
Center and Graselli Library or beyond the
library: renovate part of Rodman or take
something the university owns and renovate it.
"Ronald Payto, the architect who just
finished the O'Malley Center and has
worked for the university for 20years,came
up with several designs and after discussion, there was a strong con census on the
Belvoir lot," Fenessy said.
According to Salmi, the peoplecurrentl y
occupying those houses have been notified
of the impending move, but are not yet
aware of where they will be relocated .
"We will have input on the location, but
we can do our job any place as long as the
students can find us. The possibility of
being more centrally located on the cam-

pus is appealing," Elizabeth Swenson, dean
of student career development said.
Fennessy said that ideally the offices
could move into a furmshed place, but a
temporary location is more likely.
"We want to start building about a year
from now, over the summer. It should take
3-4 months to build," said Fennessy. "We
will work to reduce the cost as much as
poss1ble and choose the least expensive of
all options.·
Salmi said that the moveisscheduledfor
the fall of 1996. "We won't be moving for a
year. We have a year, it's not like we're rushing into it," said Salmi.
This planned move leaves Rodman Hall.
"As for Rodman, there are all kinds of
proposals floating around. There are planning committees and various people have
proposed things. Long-range planning will
have to be re-evaluated," said Fennessy:
Originally, the jesuits had to commute
from the West side and even after moving
into Rodman in 1938, the building was not
completed umil194S.
According to Fennessy, many people "assumed we'd never move out of Rod man, but
we think [the move) will be more attractive
to young Jesuits. We're moving to a more
family style of life."
The Jesuit community has considered
the first set of plans and given its feedback.
The second set of plans will be ready for the
Board of Trustees meeting next week at
whuch time more discussion will take place.

Congratulations Lou
We're proud of you!
Good luck at CWRU.

Love,
Dad, Mom and Ed

SECURITY: Officer

wants ''back on the
for his contributions job"

Continued from page 1

Salmi was pleased with the award, and
agrees that he is an administratornotafraid
to get close to students.
"!am pleased and honored to have been
selected CN Person of the Year," said Salmi.
"The award says to me that there's a vice
president who is accessible to students. I
try really hard to let students know there's
a place they can go to voice their concerns."
Salmi described h1s first year as vice
president of Student Affairs as an experience that has been both enjoyable and trying.
"It's been tough," he said. "It's been hell.
There's a lot more to it than getting to know
students, or a particular area or division. I
have to be an expert in food serv1ce, contract law, campus security. It's been difficult wearing so many hats. But ultimately,
I've enjoyed it for the most part."
Salmi said his primary goals for the future all stem fro m his hope to make the
University better. In the next couple of
years, he said he wants to look at residence
halls, food service, needs of commuter students, and campus safety and security issues.
Mem bersof the Student AffaJTS division
where Salmi works were also pleased that
he had been chosen for the award.
"I think he's got a lot of vision and energy," said Donna Byrnes, director of Resi denceLife. "He is a person who will move us
forward in our efforts to move the student
body forward."
Lisa Heckman, director of Student Activities, said Salmi was very deserving of
the award.
"He has demonstrated to students on a
number of occasions that he1s here to work
with and serve the students and help them
withalltheirneeds,"said Heckman. "While
se rving the students, he has also been a
great teacher."
Before leaving Carroll co obtain his doctorate in Boston, Salmi served as a campus
minister. After leaving Carroll, he took his
fmal vows with the jesuits, which included
a six month service commitment in Afnca,
where he worked with people dying of AIDS.
As far as being back at Carroll, Salmi
sums his feelings up simply.
"I'm glad to be back," sa1d Salmi .
"Cleveland's my hometown, and it's nice to
be back at Carroll."

Continued from page 1
Morehead, with the St. PaullnsuranceCompany. According to court documents, the
i nsurancecompany iscurrentl y investigating the matter.
Metzenbaum claims his jobsecumy became rocky lastjanuary four days after his
Uncle, U.S. Senator Howard Metzenbaum,
left office. On january 9,1995, thefive year
veteran was disciplined for allegedly harassing a fellow Cam pus Police Officer, Todd
Mitchell, a charge he disputes. Metzenbaum
said that in February, a student threatened
to sue him and the University after
Metzenbaumcharged the student with disturbing the peace back m December
Metzenbaum also told The CN that the
University was, "gunning for him."
However, Merzenbaum said that on
March 20, l99S, he turned his evaluation
over to a Universltyattorney,John Newman,
of Cleveland's Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue.
"I th1nk I shocked them ," sa1d
Metzenbaum. "I don't think they expected
me to hand [t hcevaluallon)m. But, I figured
it would be a prolonged court battle, Jtcould
have taken months, and that's too long to
stay off the pay roll."
Metzenbaum claimed that McCaffrey
called two days later and told him that the
University now needed all of h1 medical
records. On Monday, Metzenbaum said he
would file a second suitsometime this week,
under nearly all the same statutes.
"Hopefully," Metzenbaum said, "I'll be
back in time for graduation."
A Universityofficialstated that personnel p:>licies often dictate that the Campus
Police staff turn overcenam med1cal documents to assure that officers are "fir to serve."
Each officer also undergoes f req ue nt ph ysica ls. Metz.enbaum adm1ts he has had some
medical probl m , uch a5 a "reflex. sy nlhome," whKh have "\unnnl" h1, m<.,blhty
In the past.
Admimstrators, mduding Rev Richard
P. Salmi J the vice pres1dcm of Student
Affa1rs, Carl Englert thed1rectorof Person
nel, and McCaffrey, de hned comment.
Metzenbaum sees both suits as a simple
effort to regam a job he "loves doing."
"l have no regrets, if I had to do everything all over aga1n I would not change a
thing," he said. "I'm just asking for the court
to put me back on the job."

Senior CN Staffers:
"I used to read the Carroll
News, then I joined it, and
now I don't have time."
-joe Guay

Jonathon Holley John R. Thorne Tony Hill Jeff Walker Derek Diaz
Brendan McKillip Elizabeth McDonald Mike James
Mary Anne Soltis Joe Guay Gretchen Pfieffer Matt Buettner

Thank God we've had a dozen less readers over the last four years.

Way to go,
Rick, from the
three women
in your life.
We love you.
I

Carmen,
Ramona, and
Rosanna

Dear Jen,
Warm Florida congratulations on your
John carroll EXPERIENCE. We are
very proud of you and wish you
happiness a success in your future.
We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Ryan
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Morning Exchange• highlights ]cu·s OMalley Center
Christina
nes
News Editor
The O'Malley Center was converted to a studio with standingroom-only this past Mondaywhen
ChannelS's "Mornmg Exchange,"
featuring Connie Die ken and Fred
Griffith, came to shoot live on location. Students and faculty alike
filled the Margaret Kahl Arcade
fora chance to be on camera.
This is the third time the show
has been shot on cam pus, said
Alan Stephenson, professor of
communications.
"We've always had a close rela tionsh1p with ChannelS,' he said.
"They also came to do the 'Morning Exchange' in '85 and '90."
Mary Beadle, professor of communicatlons, said that ChannelS
was invited to come to jCU in the
fall, but due to all the channel
moves. it never happened.
"The general manager of ChannelS was at john Carroll for a media open house," she said. "I think
he was so impressed by thefacilities that he made sure it happened."
Stephenson said that JCU interns have a very good reputation
and thereareat leastthreeatCha nnel5 right now.
"lt's been a case of we've been
good to them and they've been
good to us," Stephenson said.
TheshowisshoteveryMonday

through Friday from 9 am. toll
am in the ChannelS studio or at
varioussitesm theClevelandarea.
Right now, though, the studio is
unavailable for use, said Die ken.
"Thestudioisbeingrefurbished
so we are out of the house," she
said.
Griffith said that there will be
five out-of-house shows in May.
"I like being out of the studio
much better because you get to
meet people," he said.
Many students attended the
shooting to get the chance to see
what it takes to produce a show.
"I was really honored to be a
part of 'Morning Exchange'." said
sophomore Tonya Huffman.
"Since I want to go into TV work,
this is a great opportunity to gain
experience."
Freshman Kara Keating attended because of her Broadcast
Media class.
"It's interesting to see how this
all works." she said. "You don't
think about the little things it
takestomakeitallcometogether."
Diekensaidshe wasenthusiastic about coming toacollegecampus to shoot.
"Being at a university takes you
back," she said. "It's always revitalizing and nice to see people
with the same fire in their eyes."
Linda Hirsch, soap opera specialist for the show; said she has

'Company' debut on cable
Christina H nes
News Editor

The communications department initiated a half hour interview television show last February to airedbyl6cab1e ompaniesin Northeast Ohio beginning
May 5. The show, entitled "Company," is hosted and produced by
Mary Beadle, associate communications professor.
"[The show's] focus is to highlight faculty and visitors to campus," Beadle said.
AlanStephenson,communications professor, directs the show
with the aid of his advanced production class.
"It's something I've wanted to
do for a number of years but have
had no one wnh the time or desire

to do it," he said. "Beadle just
showed up."
The program is taped in the
O'Malley Center TV Studio.
~Company' means these people
being interviewed] are coming
into your living room each week
forcompany,"saidDorisDonnelly;
religious studies professor who
interviewed for the first show.
Stephenson said production
has gone well and that they have
eliminated all of the bugs out of
the new studio.
The university was informed
that "Company" would be aired a
few weeks ago, Beadle said.
"More or less, I think it might
internal! y give people the ideas of
the capabilities we have, I hope
this is just the start," she said.

Hosts Fred Griffith and Connie Dieken chat with Communications Department Chairperson
Jackie Schmidt and Acting President Fred Travis in the O'Malley Center Arcade.
learned not to ask where the program is filmed ahead of time.
"One time when I asked a
former producer where we were
shooting, he told me, 'I'm the producer, you're the talent'," she said.
"That answered my questions
about talent. Once you get yelled
at for that, you just go."
She found out she was filming
at JCU three days in advance.
Hirsch, though, is familiar with
the campus after being employed
asasecretary for a short time years
ago.
"The reason l gouhe job [as secretary) was because the woman
hiring people was so difficult,"
Hirsch said. "Her boss told herthe
next person who walked through
the door breathinggotthejob. That
was me. 1can't even type."
She was given her walking papers that summer.
Hirsch said she thought the
day's production went well.
'If I learned how to look at the
right camera, though, it would be
a little better,' she said.

Hirsch updated the audience
on the plot lines and love affairs of
the ten daytime soaps in addition
to a question and answer period
with the Carroll audience.
Along with the various segments of the show, "Morning Exchange" also toured the O'Malley
Center and spoke with administrators and students about the
communications department. It
also featured thejCU archives.
"Channel 5 donated Old news
and film and video footage a few
years ago and it was stored in the
basement where they used to keep
student records," Beadle said. ' It
was hard to get at before because it
was crowded but now it's on database ..'
Beadle said the archives have a
wealth of knowledge that she
hopes will be used for research.
"A couple of national productions have already used footage
from the archives," she said.
Both Dicken and Griffith had a
fewthingstosaytothosewho hope
to break into television.

"Don't just take communications classes." Die ken said. "Know
world geography because there is
nothing more annoying than tryingtolistentosomebodydoastory
on a place they can't locate on a
map. Television is not just plugging a camera."
Griffith agreed that focusing
only on communications will not
lead to success.
"The field is growing." he said.
"Learn as much as you can. Read
broadly and take writing courses.·
Dicken attended Indiana University and got her start sophomore year at a local PBS station
run out of the university, she said.
"I spent as much time as possible on the air," she said. "I was a
full-timestudent with a full-time
job plus I spent as much time as
possible in the studio. My first job
was as a soccer reporter."
By ll a m., the show had ended
and the thirty crew members took
down the set. An hour and a half
later, there was no evidence that
anything had ever happened.

Millor Orator chosen by Shootings remembered after 25 years
senior class for May 21
Shannon Sullivan
Staff Reporter
As the senior class looks forward to graduation, many aspects
of the ceremony are being finalized, including choosing the senior who is to
speak on behalf of the class
at ~ommence
menr,
the
Mtllor Orator.
This year
the speech will
be given by
Rose Abood.
"The basis
of thisspeech is
to beencourag- Rose Abood
ing, to have the attitude of conquering the world," said Tim
Coulehan, senior class president
and member of the select ion committee.
The selection process began in
March with ads around campus
for seniors interested in addressing their class at graduation.
"From the advertising, ll
people submitted speeches to be

considered," Coulehan said.
Abood captured the encouragement and the drive that the
panel was looking for.
"I am very proud and excited
that lam given the chance to represent the senior
class," said Abood. "I
worked on the speech
fortwodays. ltissomething I really wanted
to do. I sat down and
just wrote what came
to mind."
In addition to the
honor of speaking at
graduation, Abood
also has the honor of
being the first female
to speak in five years.
"It's important that all of the
glitches be worked out, because
this is the only speech given at
graduation on behalf of the senior
class," said Heckman.
When asked about the content
of the speech, Abood said that she
wants to save it for graduation.
"!just hope it says something to
the seniors." she said.

Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor
Today Kent State University
commemorates the 25th anniversaryof the student riots held on its
campusthatresultedinthedeaths
of four young people.
As part of the memorial, Kent
Stateissponsoringa two-daysyrnposium beginning May 3rd and
titled "Legacies of Protest." According to the anniversary booklet, the
symposium "exami nelsl political
and civi l unrest from historical,
sociological, and philosophical
perspectives."
A candlelight vigil began at
midnight and will conti nue until
12:24 p.m. today, the time the
shooting occurred. At the same
time, the Victory Bell, which is
rung annually at the Kent campus, will sound once for each of
the thirteen students wounded or
killed in the riot.
On May 4, 1970, more than
2,000 students were gathered on
Kent State's University Commons
for a rally protesting the expansionof the Vietnam War intoCambodia. Around noon the National
Guard ordered students to disperse. When the some students

responded with stones and verbal
epithets, the Guard fired several
canisters of tear-gas at the crowd.
Twenty minutes later,gunfire from
the Guard broke out. Four young
people were killed, one was permanently paralyzed, a n d eight
others were wounded.
Adjutant General of the Ohio
National Guard , Sylvester Del
Corso, stated that the guardsmen
were forced to shoot after a sniper
opened fire and the crowd began
to surround the guardsmen, according to an article in The New
York Times, May 5, 1970. The artide also reported that students
denied therewasasniper, butt hey
admitted throwing rocks at the
guardsmen.
In a May 4,1970, United Press
International article however,
Brig. Gen. Robert C~n t erbury
stated that no warning had been
given to the students that the
troopswouldshootand noofficial
order had been given to open fire.
The New York Times reported,
at the time, that none of the victims was a revolutionary or hardcore radical. One was on her way
toclass;anotherwaswatchingthe
protest.Allweresimplycaughtin

thewrongplaceatthewrongtime.
Students held sit-outs on the
campus commons, attempted to
march on the house of the
university's president, smashed
windows, set small fires, and
burned a copy of the U.S. Constitution. Martial law was declared
at 10:30 p.m. Friday.
Across the nation universities
and colleges closed tern poraril y for
fear of similar protests and government reprisals. Students here
atjohn Carroll threated the ROTC
following the incident.
Professor jerry Lewis of Kent
Statewhowaspresentattheshooting stated in the spring edition of
Kent's, The Burr,"! was shot at, too.
l was a victim of May 4. I am still
processing it."
We need to commemorate this
awful event because it is a reminderof what can happen when
abusive power takes over. said Sr.
Mary Ann Flannery who was fin ishing graduate school at Kent
when the shooti ngs occurred.
Twenty-five years later, Kent
State University remains in an international spotlight following the
tragic demonstrations that took
place in due to the Vietnam War.
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HOPE: Event promotes corrrrunity SALMI : Honored
Continued from page 1
The children, who were between the ages
of ll and 17,anxiouslyawaited for the event
to arrive, said Yvette Newlin, acting assistant principal at the Green Road school.
"They were all excited," Newlin said.
"Ma ny who had attended last year were
really excited. They were just ecstatic. They
were ready to go."
Activities included a 25-yard dash, a
softball throw, a Frisbee throw, the long
jump, and a bean bag toss. Each participant was paired with a Carroll volunteer
who became the child's "buddy" for the day.
"Every kid had a buddy. and you took
them around to the events," said Senior Matt
Elder. "Everyone was a winner. It was a
good time."
The child's score from each event was
recorded by his buddy in a personal folder,
and noparticularchild wonanyevent. Ribbons were given out to all participants for
each event in which they participated.
All of the children and volunteers also
received free Project H.O.P.E. T-shirts and
baseball hats purchased bytheAiumniOffice.
Project H.O.P.E. was instituted atjCU by
last year's senior class.
"I would like to see it continue asasemor
tradition," said Coulehan. "I'd also like to
see it grow, maybe even into a longer day.
The big thing is raising awareness of service to others."
As the senior class service project,
Coulehan said the organizers tried to involveas manyseniorsas possible, but many
other students also volunteered their time.
"We were very pleased with the number
of volunteers we got," Coulehan said. "We

had more volunteers than we even needed
at some points"
Shiner. said she was glad many of the
seniors were able to volunteer to help at
Project H.O.P.E. Of the 200 jCU students
involved, more than half were seniors,
Shiner said.
"We are all worried about graduation and
what we're doing." she said. "It's great to
kind of have a break and to really see the
effect of what we do for the kids."
Many students and staff alike came out
to Wasmer field to support the participants,
Coulehan said . Shiner added that many
students whocame to watch ended up working with the disabled children.
"A lot of people came and just jumped
right in, walked around on the field , and got
involved with the kids," she said. "Many
hooked up with a friend they knew who
was volunteering. They talked and interacted with the kids, which was great."
Coulehan said he was very happy with
the outcome of the day's events.
"We ended up getting great weather." he
said. "T hat was one big thing l was worried
about. We ended upgettingstarted late, but
we finished early. Everyone had a good time."
Many of the Carroll volunteers were sad
to see their "buddies" leave at the end of the
day. "They look forward to coming here so
much,"saidjunior Melissa Winberry. "And
after working with them for the day, it's
real! y sad to see them go.'
Newlinsaidshewas very impressed with
the Car roll students.
"I have never met a group of students
who have done all of the organizing or had
all of the dedication [than the students of
]CUI." said Newlin. "They were top-notch."

JESUITS: Creating a new home on Belvoir
Continued from page 1
pus is appealing," Elizabeth Swenson, dean
ping. When I came here 21 years ago, there of student career development said.
Fennessy said that idea II y the offices
were 44Uesuits),nowwearedown to21and
think the number will continue to drop," .could move imo a furmshe pace, but a
temporary location is more likely.
said Fennessy.
"We want to start building about a year
According to Fennessy, the jesuit community knew that members didn't want to from now, overt he summer. It should take
be in separate houses or in an apartment 3-4 months to build ," said Fennessy. "We
group. "We had to be on campus or right will work to reduce the cost as much as
next to it," said Fennessy. "Bei ng in Rod- possible and choose the least expensive of
man is on one hand a real waste of space all options."
Salmi said that the move is scheduled for
and on the second hand it is demoralizing
to be in a big house with so many empty the fall of 1996. "We won't be moving for a
year. We have a year, it's not like we're rushrooms."
With the idea that Rodman Hall'sspace ing into it," said Salmi.
This planned move leaves Rodman Hall.
wasgoing to waste, the considerations were:
"As for Rodman, there are all kinds of
build a new building between theO'Malley
Center and Graselli Library or beyond the proposals floating around. There are planlibrary; renovate pan of Rodman or take ning committees and various people have
something the university owns and reno- proposed things. Long-range planning will
have to be re-evaluated," said Fennessy.
vate it.
Originally, the jesuits had to commute
"Ronald Payto, the architect who just
finished the O' Malley Center and has from the West side and even after moving
worked for the university for 20 years, came into Rodman in 1938, the building was not
up with several designs and after discus- completed until 1945.
According to Fennessy, many people "assion, there was a strong concensus on the
sumed we'd never move out of Rodman, but
Belvoir lot," Fenessy said.
According to Salmi, the people currently we think [the move) will be more attractive
occupying those houses have been notified to young jesuits. We're moving to a more
of the impending move, but are not yet family style of life."
The jesuit community has considered
aware of where they will be relocated.
"We will have input on the location, but the first set of plans and given its feedback.
we can do our job any place as long as the The second set of plans will be ready fort he
students can find us. The possibility of Board of Trustees meeting next week at
being more centrally located on the cam- whuch ti me more discussion will take place ..

for his contributions

Continued from page 1
Salmi was pleased with the award, and
agrees that he isanadministrator notafraid
to get close to students.
"I am pleased and honored to have been
selected CN Person of the Year." sa1d Salmi
"The award says to me that there's a vice
president who is accessible 10 students. I
try really hard to let students know there's
a place they can go to voice their concerns."
Salmi described his first year as vice
president of Student Affairs as an experience that has been both enjoyable and trying.
"It's been tough," he said. "It's been hell.
There's a lot more to it than getting to know
students, or a particular area or division I
have to be an expert in food service, contract law, campus security. It's been difficult wearing so many hats. But ultimately.
I've enjoyed it for the most part."
Salmi said his primary goals for the future all stem from his hope to make the
University better. In the next couple of
years, he said he wants to look at residence
halls, food service, needs of commuter students, and campus safety and security issues.
Members of the Student Affairsdivision
where Salmi works were also pleased that
he had been chosen for the award.
"I think he's got a lot of vision and energy," said Donna Byrnes, director of Residence Life. "He is a person who wi 11 move us
forward in our efforts to move the student
body forward."
Lisa Heckman, director of Student Activities, said Salmi was very deserving of
the award.
"He has demonstrated to students on a
number of occasions that he is here to work
with and serve the students and help them
withal! theirneeds,"said Heckman "While
serving the students. he has also been a
great teacher."
Before leaving Carroll to obtain his doctorate in Boston, Salmi served as a campus
minister. After leaving Carroll, he took his
final vows with the jesuits, which included
a six month service commitment in Africa,
whereheworkedwith peopledymgof AIDS.
As far as being back at Carroll, Salmi
sums his feelings up simply.
"I'm glad to be back," sa1d Salmi .
"Cleveland's my home town, and tt's nice to
be back at Carroll."

SECURITY: Officer

wants 'back on the
job"
Continued from page 1
Morehead, with the St. Paul InsuranceCompany. According to court documents, the
insurancecompany iscurrently i nvestigating the matter.
Metzenbaum claims his job security became rocky last january four days after his
Uncle, U.S. Senator Howard Metzenbaum,
left office. On january 9, 199S, the five year
veteran was disciplined for allegedly harassinga fellow Campus Police Officer, Todd
Mitchell, a charge he disputes. Metzenbaum
said that in February, a student threatened
to sue him and the University after
Metzenbaum charged the student with disturbing the peace back m December.
Metzenbaum also told The CN that the
University was, "gunning for him."
However, Metzenbaum said that on
March 20, 1995, he turned his evaluanon
over to a Universityattorney,john Newman,
of Cleveland's jones, Day. Reavis & Pogue.
"I think I shocked them ," said
Metzenbaum. "I don"t think they expected
me to handltheevaluatlon]m But, I figured
11 would be a prolonged court baule,Itcould
have taken months, and that' too long to
stay off the pay roll."
Metzenbaum claimed that McCaffrey
called two days later and told him thatthe
University now needed all of his medical
records. On Monday, Metzenbaum said he
would file a second suit sometime thIS week,
under nearly all the same statutes.
"Hopefully," Metzenbaum said, "1'11 be
back in time for graduation."
A University official stated that person
nel policies often dictate that the Campus
Police staff turn over certam medical documents to assure that officers are "fit to serve.·
Each officer also undergoes frequent physica ls. Me1zenbaum admits he has had some
medica l problems. suc h as a "r f\cx 5yndrome," which h,w · " \nnn~d" h1~ moh1hly
in che past.
Administrators, including Rev. Richard
P. Salmi SJ. the vice pre. 1dent of Student
AffairS, Carl Englert the director of P rson
nel, and McCaffrey, declined commenL
Metzenbaum sees both suits as a simple
effort to regain a job he "loves doing."
"l have no regrets, if I had to do everything all over again I would not change a
thing." he said. "I'm just asking for the court
to pUl me back on the job."

Senior CN Staffers:
"I used to read the Carroll
News, then I joined it, and
now I don't have time."
-Joe Guay
Jonathon Hofley John R. Thorne Tony Hill Jeff Walker Derek Diaz
Brendan McKillip Elizabeth McDonald Mike James
Mary Anne Soltis Joe Guay Gretchen Pfieffer Matt Buettner

Thank God we've had a dozen less readers over the last four years.

~--------------·

Congratulations Lou
We're proud of you!

Good luck at CWRU.

Love,
Dad, Mom and Ed

Way to go,
Rick, from the
three women
in your life.
We love you.
I

Carmen,
Ramona, and
Rosanna

Dear Jen,
Warm Florida congratulations on your
John Carroll EXPERIENCE. We are
very proud of you and wish you
happiness a success in your future.
We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Ryan
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Annie Collopy
Staff Reporter
Faustin Twagiramnungu,the prime minister of Rwanda and member of the minority Tutsi tribe, has ordered that all Hutu
dominated refugee camps close. This order
is deeply rooted in fear that the majority
Hutu tribes who flee to these camps are

s

President Clinton announced Sunday his intention to cut
off billions of US. trade dollars with Iran in an effort to punish the
Iranian fundamenta list regime for supporting worldwide terrorist activity. U.S. officials estimate Clinton'sorder targets much of
the four billion dollar oil trade between Iran and US. oil companies, who refine over a fifth of lran'soiloutput. In addition to the
trade cuts, he intends to pressure Russian president Boris Yeltsin
to retract Russia's plans roselllran a civilian nuclear reactor and
accompanying equipment.
The testimony of police lab chief Gregory Matheson begins
the Los Angeles prosecution's examination of OJ Simpson in the
fourth month of the murder triaL Prosecutors are relying on the
science of •genetic fingerprinting" to prove Simpson's murder of
Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman. Matheson's preliminary testimony declared Simpson's blood type potentially
matched a drop found at the murder scene. Simpson's defense
team will respond by attacking the reliability of the science and
the collection of the evidence.
Quibilah Shabazz, the daughter of Malcolm X, agreed to
seek drug and psychiatric treatment in exchange [or the FBI's
dropping of charges that she had plotted to assasinate Nation of
Islam leader, Louis Farra khan.
The White House rejected Speaker of the House Newt
Gingnch's idea to severely cut Medicare finances. The White
House argued that it would acccept significant cutbacks in
Medicare only in the context of overall health reforms that protect the integrity of the program.
lRS agents are making surprise visits to thousands of small
businesses in a crackdown in laundering taxed money. The IRS
wants to find out if businesses are repoti ng big cash transactions
as required by law.
North Korea notified the U.S. that it is willing to resume
negotiations on irs nuclear program. Talks collapsed when
Pyongyang ref used to accept SoULh Korea's light water reactors to
replace a graphite reactor that produces more plutonium.

Correction: In the April 27, 1995 issue of the CN, the pictures of
Erol Gurel and Jamie Barbour were inadvertently switched. We
apologize for this error.

Commentary
developing militias to overthrow the current reign of the Tursi tribe.
At the same time, the 250,000 Hutus
were reportedly fleeing violent responses
from the government soldiers after last
weeks' massacre of 2000 refugees.
Fear is reacting to fear. The Hut us were
fleeing from a ra in storm, seeking shelter.

•

Hewitt Associates
Helping Cflents Around The World Improve Business Results rllrOuRh People.

sian that forced Rwanda into pohucal, social and economic turmoil. The massive
confusion that followed led to thedeathsof
more than 500,000 Tutsis and neutral
Hut us killed in massacre in 1994. The civil
war officially ended when Tursi rebels of
the Rwandan Patriotic Front overthrew the
Hutu government resulting in the massive
exodus from the country.
Fear, trepidation. The Hutus and the
Tu tsisalikeexist in a constant state of anxiety. The Hut us are now bemg forced back
into a culture with a tribe that historically
cannot reconcile with them.
The Tursi tribe is responding in kind.
Since the forced closing of the refugee
camps, hundreds of former refugees have
been killed in revenge attacks upon the
Hutus and imprisoned unjustly.

This triggered a cham reaction of chaos,
shoonng, bayoneting, and throwing grenades into crowds. Corpses covered the
ground and bulldozers cleared the bodtes.
Rightly, the Hutus are overcome with
fear. First , they are forced out of camps in
which they are supposedly protected by
United Nations peacekeeping forces.
However, U.N. sold iersobserved the massacre and justified that they could not defend the refugees because as the military
they could only use violence to protect the
Hutus.
Yes.the people live in fea r. Neutral forces
cannotevencontrol theconfusion and tr ibal
conflicts that exist and have existed since
the first bloody rebellion of the Hutus in
1959 that ended Tutsi dominance.
In 1990,Tutsisresponded ina rebel inva-

Both tribes operate in a vicious circle.
Perhaps the Hutus were fo rmi ng militias
with the intention of overthrowing the
Tutsi regime once more. Who can blame
either tribe for wanting power, or for disregarding U.N. intentions~
Of course, there is no easy answer to a
conflict as deep as racism.
All that the U.N. ca n do now is reassure
the refugees. Reassure them of what? The
last of the Rwandan refugee camps were
dosed on Sunday, and14 more people were
stoned and beaten todeath as they returned
to their homes.
The cycle continues. As people try to
return home and work toward some type of
reconciliation, history has already Illustrated that home might not be safe and
another revolution may be in the process.

Welfare debate brings three experts
to Carroll Forum on reform programs
Ryan outlined the Chnstian
Gina M. Girardot
perspective on welfare. Her emWorld V1ew Editor
The nationa l debate over wel- phasis was on the poor's rights
fare reform was brough t to john and needs in the wel fare deba te.
Carroll University Monday in the
Mackin Room as a panel of expertsdiscussed the problem and a
variety of solutions.
The forum, called "Remaking
Welfare: Reform or Abandonment?" consisted of a four person
panel including: Cassandra
McConnell, executive di rector of
the Empowerment Center of
Cleveland, Sr. Kathleen Ryan, legislative affairs director, Commission on Catholic Community Action, Representa tive Jane
Campbell, minority whip of the
Oh io House of Representatives
and Brenda Wirkus,JohnCarroll's
director of applied ethics.
"The poor need a voice; the
McConnell first shared her experience of being on welfare, and Church, and the legislature can
the process of getting off the pro- provide this," said Ryan.
Ryan also supports Earned Ingram, then explained the specifcome Tax Credit as a means for
ics of the program.
As divorced woman, unem- bridging the gap between welfare
ployed, with a two year -old child, recipients and those who can surMcConnell found herself in need vive with employment and parof government assistance. The tial government supplemen t.
Representative Campbell disprogram, Aid to Dependent Children(ADC),gave her$341a month cussed the implicat ions of the fedto be used for rent and all other eral welfare reform plan on Ohioexpenditures, and $300 dollars a ans.
The federal government has
month in food stamps.
The problem was that ends proposed a Block Grant which
were not meeting, and McConnell will eliminate some of the federal
found herself not able to work be- and state joint funding of welfare.
ca useshe would then lose her ben- By using figures of the 1994 exefits. She was frustrated with the pendit ures, the government will
system. Her advice for reform was cap ent itlement spe nding.
Entitlementspendingincludes
"to change not penalize."
A misconception McConnell money spent on services declared
warned the audience about is that essential to the individual such as
the "lower class person has been family aid, Medicare and child
forgotten in the welfare debate, support.
The Block Grant has passed in
and they are the ones who wa nt
the House and is waiti ng to be
reform the most."

Join the real world with the right career.
We're Hewitt Associates UC, a global benefits consulting firm
based in suburban Chicago. You'll find us listed in The 100 Best
Companies To Wor!< for In America. And due to our unparalleled
growth, we're out to find the best candidates for career entry
analyst opportunities in our innovative client-server environment.
Formal training will be provided. If you have an outstanding
GPA, an analytical mind, and the desire to get into exciting
project work right away, lets find out more about each other.
Send your resume including GPA (transcript preferred) to:
Dave Quinn, Hewitt AssO<iates LlC, P.O. Box 2ll , Uncolnshire, IL
60069. Or. fax to 708•883•0076. Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Rwandans live in constant fear of the unknown
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John Michael O'Biock
JCU Class ol '95
We are SO proud of your accomplishments!
Keep on believing ... keep on achieving ... But,
most of all, keep on reaching for your
dreams .. .
WE know you can do anything!
We love you John Michael. Congrats!!l
Mom & Dad

voted on in the Se nate.
This will effect Ohioans because state budgets,which are updated every two years, will have to
be created with less funds to work
with. This will mean cuts in welfare programs.
Campbell strong! y favors child
support. She said, "the (welfare)
mythology doesn't reflect thereality of today."
ln November 1994, 113,966
public as sis tance cases and
248,016 residents were helped in
Cuyahoga County. This shows
that the average welfare family
consists of 2.9 people.
The children of these families
should not be effected." A mechanism allowi ng the individual to
work yet still claim health benefits is necessary," Campbell proposed.
In 1970, 12 percent of all Ohio
children were living in poverty. In
1995, the amount rose to 20 percent.
"The key is changing the expectations of the parents to ensure children are not starving.Fathers should be expected to claim
paternity and pay child support,
child care should be provided for
th is will ensure that the mother
will be working in the paid labor
force," said Campbell.
"This will eventually help society for these people will become
taxpayers,"
co ntributi ng
Campbell stated.
Wirkus closed the pa nel wi th
reflections the responsibil ity as
citizens to establish discourse
with the poor. She stressed that
ther poor have been le( t out of the
discussion rega rding their own security. She urged the audience th at
while reforming, work with and
fort he poor.

How do you think
welfare should be
reformed?
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Jeff Eadie

Buddy Veiga

Bet h Purcell

Gat es Mills, OH
Sophomore
"Welfare is being abused in
insurmountable amounts.
I believe in Darwins survival of the fittest... People
are inclined to work if
they are not give n handouts."

Pittsburgh, PA
Sophomore
"More emphasis on work
It's shouldn't be a gift.
Educate people instead of
givi ng them money, so
they can be taught skills
ro provide for themselves."

Kettering. OH
Freshman
"The program can't just be
eliminated. It should be
there for people who are
une mployed to sustain
them until they get a job
More money for education
is a musL"
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Rwandans live in constant fear of the unknown
Annie Collopy

r

•
l

e

f

Staff Reporter
Faust in Twagiramnungu,theprime minister of Rwa nda and member of the minority Tursi tribe, has ordered that all Hutu
dom ina ted refugee camps close. This order
is deeply rooted in fea r that th e majority
Hutu tribes who flee to th ese camps are

s

Presiden t Clinton announced Sunday his intention to cut
off billions of US. trade dollars with lran in an effomo punish the
Iranian fundamentalist regime for supporting worldwide terror·
istactivity. U.S. orficialsestimate Clinton's order targets much of
the four billion dollar oil trade between lran and US. oil companies, who refine over a fifth of Iran's oil output. In addition to the
trade cuts, he intends to pressure Russian president Boris Yeltsin
to rerract Russia's plans roselllran a civilian nuclear reactor and
accompanying equipment.
The testimony of police lab chief Gregory Matheson begins
the Los Angeles prosecution's examination of O.j. Simpson in the
fourth month of them urder trial. Prosecutors are relying on the
science of "genetic fingerprinting• to prove Simpson's murder of
Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman. Matheson's preliminary testimony declared Simpson's blood type potentially
matched a drop found at the murder scene. Simpson's defense
team will respond by attacking the reliability of the science and
the collection of the evidence.
Quibilah Shaba:z.z, the daughter of Malcolm X, agreed to
seek drug and psychiatric treatment in exchange (or the FBI's
dropping of charges that she had plotted to assasinate Nation o[
lslam leader, Louis Farrakhan.
The White House rejected Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich's idea to severely cut Medicare finances. The White
House argued that it would acccept significant cutbacks in
Medicare only in the context of overall health reforms that protect the integrity of the program.
IRS agents arc making surprise visits to thousands o( small
businesses in a crackdown in laundering taxed money. The IRS
wants to find out if businesses arerepoting big cash transactions
as required by Jaw.
North Korea notified the U.S. that it is willing to resume
negotiat ions on its nuclear program. Talks collapsed when
Pyongya ngrefused to accept South Korea's light water reactors to
replace a graphite reactor that produces more plutonium.

Correction: In the April 27, 1995 issue of the CN, the pictures of
Erol Gurel and Jamie Barbour were inadvertent ly switched. We
apologize for this error.

Commentary
developing militias to overthrow the current reign of the Tutst tribe.
At the same time, the 250,000 Hutus
were reportedly fleeing violent responses
from the government soldiers after last
weeks' massacre of 2000 refugees.
Fear is reacting to fear. The Hutus were
flee ing from a rain stor m, seeking shelter.

•

Hewitt Associates
Helping Clients Around The World Improve Business Results Through People.

sion that forced Rwanda into polincal, social and economic turmoil. The massive
confusion that followed led to the dea ths of
more than 500.000 Tutsis a nd neutral
H ums killed in massacre in 1994. The civil
war officially ended when Tursi rebels of
the Rwandan Patriotic Front overthrew the
Hutugovernment resulting in the massive
exodus from the coumry.
Fear, trepidation. The Hutus and the
Tutsis alike exist in aconstantstateof anxiety. The Hutus are now being forced back
into a culture with a tribe that historically
cannot reconcile with them.
The Tursi tribe is responding in kind.
Since the forced closing of the refugee
camps, hundreds of former refugees have
been killed in revenge attacks upon the
Hutus and 1mprisoned unJUStly.

Both tribes operate in a vicious circle.
Perhaps the Hurus were fo rming militias
wi th the intention of overthrowing the
Tutsi regime once more. Who can blame
either tribe for wantmg power, or for disregarding U.N. intentions?
Of course, there is no easy answer to a
conflict as deep as racism.
All that the U.N. can do now is reassure
the refugees. Reassure them of what? The
last of the Rwandan refugee camps were
closed on Sunday, andl4 more people were
stoned and beaten todeath as they returned
to their homes
The cycle continues As people try to
return home and work toward some type of
reconciliation , history has already illustrated that home might not be safe and
another revolution may be in the process.

Welfare debate brings three experts
to Carroll Forum on reform programs
Gina M. Girardot
World View Editor
The na tional debate over welfare reform was brought to j ohn
Car roll University Monday in the
Mackin Room as a panel of experts discussed the pro blem and a
variety of solutions.
The forum , called "Remaking
Welfare: Reform or Abandon ment?" consisted of a four person
pa nel in cluding: Cassandra
McConnell , executive director of
the Empowerment Center of
Cleveland , Sr. Kathleen Ryan, legislative affairs director, Commission on Catholic Community Action , Re pr ese n tati ve Ja ne
Campbell, minority w hip of the
Ohio House of Represe ntatives
and Brenda Wirkus,johnCarroll's
director of applied ethics.
McCon nell first shared her experience of being on welfare, and
the process of getti ng off the program, then explained the specifics of the program.
As divorced woman, unemployed , with a two year -old child,
McConnell found herself in need
of governm ent assistance. The
program , Aid to Dependent Childre n (ADC),gave her$341 a month
to be used for rent and all other
expenditures, and $300 dollars a
month in food stamps.
The problem was that ends
were not meeting, and McConnell
found herself not able to work because she would then lose her benefits. She was frust rated with the
system. Her ad vicefor reform was
"to change not penalize."
A misconception McConnell
warned the aud ience about is that
the "lower class person has been
forgotten in the welfare debate,
and they are the ones w ho want
reform the most."

voted on in th e Sena te.
Th is will effec t Ohioans becausestate budgets, whichare updated every two years, wi II have to
be created with less funds to work
with. This will mean cuts in welfare programs.
Campbellstronglyfavorschild
support. She said, "the (welfare)
mythology doesn't reflect thereality of today."
In November 1994, 113,966
publi c assistance cases and
248,016 residents were helped in
Cuyahoga County. Th is shows
that the average welfare family
consists of 2 9 people.
The children of these families
should not be effected."A mechanism allowing the individ ual to
work yet still claim health benefits is necessa ry,' Campbell pro"The poor need a voice; the posed.
l n 1970,12 percent of all Ohio
Church, and the legislature can
children were living in poverty. In
provide this," said Ryan.
Ryan also supportS Earned In- 1995, the amount rose w 20 percome Tax Credit as a mean s for cent.
"The key is changing the exbridging the gap between welfare
recipients and those who can sur- pecta tions of the parents to envive with employment and par- surec hlidren arenotstarving. Fathers should be expected to claim
ti al government s upplement.
Representative Campbell dis- paternity and pay child support,
cussed the implications of th e fed- child care should be provided for
eral welfare reform plan on Ohio- this will ensure that the mother
will be working in the paid labor
ans.
The federal government has force," said Campbell.
"This will eventually help soproposed a Block Grant which
will eliminate some of the federa l cietyforthese people w ill become
tax payers,"
and state joint funding o[ welfare. cont r ibuting
By using figures of the 1994 ex- Campbell stated.
Wirkus closed the panel with
penditures, the government will
reflections the responsibility as
cap ent itlement spending.
Entitlement spending includes citizens to establish di scourse
money spent on services declared with the poor. She stressed that
essential to t he indi vidual such as ther poor have been left out of th e
family aid, Med icare a nd ch ild discussion regarding their own security. She urged the audience that
support.
The Block Grant has passed in w hile re£orming, work with a nd
the House and is wai ting to be fo r t he poor.

Ryan outlined the C hnstia n
perspective o n welfare. Her em phasis was on the poor's rights
and needs in the welfare debate.

Join the real world with the right career.
We're Hewitt Associates UC, a global benefits consulting firm
based in suburban Chicago. You'll find us listed in The 100 Best
~pa njes To Work For In Alnerj@. And due to our unparalleled
growth. we're out to find the best candidates for career entry
analyst opportunities in our innovative clie nt-server environment.
Formal training will be provided. If you have an out.standing
GPA, an analytical mind, and the desire to get into exciting
project worl< right away, let's find out more about each other.
Send your resume including GPA !transcript preferred! to:
Dave Quinn, Hewitt Associates UC, RO. Box 2 2 I . Uncolnshire, ll
60069_Or. fax to 708•883•0076. Equal Opportunity Employer.

This triggered a chain reaction of chaos,
shooting, bayoneting, and throwing grenades into crowds. Corpses covered the
ground and bulldozers cleared the bodies.
Rightly, the Hutus are overcome with
fear. First, they are forced out of camps in
which they are supposedly protected by
United Nations peacekeeping forces
However, U.N.soldiersobserved th e massacre and justified that they could not defend the refugees beca use as the m ilitary
they could only use violence to protect the
Hutus.
Yes, the people live in fear. Neutralforces
cannot even control theconfusionand tribal
confl icts th at exi st an d have existed since
the first bloody rebel lion of the Hutus in
1959 tha t ended Tutsi dominance.
ln 1990,Tutsis responded in a rebel inva-

John Michael O'Biock
JCU Class ol '95
We are SO proud of your accomplishments!
Keep on believing ... keep on achieving .. . But,
most of all, keep on reaching for your
dreams ...
WE know you can do anything!
We love you John Michael. Congrats!!!
Mom & Dad

How do you think
welfare should be
refonred?
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Beth Purcell

Pittsburgh, PA

Kettering, OH

Sophomore
"Welfare is being abused in
insurmountable amoun ts.
I believe in Darwi n's survi val of the fiHest... People
are inclined tO work if
they are not given handouts."

Sophomore
"More emphasis on work.
It's shouldn't be a gift.
Educate people instead of
giving them money, so
they can be taught skills
tO prov ide for themselves."

Freshman

Akron, OH

"The program can't just be
eliminated. It should be
there fo r people who are
unemployed 10 sustain
them until they get a job.
More money for education
is a must."
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Before and after a ballgame at "The Jake"
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter
lt took 268 days, but a professional baseball game will finally
be played al]acobs Field, home of
the Cleveland lnd1ans.
Before the baseball strike, the
Indians set vanous team anen
da nee records
while bringing
excitement back
to a city that has
not seen a wmner
since l954.the last
year the Indians
were in the World
Series. AI most every game was a
sell-out, as fans
packed
the
ballpark until the
August l2t h baseball strike.
Nonetheless,
baseball is back,
and so here is a guide toseeingone
of the finest baseball facilities in
all of America.
Tickets
Even with the strike, baseball
fans were buying tickets for this
season. Most weekend games are
already sold out, as are many of

the games m September and October, which have standing room
only seats remaining. The best
time to see the Tribe could be in
June. They will host L6 games,
many with seats still available.
Buying your ttckets well in ad-

vance isalwaysagood idea toguarantee seats. Ticket prices range
from $14.00 for lower box 5eats to
$6.00 for general admission and
bleachers.
If you cannot get your tickets
through the Indians, a ticket
agency would be your next answer.

Expect to pay $10to$15more than
the cover cost. Street scalpers are
rare at the jacobs Field because of
a heavy police patrol. They will
arrest anyone who publici yscalps
rickets.
Parking & Transportation
If there is
any draw back
from the trip
downtown, it is
the cost and
availability of
park1ng spots.
Parking anywhere near the
ballpark will
cost from $6.00
to $9.00, and
those spots are
taken
up
quickly. Many
hotels offer
parking for
$5.00, but expect at least a
ten minute walk from any location. Maybe the easiest way to get
downtown is using the rapid transit. With shuttles leaving every
twenty-minutes, the rapid takes
you to The Tower City Center,
which has an underground walkway that leads directly into the

ballpark The rap1d runs for an
hour after the ballgame.
"Thejake"
At a cost of over $130 million,
Jacobs Field opened its doors last
season toapproximately2 mill1on
baseball fans This ballpark Incorporates a little of the old and
the new, with the world's largest
free-standmg jumbo tron
scoreboard to go along with the
nostalgia of some of the great
ballparks of the past.
Once ms1de the ballpark, there
are 27 souvemr and five program
stands for Indians paraphernalia.
The Indians Team Shop, which is
open everyday and during games,
has many different items for even
the most picky sports fan. The
outerconcoursehousesnumerous
food and beverage establishments
jacobs Field is not the place to
go if you are an autograph hunter.
Players will only sign for about a
half an hour from the time the
gates open (90 minutes before the
first pitch during the week, two
hours before on weekendsandspecial events). Autograph hunters
have had a better chance at obtaining autographs in horelsorin
Tower City.
If you have $800 to buy a mem-

bersh1p, you and your party can
have dinner m the Terrace Club. a
fancy restaurant that flanks the
left field line.
Before and After The Game
With the revitalization of
Cleveland, the downtown area has
become a popular place ro hang
out before and after the game.
The Flatsofferfanssuch places
as Shooters, Grand Slam Bar and
Grill. and B-W 3 to watch the
game from mside. A little closer
to the park, Pete&: Dewey's Planet
offers sandw1ches at a reasonable
price.
The New York Spaghetti House
is one of the finest Italian establishments in the city For those
looking for the perfect Cleveland
"pol ish boy," there are many street
hot dog vendors.
AlongwiththeFiats,thedown-.
town area has a lot to offer 1n terms
of shopping. Tower City and the
Galleria offer the top name retail
outlets in the city forshoppingand
relaxing.
Opening in September is The
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame which
will offer fans the chance to see a
ballgame, visit the museum and
see exhibits that made rock n' roll
the second American pastime.

Senior ROTC members prepared to
continue their service to the U.S.
Joe Rastoka
Staff Reporter
When most semors graduate
fromcol\cgc,thcy venture out into
the world ro find a job in a field in
wh1ch thcycanapplytheirmajor.
If students are lucky enough, they
might be able to find the kind of
job they're looking for.
However. there are other seniors
who choose to serve rhe1rcountry
in the armed forces of the United
tares of Amenca
john Carroll Uni versity'ssenior
Reserve Officer's Training Corps
mem hers are currently bemg stationed for active duty in different
areas of the country to fulfill their
scholarship requuements.
The semor members feel that
the time they dedicated to the
ROTC program has been well
spent 1 hey agree it'sagreatexpe-

rience that will help them get a
good job when they are through
with their service.
jason Baker, a senior ROTC
member at.fCU, has been waiting
for four years to be acrive in the
army. He leaves June 15 to go to
Redstone Arsenal in Alabama, and
if he likes what he sees there, he'll
stay in rhe army and make a career out of it .
Through his involvement in
ROTC, Baker said he has made
many close friends and has
learned to take charge in a pressure situanon.
Senior David R1shel still has to
attend advanced camp, which is a
s1x-week army training program.
After his SIX weeks, Rishel will
find out where he will be stationed.
Another graduating sen10r,
Mike Warbel, is leavingonjune 11
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for Fort Bliss, Texas. After graduating from Fort Bliss, he is off to
Korea for a year to be a platoon
leader at Camp Stanley.
Warbel is excited about leaving and said Camp Stanley "is a
very intense place."
Af terone year in Korea, War bel
plans on coming back to the U.S.
and entering into an army division.
Warbel feels that the ROTC
program at JCU has come a long
way since his freshman year. He
said the seniors have developed a
lotof new programsand have been
major leaders in the platoons.
Through the ROTC program,
senior Rob MacDonald said he has
gained better public speaking and
leadership abilities.
MacDonald plans to attend the
University of Akron to study law
in the fall. After attending law
school he plans to budd on everything he has learned during his
experience in JCU's ROTC program and eventually become a
lawyer for the army.
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Senior ROTC members David Rishel, Mike Warbel, Janelle
Albritton, and Jason Baker.
MacDonald is looking forward
to furthering his education and
said he would do his ROTC training all over again if he had to.
Senior Janelle Albritton will
become a Gold bar recruiter, meaningshewill be in charge of direct·
mail operations to incoming freshmen and recruiting of area high
school students. She is very excited about doing this, bur has no
idea of whatshewill do if the army
does not work out.
If Albritton decides to stick
with the army, she can retire at

age 41, but that all depends on her
experiences in the military.
She is glad to be doing something different for now and also
hopes to do some traveling in the
furure . Even though A!britton is a
woman in the army, she said the
men do not treat her any different! y. "They just treat me as one of
the guys," Albritton said.
She said the men respect her
opinion. "You have to let things
roll off your back," Albritton said.
"It's what the females make of it
for themselves."

Students, Faculty, Staff a Administrators
Get involved with JCU's Celebration of Cleveland's
upcoming Bicentennial-plan a implement activities;
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Carroll junior in 'Cabaret Dada'
Patrick White part of improv troupe perfoming in Flats
Joseph M. Guay
Assistant Forum Editor
Cleveland theatergoers will soon experience the baby
face and "James Brown personality" of John Carroll University junior Patrick Whne , as he is an ensemble member of
Cabaret Dada, the new improvisational theater opening
May ll in Cleveland's Warehouse district.
"I'd never done improv before, but l always had a problem sticking to a structured script," said White, who acted
in JCU's The Day They Shot john Lennon last semester.
"With this group there are no boundaries. l'm a different
character in a different scene every night."
Hailing from Toledo, White auditioned with many
Cleveland actors and comedians last October and secured
a permanent position·in the eight-member Cabaret Dada
company. For the past eight months he's been actively
brainstorming and rehearsing skit ideas in preparation for
next week's premiere performance. He is the only college
student in the group, which also makes him the youngest.
"Pat gave a great impression at auditions, and his instincts were right on. He was his own planet," said Artistic
Director Jeff Blanchard , who is also a troupe member and
co-founder of Cabaret Dada. "Toledo must be the horne of
the most bizarre people in the world because he comes in
herewith the craziest true stories about rea 1people."
But White's role in the Cabaret Dada ensemble isn't
restricted to on-stage performance work. He and the other
members have literally built thestages,carpeted the floors,
and converted an empty space under Fat Fish Blue into a
new performance facility.
"It's like we're a family, and our hearts are really into this.
I mean, I cut wood with these guys," said White. "Some are
comedians, and some have done movies, but we're all ac-

tors. Some of them have theater degrees. We're not just
schmucks who want to be funny. It's intellectual"
According to Blanchard and White, each two-hour
Cabaret Dada performance will present 90 minutes of
improv and 30 minutes of prepared corned y skits. I ncor porating simultaneous action, music and lighttng on three
separate stages, each show will be unique because audiences will contribute ideas and participate in the evening's
creative process.
"There's never been a long-running improvisational theater in Cleveland like this," said Blanchard. "We're plugging actor training methods and techniques into intellectual scripts. We're putting a theatrical spin to improvisational games."
Blanchard and co-founder Stan Morse envision Cabaret
Dada as a '90s invention of the Dada art movement, which
was grounded in a skepticism about a world that could
produce a global war. Since insanity seemed the world's
true state, the dadaists sought to replace logic and reason
with calculated madness. They presented a number of
programs com posed of recitations, cha nee, poems, dances,
visual art and short plays. Often, several things were performed simultaneously.
"Comedy is on a flf th grade level with movies like Tommy
Boy -we've fallen away from intellectual comedy," said
White. "TV rots your brain, but this is like mind expansion.
It's fresh ,likean interpretation of reality through insanity."
Said Blanchard, "We're lucky with the people we've got.
I've been to Los Angeles and New York, but there's amazing
talent in Cleveland. You don't have to be like the Cleveland
Playhouse and recruit people from out of town. Use the
locals."
A communications major and an aspiring poet, White

White is the youngest member of Cabaret Dada.
will remain with the group and be paid per performance.
Although he was once called back for the television show
California Dreams, White hopes to continue performmg
in Cleveland, as he is writing a movie for himself to star in,
and incorporating his poetry m Cabaret Dada scnpts.
"l want this company to remain solid for two years
before adding or losing members," said Blanchard. "l'd like
to develop improv classes and introduce our new style to
the Cleveland community."
The Grand Opening of Cabaret Dada is sponsored by
WENZ 107.9 The End. Performances wHl be every Thursday and Friday night at 8:30 p.m., and every Saturday at
8:00 and 10:00 p.m. Tickets are $12, and reservations can be
placed at (216) 696-HaHa.
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Co-chaired by Eleanor Finger, Residence Life
(#4401) and Shirley Seaton {#1604), Multicultural
Affairs.

ingAcademic Vice President Sally
Eric Embacher
Features Editor
Wertheim has been busy organizjohn Carroll University is in the ing a variety of events that will
process of planning events to cel- incorporate the students, faculty,
ebrate Cleveland's bicentennial and administration in a series of
andJCU'sllOthanniversaryin the activities that will encourage the
JCUcommunitytogetoutandhnd
next academic year.
At this time acti vitics are likely what Cleveland has to offer.
"We feel that universities
to include a scavenger hunt
throughout the Cleveland area should contribute to the city,"
which will end up at the Rock n' Wertheim said. "lt's our giftto the
Roll hall of fame, a hike and bike city in honor of the bicentennial
day through the metro parks and and in celebration of our own anrna ny other events that will bring niversary."
Wertheim added that it was
theJCU community together.
Cleveland's bicentennial does Father Michael]. Lavelle SJ.'s idea
not actually start until1996, but to get involved in the festiv ities.
Director of Public Affairs jerry
JCU will begin its events in the fall
semester in order to keep the spirit Sheehan, the co-chairperson of the
of the celebration alive without bicentennial committee, said that
planning for the events has been
any long breaks.
However, a greater emphasis gone very well.
Sheehan mentioned that bewill be placed on the spring events
which will actually take place yond including thejCU community, Cleveland residents will also
during the anniversary year.
In addition to the city's bicen- be in vi ted to the uni versity'sevents
tennial and JCU's llOth anniver- to gain recognition of JCU's consary, Carroll's business school will tribution to the city over the last
also be celebrating its 50th year of 110 yeas.
"UCU has produced I extraordiexistence.
A committee chaired by Act- narily well educated and morally

sensitive men and women who this celebration will help unifythe
contribute to the economy, civic Carroll Community.
"It's all inclusive, our commuaffairs, and the church," Sheehan
nity is throughstudentsaffairs but
said.
Various subcommittees have its geared to get everybody more
also been formed to plan different involved," Finger sa id . "Seeing [ac
types of events such as student ulty out on the heritage trail in
oriented activities, religious activi- Cleveland might give you a differties, and community service ent perspective about that person
because the context of you being
projects.
Thestudentactivitiessubcom- involved with that person is outmittee is tentatively planning to side the classroom."
ln addition to the symposium,
bring popular Cleveland musicians to campus, sponsor a cam- acontestiscurrentlyunderwayto
pus art contest, and plan other ac- find exam plesof "university firsts."
The event is open to all memtivities which will not only be
enjoyable, but also inform students bers of the university community
of Cleveland and its history.
Asymposiumhasalreadybeen
planned by the head committee
Gretchen,
for February of 1996 on Catholic
Your family is very
and jesuit Education's contributions to the city.
proud of you and
The keynote speaker will be
join you in your
Father AndrewGreeleySJ,,asociologistfrom the University of Chicelebration at
cago.
graduation. Much
Eleanor Finger, Assistant Director of Residence Life for Resisuccess and reward
dent Education and Community
in your future
Development said she hopes that

Conarotulotions ond Best Wishes!
AI Romanini
We are very proud of you,
and wish you continued success.
May God bless you with great health
and happiness always.
All our love,
Dad, Mom, Ron Jr., Patrick, and Brian

endeavors.
Love,
Mother & Family

and entries must be submitted to
Sheehan in the Public Affairs Office in the Recplex by june 20.
The person submitting the best
entry will recewe a $50 gi£ t certificate to harley's rab and two
runners-up will receive $25 gift
certificates to the restaurant.
A full calendar of bicenten n ia I
events can be expected at the beginning of the fall term.
Finger said she hopes that if
the bicentennial events "seem a
little different or far out that everyone will stretch themselvesand
try the activities. What do you
have to lose?"

Sean,
We are proud of
you, proud of
you & hope you
are proud, too.
Way to go!
Mom, Dad, I<Jm,
Heather and
Meghan

Eric s. Jones

''YA DUN GOODI''
Ll¥1,
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Before and after a ballgame at "The Jake"
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

lt took 268 days, but a professional baseball game will finally
be played at jacobs Field, home of
the Cleveland Indians.
Before the baseball strike, the
Indians set vanous team attendance records
while bnnging
excitement back
to a city that has
not seen a wmner
since 1954, the last
year the Indians
were in the World
Series. Almost every game was a
sell-out, as fans
packed
the
ballpark until the
August 12th baseba 11 stnke.
Nonetheless,
baseball is back.
and so here is a guide toseeingone
of the finest baseball faCJiitics in
all of America.
Tickets
Even wJth the strike, baseball
fans were buying tickets for thts
season. Most weekend games are
already sold out, as are many of

the games m September and October, which have standing room
only seats remaining. The best
time to see the Tribe could be in
june. They will host 16 games,
many with seats still available.
Buying your tickets well in ad-

vance is always a good idea to guaramee seats. Ticket prices range
from $14.00 for lower box !>eats to
$6.00 for general admission and
bleachers.
If you cannot get your tickets
through the Indians, a ticket
agencywould be your next answer.

Expect to pay$10 to$15 more than
the cover cost. Street scalpers are
rare at the jacobs Field because of
a heavy police patrol. They will
arrestanyonewhopubhclyscalps
rickets.
Parking & Transportation
If there is
any draw back
from the trip
downtown . it is
the cost and
availability of
parking spots.
Parking anywhere near the
ball park will
cost from $6.00
to $9.00, and
those spots are
taken
up
quickly. Many
hotels offer
parking
for
$5.00, but expect at least a
ten minute walk from any location. Maybe the easiest way to get
downtown is using the rapid transit. With shuttles leaving every
twenty-minutes. the rapid takes
you to The Tower City Center,
which has an underground walkway that leads directly into the

ballpark The rap1d runs for an
hour after the ball game.
"Thejake"
At a cost of over $130 million,
jacobs Field opened its doors last
season to approximately 2 mill10n
baseball fans. This ballpark Incorporates a little of the old and
the new, with the world's largest
free-standmg jumbo
tron
scoreboard to go along with the
nostalgia of some of the great
ballparks of the past.
Once inside the ballpark, there
are 27 souvemr and five program
stands for Indians paraphernalia.
The Indians Team Shop. which is
open every day and duringgames,
has many different items for even
the most picky sports fan. The
outer concourse houses numerous
food and beverage establishments
jacobs Field 1s not the place to
go if you are an autograph hunter.
Players will only sign for about a
half an hour from the time the
gates open (90 minutes before the
first pitch during the week. two
hours before on weekendsandspecial events). Autograph hunters
have had a better chance at obtaining autographs in hotels or in
Tower City.
lfyouhave$800tobuya rnem-

bersh1p, you and your party can
have dinner in the Terrace Club,a
fancy restaurant that flanks the
left field I me.
Before and After The Game
With the revitalization of
Cleveland, the dowmown area has
become a popular place ro hang
out before and after the game.
The Flats offer fans such places
as Shooters, Grand Slam Bar and
Grill, and B-W 3 to watch the
game from mside. A little closer
to the park. Pete&: Dewey's Planet
offers sandwJChes at a reasonable
price.
The New York Spaghetti House
is one of the ftnest Italian establishments in the city. For those
looking for the perfect Cleveland
"polish boy," there are many street
hot dog vendors.
AlongwiththeFiats,thedown-.
town area has a lot to offer m terms
of shopping. Tower City and the
Galleria offer the top name retail
outlets in the city for shopping and
relaxing.
Opening in September is The
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame which
will offer fans the chance to see a
ballgame, visit the museum and
see exhibits that made rock n' roll
the second American pastime.

Senior ROTC members prepared to
continue their service to the U.S.
Joe Rastoka
Staff Reporter

When most seniors graduate
fromcollege,theyventureoutinto
the world to find a pb in a field in
wh1ch they can apply their major.
If students are lucky enough, they
might be able to find the kmd of
job they're looking for.
However. there are other seniors
who choose to serve the1rcountry
in the armed forces of the Uni ted
tates of Amenca
john Carroll Umversity'ssenior
Reserve Officer's Traming Corps
members are currently being stationed for active duty in different
areas of thccoumrytofulfill their
scholar h1p reqUJ rements.
The semor mem hers feel that
the time they dedicated to the
ROTC program has been well
spent They agree it'sagreatexpe-

rience that wlll help them get a
good job when they are through
with their service.
Jason Baker, a senior ROTC
member at.JCU. has been waiting
for four years to be acrive m the
army. He leaves june 15 to go to
Redstone Arsenal in Alabama, and
if he likes what he sees there. he'll
stay in the army and make a career out of it.
Through his involvement in
ROTC, Baker said he has made
many close friends and has
learned to take charge in a pressure situauon.
Semor David Rishel sull has to
attend advanced camp, wh ich is a
six-week army training program.
After h1s s1x weeks. Rishel will
find out where he will be stationed.
Another graduating semor,
Mike Warbel, is leavingonjune 11

We're giving away
$1500 in college scholarships!
(

k

•

for Fort Bliss. Texas. After graduating from Fort Bliss, he is off to
Korea for a year to be a platoon
leader at Camp Stanley.
Warbel is excited about leaving and said Camp Stanley "is a
very intense place."
Af terone year in Korea, War bel
plans on coming back to the U.S.
and entering into an army division.
Warbel feels that the ROTC
program at JCU has come a long
way since his freshman year. He
said the seniors have developed a
lotof new programsand have been
major leaders in the platoons.
Through the ROTC program,
senior Rob MacDonald said he has
gained better public speaking and
leadership abihties.
MacDona 1d plans to attend the
University of Akron to study law
in the fall. Af rer attending law
school, he plans to build on everything he has learned during his
experience in JCU's ROTC program and eventually become a
lawyer for the army.

Earn your chance to win one of two $750 scholarship when

Who:
What:

Stack up your chances to win while gaining
valuable work experience this summer!
Call the branch nearest yorJ
for rules & appt!
47~·7'100

Men! or

974-7171
779-IJ86

8runs.w1ck.

Akron

Staffing & HR Management Sen·•ces

Elyria
Norwalk

Patrick White part of improv troupe perfoming in Flats
Joseph M. Guay
Ass istant Forum Editor

Cleveland theatergoers will soon experience the baby
face and "James Brown personality"ofJohnCarroll Universi ty junior Patrick Whne. as he is an ensemble member of
Cabaret Dada, the new improvisational theater opening
May ll in Cleveland's Warehouse district.
"I'd never done im prov before, but l a !ways had a problem sticking to a structured script," said White, who acted
in JCU's The Day They Shot John Lennon last semester.
"Wuh this group there are no boundaries. I'm a different
character in a different scene every night."
Hailing from Toledo, White auditioned with many
Cleveland actors and comedians last October and secured
a permanent position·in the eight-member Cabaret Dada
company. For the past eight months he's been actively
brainstorming and rehearsing skit ideas in preparation for
next week 's premiere performance. He is the only college
student in the group, which also makes him the youngest.
"Pat gave a great impression at auditions. and his instincts were right on. He was his own planet." said Artistic
Director Jeff Blanchard, who is also a troupe member and
co-founder of Cabaret Dada. "Toledo must be the home of
the most bizarre people in the world because he comes in
here with the craziest true stories about real people."
But White's role in the Cabaret Dada ensemble isn't
restricted to on-stage performance work. He and the other
members have literally built thestages,carpeted the floors,
and converted an empty space under Fat Fish Blue into a
new performance facility.
"It's like we're a family. and our hearts are really into this.
l mean, I cut wood with these guys," said White. "Some are
comedians, and some have done movies, but we're all ac-

Eric Embacher
Features Editor

Senior ROTC members David Rishel, Mike Warbel, Janelle
Albritton, and Jason Baker.
MacDonald is looking forward
to furthering his education and
said he would do his ROTC training all over again if he had to.
Senior Janelle Albritton will
become a Goldba r recruiter, meaningshe will be in charge of directmail operations to incoming freshmen and recruiting of area high
school students. She is very excited about doing this, but has no
idea of whatshe wi II do if the army
does not work out.
If Albritton decides to stick
with the army. she can retire at

age 41, but that all depends on her
experiences in the military.
She is glad to be doing something different for now and also
hopes to do some traveling in the
future. Even though Albrittonisa
woman in the army, she said the
men do not treat her any differently. "They just treat me as one of
the guys," Albritton said.
She said the men respect her
opinion. "You have to let things
roll off your back," Albritton said.
"lt's what the females make of it
for themselves"

Students, Faculty, Staff a Administrators
Get involved with JCU's Celebration of Cleveland's
upcoming Bicentennial-plan a implement activities;
gain committee work experience.

>161 -8000

Garfield Height

Down1own C&e,·e
Wes1 Cle,cl11nd
North OlmsteJ

Carroll junior in 'Cabaret Dada'
tors. Some of them have theater degrees. We're not just
schmucks who want to be funny. It's intellectual."
According to Blanchard and White, each two-hour
Cabaret Dada performance will present 90 minutes of
tmprovand 30 minutes of prepared comedy skits. Incorporating simultaneous action, music and lighting on three
separate stages, each show will be unique because audiences will contribute ideas and participate in the evening's
creative process.
"There's never been a long-running improvisational theater in Cleveland like this," said Blanchard. "We're plugging acwr training methods and techniques into intellectual scripts. We're putting a theatrical spin to improvtsational games."
Blanchard and co-founder Stan Morse envision Cabaret
Dada as a '90s invention of the Dada art movement, which
was grounded in a skepticism about a world that could
produce a global war. Since insanity seemed the world's
true state, the dadaists sought to replace logic and reason
with calculated madness. They presented a number of
programs com posed of recitations, cha nee, poems. dances,
visual art and short plays. Often, several things were performed simultaneously.
"Comedy is on a fifth grade level with movies like Tommy
Boy -we've fallen away from intellectual comedy," said
White. "TV rots your brain, but this is like mind expansion.
lt'sfresh,likean interpretation of reality through insanity."
Said Blanchard, "We're lucky with the people we've got.
I've been to LosAngelesand New York, but there's amazing
talent in Cleveland. You don't have to be like the Cleveland
Playhouse and recruit people from out of wwn. Use the
locals."
A communications major and an aspiring poet, White

White is the youngest member of Cabaret Dada.
will remain with the group and be paid per performance.
Although he was once called back for the television show
California Dreams. White hopes to continue performing
in Cleveland, as he is writing a mov1e for htmself to star in,
and incorporating his poetry in Cabaret Dada scripts.
"l want this company 10 remain solid for two years
beforeaddingor losmg members: satd Blanchard. "l'd like
to develop improv classes and introduce our new style to
the Cleveland community."
The Grand Opening of Cabaret Dada is sponsored by
WENZ 107.9 The End. Performances will be every Thursday and Friday night at 8:30 p.m., and every Saturday at
8:00 and 10:00 p.m. Tickets are $12, and reservations can be
placed at (216) 696-HaHa.
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John Carroll University is in the
process of planning events to celebrate Cleveland's bicentennial
andJCU'sllOthanniversaryin the
next academic year.
At this time activities are likely
to include a scavenger hunt
throughout the Cleveland area
which will end up at the Rock n'
Roll hall of fame , a hike and bike
day through the metro parks and
manyothereventsthat will bring
thejCU comm un ity together.
Cleveland's bicentennial does
not actually start untill996. but
JCU will begin its events in the fall
semester in order to keep the spirit
of the celebration alive without
any long breaks.
However, a greater emphasis
will be placed on thespringevents
which will actually take place
during the ann iversary year.
In addition to the city's bicentennial and JCU's llOth anniversary, Carroll's business sc hool will
also be celebrating its 50th year of
exisLence.
A comm ittee chaired by Act-

ing Academic Vice President Saily
Wertheim has been busy organizing a variety of events that will
incorporate the students, faculty,
and administration in a series of
activities that will encourage the
jCUcommunitytogetoutandfind
what Cleveland has to offer.
"We feel that universities
should contribute to the city,"
Wertheim said. "It's our gift to the
city in honor of the bicentennial
and in celebration of our own anniversary."
Wertheim added that it was
Father Michael]. Lavelle SJ's idea
to get involved in the festivities.
Director of Public Affairs jerry
Sheehan, theca-chairperson of the
bicentennial committee, said that
planning for the events has been
gone very well.
Sheehan mentioned that beyond including thejCU community, Cleveland residen lS will also
be invited to the university'sevents
to gain recognition of JCU's contribution to the city over the last
110 yeas.
"UCU has produced] extraordinarily well educated and morally

sensitive men and women who this celebration will help unify the
contribute to the economy, civic Carroll Community.
"It's all inclusive, our commuaffairs. and the church," Sheehan
nity is through studentsaffairs but
said.
Various subcommittees have its geared to get everybody more
also been formed to plan different involved ," Finger said . "Seeing factypes of events such as student ulty out on the heritage trail in
oriented activities, religiousactivi- Cleveland might give you a differties, and community servi ce ent perspective about that person
because the context of you being
projects.
Thestudentactivitiessubcom- involved with that person is outmittee is tentatively planning to side the classroom."
In addition to the symposium,
bring popular Cleveland musicians to campus. sponsor a cam- a contest is current! y underway to
pus art contest, and plan other ac- find examplesof "university firsts."
The event is open to all memtivities which will not only be
enjoyable, but also inform students bers of the university community
of Cleveland and its hisrory.
A symposium has already been
planned by the head committee
for February of 1996 on Catholic
Your family is very
and Jesuit Education's contributions to the city.
proud of you and
The keynote speaker will be
join you in your
Father AndrewGreeleySJ.,asociologistfrom the University of Chicelebration at
cago.
graduation. Much
Eleanor Finger, Assistant Director of Residence Life for Resisuccess and reward
dent Education and Community
in your future
Development said she hopes that
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Co-chaired by Eleanor Finger, Residence Life
(#4401) and Shirley Seaton (#1604), Multicultural
Affairs.

(onarotulotions ond Best Wishes!
AI Romanini
We are very proud of you,
and wish you continued success.
May God bless you with great health
and happiness always.
All our love,
Dad, Mom, Ron Jr., Patrick, and Brian

Mother & Family

and entries must be submitted to
Sheehan in the Public Affairs Of[ice in the Recplex by June 20.
The person submitting the best
entry will receive a $50 gtft certific ate to harley's Crab and two
runners-up will receive $25 gift
certificates to the restaurant.
A full calendarofbicenten nial
events can be expected at the beginning of the fall term.
Finger said she hopes that if
the bicentennial events "seem a
little different or far out that everyonewi.llstretch themselves and
try the activities. What do you
have to loser

Sean,
We are proud of
you, proud of
you & hope you
are proud, too.
Way to go!
Mom, Dad, Kim,
Heather and
Meghan

Eric s. Jones
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Study shows being Greek is related to G.PA
Mary Myers

pendent study," said Evans. "After
being in college for four years, 1
Factorssuch as high school per- wondered what factors influenced
formance , age, and participation G.PA. I also wanted to learn the
in a sorority or fraternity are sig- statistical program SAS, for a job
nificantly related to a John Car- am taking with the Board of Govroll University student's college ernors of the Federal Reserve SysC.P.A., according to a preliminary tem in Washington, D.C."
study recently
The stureleased.
dents surEric Evans, "It can't be proven
veyed were
as part of his
randomly sesenior inde- that alcohol
lected out of
pendent
the JCU stustudy, surdent direcconsumption
veyed 62 Cartory. Evans
roll students
said that the
to obtain vari- significantly
response rate
to
his quesous informa- influences G.P.A."
Lion about
tions was aptheir age, acproximately
tivities and
Eric Evans 99 percent.
high school
A strong
performance.
indication of
He then used this information in a a student's college G.PA. is his or
regression analysis, relating vari- her performance in high school. A
ous factors to students' G.PA.s as student's performance was meareported by the students.
sured by high school GPA. and
"I had to think of a problem ACT and SAT test scores.
that interested me for my inde"Test scores have a significant
Business Editor

Oitta r.

Riggenberg

Annie,
Congrats from the

Four years Itt 1'he
ho.wrs prograttt. Four
years o" 1'he dea"'s
Jist. fwetttv~o"e
years of joy.

fam.

Love,

We Love You.

Mom, Dad, Matt,
Nancy, Julie, and

Mottt.. Uad a"d

Michael

Fat~tlly

PuT YouR SUJ\·1MER To WoRK AT
LOYOLA UNIVJ ·. RSITY CHICAGO
Early Session

predictive value in assessingw ha t
a student's performance in college
will be," Evans said. A student's
highschoolG PAisalsopositively
related roastudent'scollegeG.PA,
although not asstronglyasare his
or her test scores.
Evans found that factors negatively related to G.PA. include age
and participation in a fraternity
or sorority.
This study, which primarily
surveyed students between the
ages of 18 and 23, found that as
students get older,their G.PA.s will
most likely decline.
Thestudyalsofound thatwhen
the variable of participating in a
fraternityor sorority was factored
into the analysis, on average, a

Middle Session

beginning to appear.
After decades of working to exThomas H. Kean, a former gov- pand access to all students, our
ernor of New jersey, is president of nation 's commitment now seems
to be more in word than in deed.
Drew University.
Our nation is lurching toward Distressing ly, some colleges,
what is arguably the gravest crisis strapped for cash, have begun
in higher education in a genera- making admiss ions decisions
based on a student's ability to pay
rather than the ability to benefit.
As a university president, students continually visit my office
tion. It is a crisis of access: The to tell me they no longer can afhigh cost of college is limiting ford to stay in school. Many are
quality higher education oppor- minorities,and an alarming numtunities for all but the wealthiest ber are middl e-class. One defamilies.This crisis threa tens more scribed how her parents lost their
damage to campus diversity than home so they could keep paying
all the high -profile ba ttles in the college bills.
There is no magic wand to reacademia over race, gender and
verse this trend, but we must act
ethnicity.
The cont\nued willingness of soon. Unfortunately, the level of
students and families to incur an dialogue in Washington suggests
ever-growing mountain of debt that our politicalleadershi p has not
partly masks the full impact of yet come to grips with this crisis.
higher education's skyrocketing
But even if Washington awakcosts. But cracks in the facade are ens to the problem, solving it will
require more than tinkering with
policy.
In recent years, higher education has mistakenly come to be
viewed less as an investment and
more as an expense.
Thomas H. Kean

Special to The Washington Post
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Day, evening or weektmd classes.
Courses in business, arts and scirmces, education. trursitrg.
All cmtrses applicable to Loyola University Chicngo degrees.
Classes held at Loyola's l..nke Sl10re (01imgo), Water Tower
(Chicago), Medical Cen ter (Maywood), and Mnllinckrodt
( \l•lillllelle) cnmpuses.
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CREAT BEVERAGES

Good Food
ICE CREAM

ALl DAY EVERYDAY
HALF-PRICED REFILLS ON
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In July 1973, May 1981, June
1987, June 1991 and May 1995
and every year in between you
have COLORED our life. NOW,
Laura, it's time for you to go out
and PAINT the WORLD.
We Love You,
Mom & Dad
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the month of May, show
your student ID and get TWO
Cappuccinos. Cafe Mochas.
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States with excellent public
institutions,such as California and
Virginia, focus more on
downsizing and cutting state universities rather than improving
them.
The increasi ng reliance on student loans instead of grants suggests we are shifti ng the cost of
education to future generations
because we are not willing to pay
the price today.
We must also ask hard questions of colleges and universities.
Should our national investment
in higher education undergo
something similar to the restructuring corporate America has experienced the last 15 years? Do we
lavish too much time and money
on the top lO percent of our institutionsandnotenoughon improving the schools the majority of students attend7 How can we use the
new technologies to lower costs?
Debating these issues will be
healthy, but it must be done in the
context of enhancing, not dimin ishing, educational opportunity
forallAmericans. If wearetoavoid
becoming a nation of education
haves and have-nots, we must address the looming access crisis now.

Dear Laura,

Cedar Center

Beginning May 19 [6 pm]

:

•

•

Late Session
Double (Extended) Session

likely to have a higher G.P.A. than
those living on campus.
• Participation in college athletics was a factor that was surveyed, but it was not found to have
a significant relationship to a
student's overall G.PA.
All of these findings are signi ficant to a 95 percent level of
confidence.
Evanssaid the information presented in this study should not be
interpreted as what necessarily
affects col lege G.P.A.s. 62 was determ ined to be a significant
sample for this regression.
"Whether it is causation that is
working on G.PA. or correlation
work ing with G.PA. is a different
debate," he said.

The crisis coming to campus

Six weeks beginning May 19 {6 pm]
Six weeks beginning June 7

student's G.P.A. will decrease by .2.
Other find ings in this stud y include:
•"It can't be proven that alcohol consumption significantly influences C.P.A.," said Evans.
Alcohol consump tion was
based on the number of days per
week that a student consumes alcohol.
• There seems to be almost no
correlation between whether a
student went to a public or private
high school and his or her college
GPA .
"This seems to contradict the
belief that those who go to a private high school will do better in
college," Evans said.
•Those living off campus are
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Jesuit Memento stolen
Oct. 1, 1994 - A Jesuit memento
which introduced a one-of-a-kind
Jesuit Gallery outside the Campus
Ministry Department is stolen. The
gallery was a biography of over 100
Jesuits, and neither police nor campus officials recovered the original
plaque.

Lavalle rejects donn
proposal
Nov. 3, 1994 - .Michael J. Lavelle,
S.J., president of John Canon
University, rejected a visitation proposal that was endorsed by Director
of Residence llfe, Donna Byrnes,
Dean of Students, Joseph Farrell,
Assistant to the President W.D.
Bookwalter, and a number of other
student leaders and administrators.
Lavette said after conferring with
students, faculty, alumni, and parents, he decided against the policy,
which would have made East and
Campion open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.

Off campus accounts
approved
Dec. 8, 1994- Student Union organizations are now allowed to keep both
money that they raise and money
that is appropriated to them through
Student Activities in an off-campus
account. "The policy is an attempt to
give students more control and
financial responsibility over their
money," said Vice President for
Student Affairs, Richard P. Salmi, S.J.
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Carroll yearbook censored
John R. Thome
October 20, 1994
The 1993-1994 Carillon, originally
scheduled for delivery in early October,
has been delayed because a John CanoU
University administrator censored the
yearbook, a direct violation of the
University Student Handbook.
W.D. Bookwalter, assistant to the
president, deleted a portion of the
senior quote section of the yearbook
because he said two of the quotes were
inappropriate.
The section, which is made up of
quotes from seniors describing the
"most memorable experience at JCU,"
was removed after Bookwalter reviewed
the final proofs during the week of
September 26 to September 30,
Bookwalter said.
"I was reviewing the final proofs of
the yearbook," Bookwalter said. "I came
across a couple of items I judged were
inappropriate and I deleted them."
According to Lana Caserta, the 19931994 Carillon Editor-in-Chief and a 1994
John Carroll graduate, Bookwalter called
her at Case Western Reserve University
where she is a graduate student to tell

her of the deletions. Bookwalter had
never approached Caserta as editor of
the yearbook prior to this call, Caserta
said.
"He never talked to me at aU about
the book (before the phone call)," she
said.
Caserta first thought Bookwalter
called to ask permission to make the
deletions. But she disagreed with his
decision and did not grant permission.
Bookwalter said he was removing the
quotes anyway, Caserta said.
"As far as I knew everything was
fine," Caserta said of the yearbook,
which was originally scheduled to be
shipped during the week of October 8,
from the Gettysburg, Pennsytvaniabased printer, Herff Jones, according to
Carillon records. "' kind of got the feeling he was going to take them out anyway. In my opinion it is censorship. We
didn't do anything wrong; we just put in
peoples' quotes."
According to Mike Hiestand, an attorney with the Student Press Law Center,
located in Washington, D.C., the deletion of the quotes is a clear case of censorship, as well as a breach of contract.

In the name of the father

Master kay stolen from
RA office
Jan. 21, 1995 - The duty ring was
removed from the Murphy Hall office
and was recovered several hours later
with a key missing. The key, which is
a master key to every room in the
basement. was later returned anonymously.

Moms Is relieved of
duties
Feb. 10, 1995 - Bob Morris was
removed as director of Special Events
because he spent money without the
approval of the Student Union
The
Student
Union
Senate.
Constitution does not explicitly deal
with this responsibility, and the
ensuing debate has led many Student
Union members to propose a
Constitutional Convention to deal
with the vague language and loopholes many say exist. No date to
reexamine the Constitution has been
set.

Rlngwonn rash draws
Inspectors to JCU
Feb. 16, 1995 -A sudden outbreak of
ringworm, a communicable skin fungus, on campus prompted county
officials to conduct an on-campus
inspection of the health facilities.
The inspectors, however, concluded
that the university exercise facilities
were probably not to blame for the
rash of cases.

Racial slur leads to
Marriott flrlq

We love you!
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Feb. 16, 1995 - A Marriott manager
was fired for calling an employee a
"nigger,· according to Vice President
for Student Affairs, Richard P. Salmi.
S.J. After an argument between
Thomas Pirro, manager,and Dave
Hnn 'brlefa coatiaud oa ,... 10

October 8, 1994- Fr. Thomas P. O'Malley addresses the University community at the dedication of the building that bears his name.

"It was censored obviously if the
quotes were changed without the permission of the editor," Hiestand said.
"The dear and simple argument to make
is the editor's legal rights were violated."
Accoiding to Bookwalter, the deletions were made to correct a mistake,
not to censor the yearbook.
"I see no essential default in correcting a mistake," said Bookwalter. "The
easiest thing to do was to take it out. It
was my responsibility to make this decision on behalf of the university and I
made the decision."
Bookwalter deleted the quotes while
acting as vice president for Student
Affairs, a position he filled during the
interim before Rev. Richie Salmi, S.J.
took over the position in August.
However, the John Carroll University
Handbook
contradicts
Student
Bookwalter's decision that the deletions
were based on correcting a mistake as
opposed to censoring a student press,
Hiestand said.

Senior

attacked
John R. Thome
Jan. 27, 1995
When Mike O'Sullivan was wa\.king
home late Friday night it nevet crossed.
his mind he would be in the hospital
less than one hour later.
O'Sullivan, a senior at John CanoU
University, was struck over the head
with what could have been a brick, only
a block and a half from his house.
He was walking alone.
According to O'Sullivan, who was
recuperating Tuesday from his injuries
at Dean of Students, Joe Farrell's house
in Euclid, the whole incident happened
so fast that he did not get a good look
at the two men who attacked him.
"It happened so quickly," O'Sullivan
said. "It was planned out that when the
one guy distracted me the other guy hit
me. I'd never seen them before."
Around midnight on
Friday,
O'Sullivan said he was walking home
from Peabody's Cafe on the comer of
ATTACJ( continued on page 10

Salmi allows student signs back in Atrium
Kevin Bachman
November 17, 1995
The University Committee on Signs in
the Atrium, which has been formulating
a permanent policy, has submitted an
approved set of rules after five weeks of
discussion.
The new policy, which was approved
·by both Fr. Richard P. Salmi, vice president for Student Affairs, and the Student
Union Senate Tuesday, is a direct result
of Salmi's earlier decision to ban the
signs which was reversed under the stipulation that a formal set of rules is to be
drafted.
"What you have is a concrete example
of students and administrators working
together to resolve issues of concern, •
Salmi said.
The signs may continue to be hung in
the manner which they are now. The
signs may not exceed six feet by 10 feet
in size and they may only be hung on

the wall of the atrium across the windows, the policy said.
The fraternity of Pi Alpha Chi will be
responsible for removing the outdated
signs on a daily basis. Signs may be
hung for a maximum of one week.
Salmi said that he hopes the policy
will show others that he is willing to
work with students, that the student
input was taken into account just as
much as those of the administrators:
himself, Heckman and Joseph Farrell,
dean of students.
"It was really a joint process," Salmi
said. "We met for several weeks and
hammered out a policy. It's a policy that
resulted from a process in which everyone was heard.
One of the concerns that the students
on the committee (Bill Glunz, Genesis
Brown, Monroe France, Megan Mooney,
and Toddy Spisak) had regarding the
temporary policy was the clause that

stipulated all signs must first be
approved by the director of Student
Affairs, said Salmi.
That clause is not included in the
permanent policy.
"The first article that I was concerned
with asked for aU prior approval with
the director of Student Activities," said
Glunz, chief justice of the Student Union
and committee member. "' thought it
was a huge problem. I thought it was
censorship. I am very excited with the
policy we have and with the compromise."
Salmi said he recognized the fact that
student organizations want to have the
freedom to hang signs without needing
approval from the director of Student
Activities.
"What this says to students and organizations is that you have to be responsible," Salmi said. "The students on the
committee really argued for that."
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Study shows being Greek is related to G.PA
Mary Myers

pendentstudy,"said Evans. • After
being in college for four years, I
Factors such as highschool per- wondered what factors influenced
formance , age, and participation G.P.A. I also wanted to learn the
in a sorority or fraternity are sig- statistical program SAS, for a job
nificantly related to a john Car- am taking with the Board of Govroll University student's college ernors of the Federal Reserve SysG.P.A., according to a preliminary tem in Washington, D.C."
study recently
The stu released.
dents surEric Evans,
veyed were
"It can't be proven
as pan of his
randomly sesenior indelected
out of
that alcohol
pendent
the JCU stustudy, surdent direcconsumption
veyed 62 Cartory. Evans
roll students
said that the
significantly
to obtain vari response rate
to his quesous informa - influences G.P.A."
tion about
tions was aptheir age, acproximately
tivities and
Eric Evans 99percent.
high school - - - - - - - - - - - A strong
performance.
indication of
He then used this mformation in a a student's college G.P.A. is his or
regression analysis, relating vari- her performance in high school. A
ous factors to students' G.P.A .s as student's performance was measured by high school G.P.A. and
reported by the students.
"I had to think of a problem ACT and SAT test scores.
that interested me for my inde"Test scores have a significant
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predictive value in assessing what
a student's performance in college
will be," Evans said. A student's
high school G.P.A. is also positive! y
related to a student'scollegeG.P.A .,
although not as strongly as are his
or her test scores.
Evans found that factors negatively related to G.P.A. include age
and participation in a fraternity
or sorority.
This study, which primarily
surveyed students between the
ages of 18 and 23, found that as
students get older, theirG.P.As will
most likely decline.
Thestudyalsofound that when
the variable of participating in a
f raterni tyor sorority was factored
into the analysis, on average, a

Congrats from the

Thomas H. Kean
Special to The Washington Po st

Thomas H. Kean, a former governor of New jersey, is president of
Drew University.
Our nation is lurching toward
what is arguably the gravest crisis
in higher education in a genera-

tion. It is a crisis of access: The
high cost of college is limiting
qual ity higher education opportunit ies for all but the wealthiest
families. Thiscrisisthreatensmore
damage to campus diversity than
all the high -profile battles in
academia over race, gender and
ethnicity.
The conrtnued willingness of
students and families to incur an
ever-growing mountain of debt
partly masks the full impact of
higher education's skyrocketing
costs. But cracks in the facade are

fam.
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Mom, Dad, Matt,
Nancy, Julie, and
Michael
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Early Session
Six weeks beginning May 19 {6 prn.]

•

Middle Session

•

States with excellent public
institutions, such as California and
Virginia, focus more on
downsizing and cutting state universities rather than improving
them.
The increasing reliance on student loans instead of grants suggests we are shifting the cost of
education to future generations
because we are not willing to pay
the price today.
We must also ask hard questions of colleges and universities.
Should our national investment
in higher education undergo
something similar to the restructuring corporate America has experienced the last 15 years1 Do we
lavish too much time and money
on the top 10 percent of our institutions and not enough on improving the sc hools the majority of students attend? How can we use the
new tech nologies to lower costs?
Debating these issues will be
healthy,but it must be done in the
context of enhancing, not diminishing, educational opportunity
forallAmericans. lf weare to avoid
becoming a nation of educa tion
haves and have-nots, we must address the looming access crisis now.

Dear Laura,

Late Session

Cedar Center

Six weeks beginning July 5

(next to Coconuts Music)
321-6291

Double (Extended) Session
Beginning May 19 {6 pm]

GREAT CoffEE
GREAT BEVERAGES

~

{)ay. eve11 ing or weekend classes.
Courses in business. arts and sciences. ed11mtion. mtrsi11g.
~All courses applicable to Loyola U11iversity Clricngo degrees.
~ Classes held at Loyola's Lnkc Shore (C..nicago). W11cr TiJwer
(Chicngo), Medical Cen ter (Maywood), mrrl Mnlli11ckmdt
(\•Vi I111e rre) en 111p uses.
~ Conve11ient touch-to11e registration ( TIR) systc111.

Good Food

~

ICE CREAM
ALL DAY

EVERYDAY

HALF-PRICED REFILLS ON
All COFFEE BEVERAGES!

r--- ---------------------------------------,
To receive your free copy

• THE SUMMER SF.SSIONS
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of the 1995 Tl1e Summer Sessions :
bulletin, return coupon or ca ll '
(31 2)915-6501.
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We Love You,
Mom & Dad

2 FOR 1
the month of May, show
your student ID and get TWO
Cappuccinos, Cafe Mochas,
or Lottes for the price of one.

l

I

In July 1973, May 1981, June
1987, June 1991 and May 1995
and every year in between you
have COLORED our life. NOW,
Laura, it's time for you to go out
and PAINT the WORLD.

MRY SPECIAL

I

I

beginning to appear.
After decades of working toexpand access to all students, our
nation's commitment now seems
to be more in word than in deed.
Distressingly, some coll eges ,
strapped for cash, have b egun
making admissions dec isions
based on a student's ability to pay
rather than the ability to benefit.
As a university president, students continually visit my office
to tell me they no longer can afford to stay in school. Many are
minorities,and an alarming number are m iddl e-class. One described how her parents lost their
home so they could keep paying
the college bills.
There is no magic wand to reverse this trend, but we must act
soon. Unfortunately, the level of
dialogue in Washington suggests
that our political leadership has not
yet come to grips with this crisis.
But even if Washington awakens to the problem, solving it will
require more than tinkering with
policy
In recent years, higher education has mistakenly come to be
viewed less as an investment and
more as an expense.

/

Six weeks beginning June 7

: l.oyo la Univers ity Chicago
:820 N . Michigan Avenue
:Chicago. l l 60611-2 196

likely to have a higher G.P.A. than
those living on campus.
• Participation in college athletics was a factor that was surveyed, but it was not found to have
a significant relationship to a
student's overall G.P.A.
All of these findings are significant to a 95 percent Level of
confidence.
Evans said the information presented in this study should not be
interpreted as what necessarily
affects college G.P.A.s. 62 was dete rm ined to be a s ignifican t
sample for this regression.
"Whether it is causation that is
working on G.P.A. or correlation
working with G.P.A. is a different
debate," he said.

The crisis coming to campus

Commentary

Annie,

student's G.P.A. will decrease by .2.
Otherfindings in this study include:
• "It can't be proven that alcoholconsumpdon significantly influences G.PA.," said Evans.
Alcohol consumption was
based on the number of days per
week that a student consumes alcohoL
• There seems to be almost no
correlation between whether a
studentwenttoa public or private
high school and his or her college
G.P.A.
"This seems to contradict the
belief that those who go to a private high school will do better in
college," Evans said.
•Those living off campus are
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Jesuit Memento stolen
Oct. 1, 1994 - A Jesuit memento
which introduced a one-of-a-kind
Jesuit Gallery outside the Campus
Ministry Department is stolen. The
gallery was a biography of over 100
Jesuits, and neither police nor campus officials recovered the original
plaque.

Lavelle rejects dorm
proposal
Nov. 3, 1994 - Michael J. Lavelle,
S.J., president of John Carroll
University, rejected a visitation proposal that was endorsed by DiJector
of Residence Life, Donna Byrnes,
Dean of Students, Joseph Farrell,
Assistant to the President W.D.
Bookwalter, and a number of other
student leaders and administrators.
Lavelle said after conferring with
students, faculty, alumni, and parents, he decided against the policy,
which would have made East and
Campion open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.

Off campus accounts
approved
Dec. 8, 1994 - Student Union organizations are now allowed to keep both
money that they raise and money
that is appropriated to them through
Student Activities in an off-campus
account. "The policy is an attempt to
give students more control and
financial responsibility over their
money," said Vice President for
Student Affairs, Richard P. Salmi, S.J.
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Carroll yearbook censored
John R. Thome
October 20, 1994
The 1993-1994 Carillon, originally
scheduled for delivery in early October,
has been delayed because a John Carroll
University administrator censored the
yearbook, a direct violation of the
University Student Handbook.
W.D . Bookwalter, assistant to the
president, deleted a portion of the
senior quote section of the yearbook
because he said two of the quotes were
inappropriate.
The section, which is made up of
quotes from seniors describing the
"most memorable experience at JCU,"
was removed after Bookwalter reviewed
the final proofs during the week of
September 26 to September 30,
Bookwalter said.
"I was reviewing the final proofs of
the yearbook/ Bookwalter said. "I came
across a couple of items I judged were
inappropriate and I deleted them."
According to Lana Caserta, the 19931994 Carillon Editor-in-Chief and a 1994
John Carroll graduate, Bookwalter called
her at Case Western Reserve University
where she is a graduate student to tell

her of the deletions. Bookwalter had
never approached Caserta as editor of
the yearbook prior to this call, Caserta
said.
"He never talked to me at all about
th.e book [before the phone call]," she
said.
Caserta first thought Bookwalter
called to ask permission to make the
deletions. But she disagreed with his
decision and did not grant permission.
Bookwalter said he was removing the
quotes anyway, Caserta said.
·As far as I knew everything was
fine," Caserta said of the yearbook,
which was originally scheduled to be
shipped during the week of October 8,
from the Gettysburg, Pennsylvaniabased printer, Herff Jones, according to
Carillon records. "' kind of got the feeling he was going to take them out anyway. In my opinion it is censorship. We
didn't do anything wrong; we just put in
peoples' quotes."
According to Mike Hiestand, an attorney with the Student Press Law Center,
located in Washington , D.C., the deletion of the quotes is a clear case of censorship, as well as a breach of contract.

In the name of the father

Master key stolen from
RA office
Jan. 21, 1995 - The duty ring was
removed from the Murphy Hall office
and was recovered several hours later
with a key missing. The key, which is
a master key to every room in the
basement, was later returned anonymously.

Morris Is relieved of
duties
Feb. 10, 1995 - Bob Morris was
removed as director of Special Events
because he spent money without the
approval of the Student Union
Student
Union
Senate.
The
Constitution does not explicitly deal
with this responsibility, and the
ensuing debate has led many Student
Union members to propose a
Constitutional Convention to deal
with the vague language and loopholes many say exist. No date to
reexamine the Constitution has been
set.

Ringworm rash draws
Inspectors to JCU
Feb. 16, 1995- A sudden outbreak of
ringwonn, a communicable skin fungus, on campus prompted county
officials to conduct an on-campus
inspection of the health facilities.
The inspectors, however, concluded
that the university exercise facilities
were probably not to blame for the
rash of cases.

Racial slur leads to
Marriott firing

get a second FREE
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Feb. 16, 1995 - A Marriott manager
was fired fur calling an employee a
"nigger, w according tG Vice President
for Student Affairs, Richard P. Salmi,
S.J. After an argument between
Thomas Pirro, manager,and Dave
H-. bdefl c:oat1aull ...... 10

October 8, 1994 - Fr. Thomas P. O'Malley addresses the University community at the dedication of the butldfng that bears hfs name.

"It was censored obviously if the
quotes were changed without the permission of the editor," Hiestand said.
"The clear and simple argument to make
is the editors legal rights were violated."
According to Bookwalter, the deletions were made to correct a mistake,
not to censor the yearbook.
"I see no essential default in correcting a mistake," said Bookwalter. "The
easiest thing to do was to take it out. It
was my responsibility to make this decision on behalf of the university and I
made the decision."
Bookwalter deleted the quotes while
acting as vice president fur Student
Affairs, a position he filled during the
interim before Rev. Riehle Salmi, S.J.
took over the position in August.
However, the John Carroll University
Student
Handbook
contradicts
Bookwalter's decision that the deletions
were based on correcting a mistake as
opposed to censoring a student press,
Hiestand said.

Senior

attacked
John R. Thome
Jan. 27, 1995
When Mike O'Sullivan was walking
home late Friday night it never crossed
his mind he would be in the hospital
less than one hour later.
O'Sullivan, a senior at John Carroll
University, was struck over the head
with what could have been a brick, only
a block and a half from his house.
He was walking alone.
According to O'Sullivan, who was
recuperating Tuesday from his injuries
at Dean of Students, Joe Farrell's house
in Euclid, the whole incident happened
so fast that he did not get a good look
at the two men who attacked him.
"It happened so quickly," O'Sullivan
said. "'twas planned out that when the
one guy distracted me the other guy hit
me. I'd never seen them before."
Around
midnight
on
Friday,
O'Sullivan said he was walking home
from Peabody's Cafe on the comer of
AnAClC continued on page 10

Salmi allows student signs back in Atrium
the wall of the atrium across the win·
Kevin Bachman
dows, the policy said.
November 17, 1995
The fraternity of Pi Alpha Chi will be
The University Committee on Signs in
responsible
for removing the outdated
the Atrium, which has been fonnulating
signs
on
a
daily
basis. Signs may be
a pennanent policy, has submitted an
hung
for
a
maximum
of one week.
approved set of rules after five weeks of
that
he
hopes the policy
Salmi
said
discussion.
that
he is willing to
will
show
others
The new policy, which was approved
that
the student
work
with
students,
·by both Fr. Richard P. Salmi, vice presiinput
was
taken
into
account
just as
dent for Student Affairs, and the Student
of
the
administrators:
much
as
those
Union Senate Tuesday, is a direct result
of Salmi's earlier decision to ban the himself, Heckman and Joseph Farrell,
signs which was reversed under the stip- dean of students.
"It was really a joint process," Salmi
ulation that a formal set of rules is to be
said.
MWe met fur several weeks and
drafted.
hammered
out a policy. It's a policy that
"What you have is a concrete example
resulted
from
a process in which everyof students and administrators working
was
heard.
one
together to resolve issues of concern,"
One of the concerns that the students
Salmi said.
The signs may continue to be hung in on the committee (Bill Glunz, Genesis
the manner which they are now. The Brown, Monroe France, Megan Mooney,
signs may not exceed six feet by 10 feet and Toddy Spisak) had regarding the
in size and they may only be hung on · temporary policy was the clause that

stipulated all signs must first be
approved by the director of Student
Affairs, said Salmi.
That clause is not included in the
pennanent policy.
"The first article that I was concerned
with asked for aU prior approval with
the director of Student Activities," said
Glunz, chief justice of the Student Union
and committee member. "1 thought it
was a huge problem. I thought it was
censorship. I am very excited with the
policy we have and with the compromise."
Salmi said he recognized the fact that
student organizations want to have the
freedom to hang signs without needing
approval from the director of Student
Activities.
"What this says to students and organizations is that you have to be responsible," Salmi said. "The students on the
committee really argued for that."
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Cedar and S. Taylor Roads, when the
attack happened.
The first man
approached
O'Sutlivan and asked if he had any
cigarettes. After he told the man he had
no cigarettes, the man asked O'Sullivan
for money.
What happened next,
O'Sutlivan never expected.
"I got blind sided by some guy I didn't see," he said.
After he was hit. O'Sullivan stayed on
his feet, which may have saved his life.
He ran to his house, only a block and a
half away.
UWhen they hit me, I think they
expected to knock me down," O'Sullivan
said. "When I took off, they started
chasing me. I would say they were looking to get money from me, looking to rob
me. It was a bad thing, but I was lucky
to get out of it with just what [injuries)
I had."
When O'Sutlivan got home, he woke
up a roommate to tell him what happened.
UWhen he came out, he saw that my
face was kinda' messed up," O'Sullivan
said. "I wasn't making sense. He knew
there was something wrong with me."
O'Sullivan was taken to University
Hospitals in Cleveland around 1 a.m.,
O'Sutlivan recounted, where he would
remain until his release this past
Monday. The Chicago native has since
stayed with Farrell.
The blow to the left side of his face
xesul.ted in an "orbital blowout," a fxacture of the bone structure holding the
eye in place. In addition to the orbital
damage, O'Sullivan also sustained three
fractures to his cheek bone.
According to O'Sullivan, the re-constructive surgery that was performed on
Saturday should return his face to normal, but not without a permanent
reminder.
"To repair it. they had to put in three
plates and about 14 screws," O'Sullivan
said. "In fact [the surgeons) reconstructed the cheek bone with the plates.
They said it was pretty much destroyed
when they went in. They did a pretty
good job. You can see that it is starting
to take shape again. •
O'Sullivan thinks that he may not
have been attacked if he had not been
alone. O'Sullivan left a group of 10
friends to make a stop at his house
before planning to meet up with the
group later on Lee Road.
1 was with a group of about 10 people, w O'Sullivan said. "But I was walking
to my house by myself. rm almost positive it wouldn't have happened. Even if
I was with one other person, it wouldn't
have happened."
According to Detective John Howard
of the Cleveland Heights Police
Department, the attack on O'Sullivan is
still under investigation.
Although
Howard says the incident is an "isolated
case," he still warns students to be
aware.
"If you have the slightest feeling that
something is not right, it doesn't matter
where you are, get yourself out of the
situation and into an area where there
are a lot of people," Howard said. "Be
aware of your surroundings and travel in
numbers."
O'Sullivan will be recuperating at
Farrell's house through the rest of the
week, but plans to return to class next
week. O'Sullivan, a marketing major,
will be graduating in May.

University hikes
tuition, again
Kevtn Bacbman
Dec. 13, 1994
Tuition for the 1995-1996 school year
rose 5.9 percent, pushing the overall
cost for an on-campus student to $17,
940.
Room and Board prices, which has
only risen 1.8 percent, or $50 since the
1992-1993 year, remained as they were
for the 1994-1995 school year.
Tuition however, is a different story.
It has risen 17.6 percent since
1992-1993.
"The tuition increase is related to faculty and other employees salaries," said Edward
Schaefer, retired vice president
for Business. "As salaries go up
and costs go up, tuition goes
up .N
Vice President for Student
Affairs, Fr. Richard P. Salmi,
S.J., said he was pleased that
costs are not skyrocketing.
1 am very pleased that room
and board stayed the same,"
Salmi said.
"I think that
Marriott and the Office of
Residence Life worked real hard
to keep costs down and still provide a service."
Student Union President,
John Cranley is dismayed that
the cost of tuition is increasing.
"It's more expensive now
than it ever has been to go to college, n
Cranley said. "Whenever we raise
tuition, we're becoming an increasingly
discriminatory school."
But, Director of Residence Life Donna
Byrnes was pleased that the increase was
kept at a minimum.
"We're trying to hold the cost down so
that people that want to live on campus
are not forced off for financial reasons,"
Byrnes said.
Salmi however, recognized the fact
that all schools are faced with increasing
costs, coupled with less financial aid
from the federal government.
"I think it's important that we were
able to keep our increase under six percent since it seems apparent that the

new Republican Congress will be working
to cut back on financial aid for college
students," Salmi said.
"I think a systematic shut out of student input on the Board of Trustees is
hindering John Carroll's movement into
the 21st century," Cranley said. "I think
that there are a lot of things that could
be cut before raising tuition."
John Gladstone, dean of Admissions
and Financial Aid, said the added finan-

percent increase
in tuition
vs.

Alford, a cashier in The Inn Between,
Pirro then walked back into the
kitchen, but did not know that Alford
was following him. "The University
simply cannot tolerate that kind of
behavior from anyone in the
University community," Salmi said.

Faculty passes core
March 1, 1995 - The Faculty Forum
passed a new core curriculum proposal which includes new requirements
for foreign languages, writing intensive courses, international courses,
courses on diversity, and a first-year
seminar.

Search begins for new
university president
March 22, 1995 - The Board of
Trustees has authorized John G.
Breen, chairman of the Board of
Trustees, to begin a search to replace
the late Michael J. Lavelle, S.J., as
president of John Carroll University.
The University charter requires that
the new president, like Lavelle, be a
Jesuit.

SU course evaluation
elicits 50 percent
professor response

%change
in inflation

%change
intuition

cial contributions that JCU makes to students will offset the rising costs.
"The school has increased the amount
of money available in the form of financial aid, which has allowed us to increase
the lnlel'llge contn'bution to a student,"
Gladstone said.
This year, the average incoming freshman received a financial package of
about $10,040 per year which includes
loans, grants, scholarships, and workstudy.
"''m trying to build into financial aid
packages an additional 5.9 percent
increase in the future," Gladstone said.
1 think because John Carroll has made
such a commitment to financial aid, we
will more than offset the increase."

Lavelle dies at 60
James Aur1cch1o
Derek D1az
March 25, 1995
The Rev. Michael J. Lavelle S.J., 60,
president of John Carroll University and
a respected church leader, died Saturday
afternoon at the A.M. McGregor Home in
East Cleveland.
After collapsing in the University
weight room on February 27, Lavelle was
taken to Meridia South Pointe Hospital.
He never regained consciousness.
When doctors gave up hope of a
recovery last Monday and deemed JCU's
21st president irreversibly comatose,
the near west side Cleveland native was
transferred to McGregor. The nursing
staff was instructed to do only what was
necessary to maintain Lavelle's comfort,
apparently following the instructions of
the Jesuit's living will.
"Father Lavelle was a strong visionary, capable president, and he was also
a friend," said Frederick F. Travis who
will remain acting president until a
Jesuit replacement can be found.
During Lavelle's tenure saw enrollment grew 20 percent. The number of
minorities attending Carroll went up
and the endowment of the university
more than doubled.
It was under
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Lavelle that record donations were
received from alumni.
Lavelle was fluent in German and
.could read French, Italian, Czech, and
Russian. He used these skills on more
than 20 visits to former Soviet bloc
countries, expanding his expertise in
Soviet and international economics and
working with his fellow Jesuits, many of
whom had been driven underground.
Lavelle earned his Bachelor of Arts
degree and Licentiate in Philosophy
from Loyola University in Chicago. He
was a graduate of Harvard University's
Institute for Educational Management,
an intensive program for upper-level
administrators in higher education. He
joined the Society of Jesus in 1953 and
was ordained a Jesuit priest in 1968.
Lavelle joined John Carroll's Faculty
in 1969 as an assistant professor of economics, became department chairman in
1973, and Dean of the School of the
Business in 1975. He was appointed
president in 1988, after Rev. Thomas
O'Malley, S.J. resigned.
Civic and church leaders alike were at
Lavelle's funeral services yesterday at
Gesu Church. Students watched the ceremony on closed-circuit television from
the gym.

March 30, 1995 - The Student Union
Course Evaluations were finally published after a five year effort by the
Student Union to develop an effective
way to evaluate teachers and courses.
Because professors were not required
to participate, only SO percent of
classes were evaluated by students.

Cranley awarded $30,000
Trun1an fell.owshlp
March 30, 1995 - Student Union
President John Cranley was awarded a
$30,000 scholarship from the Truman
Foundation to be used towards graduate school for students preparing to
enter careers in public service.

Music director to leave
Carroll
April 6, 1995 - Director/Coordinator
of Music, J. Lan!e, resigned from her
position, citing a lack: of administrative support for the university's
choral program. LanYe had been at
JCU since 1989 and has not
announced what she will do next.

lnsana tackles the pros
April 6, 1995 - Blue Streak quarterback senior P.J. Insana signed a contract with the British Columbia Lions
of the Canadian Football League. The
contract, contingent on his making
the team, would pay him $60,000
Canadian currency, plus incentives, in
the first year.

John Carroll student
named as Fullbright
recipient
April 6, 1995 - Senior Lisa Purdy was
named a Fullbright Scholar and has
received a grant to teach English and
study the Korean language in Korea.
The grant covers travel and living
expenses, as well as tuition and
health related costs for one academic
year. "It is probably one of the two to
three most prestigious study abroad
programs," Purdy said.

Dorm fire caused by
candle
April 10, 1995 - A room on the second floor of Sutowski Hall went up in
flames after a candle left unattended
ignited a tablecloth and then spread
to the rest of the room, University
Heights Fire Department officials said.
The fire forced students to evacuate
Sutowski for over five hours.
News briefs compiled by Kevin Bachman

Throughout the past year, many changes have
taken place at John Carroll University. The year began
with a new Vice President for Student Affairs, Fr.
Richard P. Salmi S.J., and is ending with Fred Travis
serving as acting president, while the school begins to
search for a successor to the late Fr. Michael J. Lavelle
S.J. In an apparent effort to find out what students
want, many questionnaires have been circulated:
course evaluations for the Student Union, dining halt
questionnaires for Marriott Food Services, drug and
alcohol surveys for the Wellness Program, and countless other public polls; aU of this in the name of
change and students' rights. But, have things realty
changed this year, and will they ever realty change?
Salmi, a returning Jesuit from Boston College made
his administrative debut by redecorating the Atrium
with his ban on signs in the Atrium. A definite blow
to students' rights, hundreds of students packed the
SAC conference room to voice their concerns and
demand change. As if this administrator is a motivating power, for the first time in recent history the
students of John Carroll University came together as
a whole and fought for something they believed in, a
right
they
demanded, and
they won. Five
weeks after the
signs
were
taken
down,
the first banner
hung announcing a compromise reached
between Salmi
and a student
committee on
signs in the
Atrium.
The
first battle of
the year
Winner:
The
Students.
At
yet
another apparent attempt to
stifle student's rights, Assistant to the President W.D.
Bookwalter censored the university yearbook, The
Carillon. The only difference between the removal of
quotes from the yearbook and the banning of the
signs in the Atrium, was that Salmi admitted his mistake and made attempts to reverse, yet improve the
decision. Bookwalter, claiming "publisher rights"
made no recourse to change his mistake, rather
blamed students for making a mistake in the first
As outlined in the University Student
place.
Handbook, Bookwalter's actions were not only illegal,
but contradictory, seeing as he was responsible for
the writing and publishing of that handbook.
As far as rights at John Carroll University or any
institution for that matter go they are a matter of
how far students will go to protect them. In many
cases, these rights will never be threatened, but as
the above two examples stress, the chance for guaranteed rights to be abolished or rescinded is definitely a possibility. But, where these incidents differ is
in the manner in which they were dealt with after the
initial decision. Salmi, an administrator dedicated to
working with students asked for their input. Quite
simply, Bookwalter did not. The signs are back in the
Atrium and the yearbook was published with the
quotes permanently removed from ringing in the halls
of John Carroll University. The second battle of the
year - Loser: The Students.
Speaking of the halls of JCU brings to mind another issue of students' rights that has been passed
around the table more than once. A group of students lead by former Student Union President Philip
Kangas researched, wrote, and presented a new visitation proposal that was even endorsed by several
administrators. The proposal called for the dismissal
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of visitation hours in East and Campion Halls, allow- costs as a result of living with only one roommate,
ing men and women, most of upper-class standing, live illegally, or move out of the city limits. It seems
the legal right to soci.alize 24 hours a day in the res- that might have been the intended message of City
idence halls. Even with endorsements from adminis- officials. But after a group of students stormed the
trators, including Bookwalter, the proposal was reject- Housing Commission meeting, the idea to limit the
ed by the late President Michael J. Lavelle, S.J. number of occupants seemed to disappear. As if the
Lavelle based his decision on lack of parental input threat of the students, who City officials said were
into the proposal.
Even , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
though the student group
contacted alumni, students,
staff, faculty and parents
regarding the proposal, the
plan was denied. Trembling
like a leaf on the grapevine,
students were upset that
they were not considered, or
treated as "customers" in
regards to the proposal.
~
Others said the only reason
parents were to blame for
the denied proposal was that
they pay aU the bills; anger
the check writers and lose
income. Anyway, the third
battle of the year - Loser:
TheStudents.
~::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J
While on the subject of
dorm life and dorm restrictions, the office of not the target of the ordinance, scared those same
Residence Life has been on a mission to increase the officials back into their shells.
The students in this case had a choice. They knew
number of people who live on campus. It seems
funny that at the same time students are moving off they could not change the ordinance, but they could
campus affect those who had the power to change. Unlike
because of certain individuals at this university, City officials
such rules saw a potential mistake and acted before it was too
as visita- late. This proved not only to the students that fighttion,
the ing for their rights is worthy, but effective. What it
administra- proved to City officials is that simply because stut o r s dents are "only here for nine months, n they have the
responsible power of thousands. The fourth Battle of the year for keeping Winner: The Students.
As off-campus housing as a spring board comes the
them
on
campus are topic of off-campus accounts, which were re-instated
finding this past year after being illegal for several years. The
themselves entire off-campus accounts movement started after a
in a jam. sorority was found to be holding funds off-campus
It
seems and had their on-campus money frozen. In an effort
kind
of to gain control of off-campus accounts legally, stuludicrous dent leaders held secret meetings to discuss their plan
that
one to implement the use of such accounts. After preoffice
in senting their package to Salmi, it was passed without
the univer- reservations, at least none that was undeserving.
sity
is The fifth battle of the year - Winner: The Students.
While there were numerous other happenings on
denying
students what they want, forcing them off campus, campus this year, like marijuana busts, parking probwhile- another office is fighting to keep them on cam- lems, and even a fire in Sutowski Hall, they all
pus at an attempt to curtail rising housing costs. involved students rights, safety and students' right to
Would it seem logical for these two offices to get a choice. Students have fought for the rights that
together and figure out what they want before pre- they deserve, by virtue of being at John Carroll
University. What is important to remember is that
senting the students with contradicting messages?
While aU these messages are flying around about without fighting or standing up for what is truly
yours, nothing
will be accomplished
and
nothing will be
gained.
From
the first battle
with signs in
the Atrium, to
the latest class
elections, students
were
given a choice
and a right to be
heard.
It is only
when students
decide it not
worth fighting
that they lose.
The students of
John
Carroll
University did
where to live, off-campus students had a fight of their not win every battle they fought. When presented
own to tackle. This time, the contenders were in City with a "no" or a "not yet," the students simply had
Hall. A city ordinance would be changed limiting the to make another choice. Is this worth continuing to
number of non-related people living in a house to no fight for, or should we forget it and move on? It is
more than two. In other words, students living in simply a matter of choice.
University Heights would be forced to pay high rent
The next battle of the year ... stay tuned.
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Cedar and S. Taylor Roads, when the
The first man
attack happened.
approached
O'Sullivan and asked if he had any
cigarettes. After he told the man he had
no cigarettes, the man asked O'Sullivan
for money.
What happened next,
O'Sullivan never expected.
"' got blind sided by some guy I didn't see," he said.
After he was hit, O'Sullivan stayed on
his feet. which may have saved his life.
He ran to his house, only a block and a
half away.
"When they hit me, I think they
expected to knock me down," O'Sullivan
said. "When I took off, they started
chasing me. I would say they were looking to get money from me, looking to rob
me. It was a bad thing, but I was lucky
to get out of it with just what [injuries]
I had."
When O'Sullivan got home, he woke
up a roommate to tell him what happened.
"When he came out, he saw that my
face was kinda' messed up, " O'Sullivan
said. "' wasn't making sense. He knew
there was something wrong with me."
O'Sullivan was taken to University
Hospitals in Cleveland around 1 a.m.,
O'Sullivan recounted, where he would
remain until his release this past
Monday. The Chicago native has since
stayed with Farrell.
The blow to the left side of his face
resulted in an "orbital blowout," a fracture of the bone structure holding the
eye in place. In addition to the orbital
damage, O'Sullivan also sustained three
fractures to his cheek bone.
According to O'Sullivan, the re-constructive surgery that was performed on
Saturday should return his face to normal, but not without a permanent
reminder.
"To repair it, they had to put in three
plates and about 14 screws," O'Sullivan
said. "'n fact [the surgeons] reconstructed the cheek bone with the plates.
They said it was pretty much destroyed
when they went in. They did a pretty
good job. You can see that it is starting
to take shape again."
O'Sullivan thinks that he may not
have been attacked if he had not been
alone. O'Sullivan left a group of 10
friends to make a stop at his house
before planning to meet up with the
group later on Lee Road.
MI was with a group of about 10 people." O'Sullivan said. MBut I was walking
to my house by myself. I'm almost positive it wouldn't have happened. Even if
I was with one other person, it wouldn't
have happened."
According to Detective John Howard
of the Cleveland Heights Police
Department. the attack on O'Sullivan is
still under investigation.
Although
Howard says the incident is an "isolated
case," he still warns students to be
aware.
"lf you have the slightest feeling that
something is not right, it doesn't matter
where you are, get yourself out of the
situation and into an area where there
are a lot of people; Howard said. UBe
aware of your surroundings and travel in
numbers."
O'Sullivan will be recuperating at
Farrell's house through the rest of the
week, but plans to return to class next
week. O'Sullivan, a marketing major,
will be graduating in May.

University hikes
tuition, again
Kevin Bachman
Dec. 13, 1994
Tuition for the 1995-1996 school year
rose 5.9 percent, pushing the overall
cost for an on-campus student to S17 ,
940.
Room and Board prices, which has
only risen 1.8 percent, or $50 since the
1992-1993 year, remained as they were
for the 1994-1995 school year.
Tuition however, is a different story.
It has risen 17.6 percent since
1992-1993.
"The tuition increase is related to faculty and other employees salaries," said Edward
Schaefer, retired vice president
for Business. "As salaries go up 150%
and costs go up, tuition goes
up."
Vice President for Student
Affairs, Fr. Richard P. Salmi,
S.J ., said he was pleased that
90%
costs are not skyrocketing.
'1 am very pleased that room
and board stayed the same,"
60%
Salmi said.
"I think that
Marriott and the Office of
Residence Life worked real hard
30%
to keep costs down and still provide a service."
0
Student Union President,
John Cranley is dismayed that
the cost of tuition is increasing.
"It's more expensive now
than it ever has been to go to college,"
Cranley said. uwhenever we raise
tuition, we're becoming an increasingly
discriminatory school."
But, Director of Residence Life Donna
Byrnes was pleased that the increa1e was
kept at a minimum.
"We're trying to hold the cost down so
that people that want to live on campus
are not forced off for financial reasons,"
Byrnes said.
Salmi however, recognized the fact
that aU schools are faced with increasing
costs, coupled with less financial aid
from the federal government.
"I think it's important that we were
able to keep our increase under six percent since it seems apparent that the

new Republican Congress will be working
to cut back on financial aid for college
students," Salmi said.
"I think a systematic shut out of student input on the Board of Trustees is
hindering John Carroll's movement into
the 21st century," Cranley said. "I think
that there are a tot of things that could
be cut before raising tuition."
John Gladstone, dean of Admissions
and Financial Aid, said the added finan-

percent increase
in tuition
VS.

ercent mcrese
in i I ·on

Alford, a cashier in The Inn Between,
Pirro then walked back into the
kitchen, but did not know that Alford
was following him. ~he University
simply cannot tolerate that kind of
behavior from anyone in the
University community," Salmi said.

Faculty passes core
March 1, 1995 - The Faculty Forum
passed a new core curriculum proposal which includes new requirements
for foreign languages, writing intensive courses, international courses,
courses on diversity, and a first-year
seminar.

Search begins for new
university president
March 22, 1995 - The Board of
Trustees has authorized John G.
Breen, chairman of the Board of
Trustees, to begin a search to replace
the late Michael J. Lavelle, S.J., as
president of John Carroll University.
The University charter requires that
the new president, like Lavelle, be a
Jesuit.

SU course evaluation
elicits 50 percent
ptafessorresponse

%chalge
in inflation

%change
intuition

cial contributions that JCU makes to students will offset the rising costs.
~he school has increased the amount
of money available in the form of financial aid, which has allowed us to increase
the average contribution to a student;
Gladstone said.
This year, the average incoming freshman received a financial package of
about $10,040 per year which includes
loans, grants, scholarships, and workstudy.
"''m trying to build into financial aid
packages an additional 5.9 percent
increase in the future," Gladstone said.
"I think because John Carroll has made
such a commitment to financial aid, we
will more than offset the increase."

Lavelle dies at 60
James Aurlcch1o
Derek D1az
March 25, 1995
The Rev. Michael J. Lavelle S.J., 60,
president of John Carroll University and
a respected church leader, died Saturday
afternoon at the A.M. McGregor Home in
East Cleveland.
After collapsing in the University
weight room on February 27, Lavelle was
taken to Meridia South Pointe Hospital.
He never regained consciousness.
When doctors gave up hope of a
recovery last Monday and deemed JCU's
21st president irreversibly comatose,
the near west side Cleveland native was
transferred to McGregor. The nursing
staff was instructed to do only what was
necessary to maintain Lavelle's comfort,
apparently following the instructions of
the Jesuit's living will.
"Father Lavelle was a strong visionary, capable president, and he was also
a friend," said Frederick F. Tl'avis who
will remain acting president until a
Jesuit replacement can be found.
During Lavelle's tenure saw emollment grew 20 percent. The number of
minorities attending Carroll went up
and the endowment of the university
more than doubled.
It was under
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Lavelle that record donations were
received from alumni.
Lavelle was fluent in German and
.could read French, Italian, Czech, and
Russian. He used these skills on more
than 20 visits to former Soviet bloc
countries, expanding his expertise in
Soviet and international economics and
working with his fellow Jesuits, many of
whom had been driven underground.
Lavelle earned his Bachelor of Arts
degree and Ucentiate in Philosophy
from Loyola University in Chicago. He
was a graduate of Harvard University's
Institute for Educational Management,
an intensive program for upper-level
administrators in higher education. He
joined the Society of Jesus in 1953 and
was ordained a Jesuit priest in 1968.
Lavelle joined John Carroll's Faculty
in 1969 as an assistant professor of economics, became department chairman in
1973, and Dean of the School of the
Business in 1975. He was appointed
president in 1988, after Rev. Thomas
O'Malley, S.J. resigned.
Civic and church leaders alike were at
Lavelle's funeral services yesterday at
Gesu Church. Students watched the ceremony on closed-circuit tetevision from
the gym.

March 30, 1995 - The Student Union
Course Evaluations were finally published after a five year effort by the
Student Union to develop an effective
way to evaluate teachers and courses.
Because professors were not required
to participate, only 50 percent of
classes were evaluated by students.

Cranley awarded $30,000
Truman fellowship
March 30, 1995 - Student Union
President John Cranley was awarded a
$30,000 scholarship from the Truman
Foundation to be used towards graduate school for students preparing to
enter careers in public service.

Music director to leave
Canull
April 6, 1995 - Director/Coordinator
of Music, J. LanYe, resigned from her
position, citing a lack of administrative support for the university's
choral program. LanYe had been at
JCU since 1989 and has not
announced what she will do next.

lnsana tackles the pms
April 6, 1995 - Blue Streak quarterback senior P.J. Insana signed a contract with the British Columbia Uons
of the Canadian Football League. The
contract, contingent on his making
the team, would pay him $60,000
Canadian currency, plus incentives, in
the first year.

John Carroll student
named as Fullbright
recipient
April 6, 1995 - Senior Lisa Purdy was
named a Fullbright Scholar and has
received a grant to teach English and
study the Korean language in Korea.
The grant covers travel and living
expenses, as well as tuition and
health related costs for one academic
year. "It is probably one of the two to
three most prestigious study abroad
programs," Purdy said.

Dorm fire caused by
candle
April 10, 1995 - A room on the second floor of Sutowski Hall went up in
flames after a candle left unattended
ignited a tablecloth and then spread
to the rest of the room, University
Heights Fire Department officials said.
The fire forced students to evacuate
Sutowski for over five hours.
News briefs compiled by Kevin Bachman

Throughout the past year, many changes have
taken place at John Carroll University. The year began
with a new Vice President for Student Affairs, Fr.
Richard P. Salmi S.J., and is ending with Fred Travis
serving as acting president, while the school begins to
search for a successor to the late Fr. Michael J . Lavelle
S.J. In an apparent effort to find out what students
want, many questionnaires have been circulated:
course evaluations for the Student Union, dining hall
questionnaires for Marriott Food Services, drug and
alcohol surveys for the Wellness Program, and countless other public polls; all of this in the name of
change and students' rights. But, have things really
changed this year, and will they ever really change?
Salmi, a returning Jesuit from Boston College made
his administrative debut by redecorating the Atrium
with his ban on signs in the Atrium . A definite blow
to students' rights, hundreds of students packed the
SAC conference room to voice their concerns and
demand change. As if this administrator is a motivating power, for the first time in recent history the
students of John Carroll University carne together as
a whole and fought for something they believed in, a
right
they
demanded, and
they won. Five
weeks after the
signs
were
taken
down,
the first banner
hung announcing a compromise reached
between Salmi
and a student
committee on
signs in the
Atrium.
The
first battle of
the year
Winner:
The
Students.
At
yet
another apparent attempt to
stifle student's rights, Assistant to the President W.D.
Bookwalter censored the university yearbook, The
Carillon. The only difference between the removal of
quotes from the yearbook and the banning of the
signs in the Atrium, was that Salmi admitted his mistake and made attempts to reverse, yet improve the
decision. Bookwalter, claiming "publisher rights"
made no recourse to change his mistake, rather
blamed students for making a mistake in the first
As outlined in the University Student
place.
Handbook, Bookwalter's actions were not only illegal,
but contradictory, seeing as he was responsible for
the writing and publishing of that handbook.
As far as rights at John Carroll University or any
institution for that matter go they are a matter of
how far students wilt go to protect them. In many
cases, these rights will never be threatened, but as
the above two examples stress, the chance for guaranteed rights to be abolished or rescinded is definitely a possibility. But, where these incidents differ is
in the manner in which they were dealt with after the
initial decision. Salmi, an administrator dedicated to
working with students asked for their input. Quite
simply, Bookwalter did not. The signs are back in the
Atrium and the yearbook was published with the
quotes permanently removed from ringing in the halls
of John Carroll University. The second battle of the
year - Loser: The Students.
Speaking of the halls of JCU brings to mind another issue of students' rights that has been passed
around the table more than once. A group of students lead by former Student Union President Philip
Kangas researched, wrote, and presented a new visitation proposal that was even endorsed by several
administrators. The proposal called for the dismissal
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of visitation hours in East and Campion Halls, allow- costs as a result of living with only one roommate,
ing men and women, most of upper-class standing, live illegally, or move out of the city limits. It seems
the legal right to socialize 24 hours a day in the res- that might have been the intended message of City
idence halls. Even with endorsements from adminis- officials. But after a group of students stormed the
trators, including Bookwalter, the proposal was reject- Housing Commission meeting, the idea to limit the
ed by the late President Michael J. Lavelle, S.J. number of occupants seemed to disappear. As if the
Lavelle based his decision on lack of parental input threat of the students, who City officials said were
into the proposal.
Even ~----------------------------,
though the student group
contacted alumni, students,
staff, faculty and parents
regarding the proposal. the
plan was denied. Tl'embling
like a leaf on the grapevine,
students were upset that
they were not considered, or
treated as "customers" in
regards to the proposal.
Others said the only reason
parents were to blame for
the denied proposal was that
they pay all the bills; anger
the check writers and lose
income. Anyway, the third
battle of the year - Loser:
The Students.
While on the subject of
dorm life and dorm restrictions, the office of not the target of the ordinance, scared those same
Residence Life has been on a mission to increase the officials back into their shells.
The students in this case had a choice. They knew
number of people who live on campus. It seems
funny that at the same time students are moving off they could not change the ordinance, but they could
campus affect those who had the power to change. Unlike
because of certain individuals at this university, City officials
such rules saw a potential mistake and acted before it was too
as visita- late. This proved not only to the students that fighttion,
the ing for their rights is worthy, but effective. What it
administra- proved to City officials is that simply because stut o r s dents are "only here for nine months," they have the
responsible power of thousands. The fourth Battle of the year for keeping Winner: The Students.
As off-campus housing as a spring board comes the
them
on
campus are topic of off-campus accounts, which were re-instated
finding this past year after being illegal for several years. The
Erv
themselves entire off-campus accounts movement started after a
in a jam. sorority was found to be holding funds off-campus
It
seems and had their on-campus money frozen. In an effort
kind
of to gain control of off-campus accounts legally, stuludicrous dent leaders held secret meetings to discuss their plan
that
one to implement the use of such accounts. After preoffice
in senting their package to Salmi, it was passed without
the univer- reservations, at least none that was undeserving.
sity
is The fifth battle of the year - Winner: The Students.
While there were numerous other happenings on
denying
this year, like marijuana busts, parking probcampus
students what they want, forcing them off campus,
lems,
and
even a fire in Sutowski Hall, they all
while- another office is fighting to keep them on campus at an attempt to curtail rising housing costs. involved students rights, safety and students' right to
Would it seem logical for these two offices to get a choice. Students have fought for the rights that
together and figure out what they want before pre- they deserve, by virtue of being at John Carroll
senting the students with contradicting messages?
University. What is important to remember is that
While aU these messages are flying around about without fighting or standing up for what is truly
yours, nothing
will be accomplished
and
nothing will be
gained.
From
the first battle
with signs in
the Atrium, to
the latest class
elections, students
were
given a choice
and a right to be
heard.
It is only
when students
decide it not
worth fighting
that they lose.
The students of
John
Carroll
University did
where to live, off-campus students had a fight of their not win every battle they fought. When presented
own to tackle. This time, the contenders were in City with a "no" or a "not yet," the students simply had
Hall. A city ordinance would be changed limiting the to make another choice. Is this worth continuing to
number of non-related people living in a house to no fight for, or should we forget it and move on? It is
more than two. In other words, students living in simply a matter of choice.
University Heights would be forced to pay high rent
The next battle of the year... stay tuned.

§
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Randy Loeser
1994-95 Season
There was a renewed excitement in the athletic department this year, as some teams
were able to fulfill the expectations that many have come to
expect from these sports programs. So far this year, three
teams have been OAC champs,
while certain athletes have
stood out for some tremendous
accomplishments. Here is a
look back on the 1994-95 season.
Football-The Look of a
Winner
One of the most unique seasons of John Carroll football
began with the addition of two
new coaches, John Storey and
Joe Perella. They brought a
new attitude and a new offense
as the Blue Streaks began the
1994 campaign against Ohio
Wesleyan University.
The
offense unleashed a new found
passing attack, as quarterback
P.J. Insana hooked up with
split end Sean Williams for a
school record 4 touchdown
passes and 254 yards receiving
in the 45-14 victory. For the
effort, William's was named
Ohio Athletic Conference Player
of the Week.
With two more victories
under their belt, John Carroll
was looking to play David, as it
was meeting the Goliath of
Division ill Football, defending
national champion Mount
Union College. Down 10-7 with
10 ten minutes to play in the
third quarter, the Blue Streaks
were faced with forth down and
four on the Mount Union 16
yard line. With wet field conditions and possible playoff
implications at stake, Head
Coach Tony DeCarlo decided to
go for it instead of trying for a
tying field goal, and Insana's
pass to Brian Ash fell short, as
the Blue Streaks suffered their
first loss of the season
Down but not out. the Blue
Streaks were able to rebound
with four consecutive victories.
With first place, a possible
NCAA playoff birth, and the
OAC crown on the line, the Blue
Streaks (8-1) took the field
with the Yellow Jackets (9-0).
As was the case the entire season, the JCU defense held B-W
in check all day.
Jason
Goldberg ldcked a field goal
and Chad Rankin scored on a
five yard run, giving the
Streaks a 9-0 victory and a
share of the OAC title.
Despite not making the
NCAA playoffs, 15 Blue Streak
players were named to the AUConference Team. Three players, Matt Wunemant, Ryan
Haley, and Goldberg. were
named to different AllAmerican Teams. Over thirty
school records were broken, as
John Carroll finished as the
fifth ranked team in the
nation. The JCU defense gave
up a league low 98 points.
Volleyball - Oh, Wh.a t a
Season!
If any team knew how to
overcome adversity, it was the
1994 JCU volleyball team. The
Streaks started the season on
the road for the first three
weeks. When they returned
home, they lost AU-American

Stacey MutlaUy and Leslie
Mahl went down with a similar
injuries during key points in
the season. The leadership of
senior I<athy Frickman and
junior Dawn Ebinger, along
with the consistent play of
sophomore I<aty Perrone,
stepped up and took over.
Finishing second in the OAC
tournament,
the Streaks
advanced to the NCAA playoffs
for only the second time in the
program's history.
The Blue Streaks beat
Bluffton College in the first
round and, in what will
arguably go down as the greatest match in JCU volleyball history, the Blue Streaks beat
long-time rival Ohio Northern
University in the second round
to advance to the quarterfinals.
The Streaks advanced to play
Juniata College, who would end
the Streaks story book season a
week later.
For the third consecutive
year, the Streaks won over 30
games, while Head Coach
Gretchen Weltbrecht's troops
became the first team in school
history to advance to the finals
of an NCAA team-format playoff. Weitbrecht recorded her
300th career
coaching victory,
while
Mullally
earned second
team AU-American
honors for the second year in a row.
Mahl became the first
play in school history, to record 3,000 set
assists in a career.
Four other Streaks
earned aU conference
honors.
Men's
and
Women's Soccer Veni, Vidi, Vici (We
came, We saw, We
Conquered)
The John Carroll
women's soccer team
were the "overachievers" of the year, posting the
best winning percentage (.588)
in team history while finishing
9-6-2, fifth best in the conference. All time leading scorer
Danielle Sluga (68 points) was
named to the OAC first team,
while Thea Consler was named
to
the
second
team.
Sophomore goalie Angela
Rochowiak finished fifth in
the OAC in goals allowed average with a 1.4 7 mark.
The men were the team that
everyone was gunning for, as
the defending OAC tournament
champs began the season with
high hopes. But injuries decimated this squad, finishing
11-7-2. The Blue Streaks made
a valiant effort to repeat, but
carne up short against Hiram,
losing in the OAC's, 1-0. Bob
ICrupltzer led the team with 24
points, while Mike Lyons
ended his career as the winningest goalie of aU time at
JCU.
Men's
and
Women's
Basketball - Question marb
Probably no two teams had a
harder time adjusting to the
loss of key figures than the
men's and women's basketball
teams.
With several key players

graduating, repeating as OAC
champs would be tough. Head
Coach MUte Moran looked to
his senior standout Shannon
VIckers, along with junior Jeff
Sesplankis, to carry the load,
who were named to the AU-OAC
Honorable Mention Team.
Despite a 13-12 season,
there were many bright spots.
The play of sophomore point
guard David Pfundstein, who
led the team in assists, steals,
and minutes played, was evident all season long. Freshmen
Ryan Eskridge showed great
all-around ability as both a
scorer and rebounder.
The JCU women returned
Darlene Sheehan, the OAC's
leading three-point shooter. So
expectations were definitely
high for the season, especially
coming off two twenty win seasons.
After winning ten of their
first thirteen games, new Head
Coach Carol Dugan saw her
team struggle to hold late
game leads, dropping eight of
their final eleven games before
losing in the first round of the
playoffs.
Bright spots for the Streaks
came from the play of Sheehan,
who finished her
career with 1,494

points, 281 assists, and 278
steals; Sue Zidanic. who finished with the fifth highest
total of rebounds (557) in
school
history;
Deanna
Bahhur, who pulled down 132
rebounds while playing stellar
defense, and Bridget Jordan,
who finished third on the team
with a 9.7 scoring average per
game.
Men's
and
Women's
Swimming - Shock 'em
It was not a shock that for
the sixth consecutive year the
John Carroll swim teams were
OAC champs.
Six men and nine women
were part of first place finishes
in this years championship.
Sophomore Jeff Juergens
took Most Valuable Swimmer
honors for his part in six-first
place finishes. Seniors Eric
Rapp, Rich Farkas and Jim
Petkunal continued with their
usual dominance, as each had a
part in six-first place finishes.
Frank D'Angelo was an AllAmerican Honorable Mention
selection.
Of the nine women who took
first, junior Peggy Dempsey
was the only one to qualify for
the NCAA Championships.
Senior Ashley Maurer finished

her brilliant career with seven
individual OAC titles.
Wrestling - John Carroll's
"National Past Time"
If any group of athletes
know what it takes to win, it
is
Head
Coach
Kerry
Volkmann's wrestlers.
Or how about some of the
great individual performances
turned in from athletes like
heavy weight Aaron Sheets,
who missed the last two seasons because of injury, yet
came back to take All-American
honors.
Or
junior J.J.
Huszczo, whose 29 wins on
the season were tops on the
team.
Huszczo also was an
All-American this year.
Because of wrestlers like
Huszczo and Sheets, their finish in the Division ill National
Championships marked the
21st time in the last 22 years
that John Carroll placed among
the top 15 in the team standings. They have helped continue the reign of excellence that
dates back to 1974, as 81 Blue
Streak wrestlers have been AUAmericans in history.
and
Women's
Men's
Track/Cross
Country
Reaching New Heights,
Lengths, and Distances ...
Here is a team that has no
indoor facility to
practice on, yet
is making other
teams
stop
and
take
notice.
Junior Thea
Consler is
one reason
why.
Consle r
became John
Carroll's first
women's
track
and
Allfield
American
when
she
placed fifth
in the long
jump at the
indoor championship. Junior
Mike Olsen is another reason.
Olsen has become one of the
most talked about sprinters in
the conference, as he holds
nearly aU of the sprint and
relay records.
The stabilizing force for
these teams has been the consistency of senior Danielle
Sluga. Sluga has been one of
the most prolific athletes in
John Carroll history, as she finished in the top ten for the
third time in her career in cross
country, a sport she runs at the
same time she captains the soccer team. She then switches
gears by helping both the
indoor and outdoor track
teams, as this season she took
second indoors in the BOOmeter run and will be looked
upon to do the same this year
at the OAC championships.
Baseball - So Close, Yet So
Far ••• The John Carroll baseball team had high expectations for the 1995 campaign,
and they had good reason.
With six starters returning,
including the entire defense,
the Blue Streaks started the
season by recording four wins
in seven tries while on their
trip south to Florida. In fact,

what was the biggest question
of the pre-season, pitching,
was the biggest plus. Freshmen
Andy D'Onofrio hurled an 11strike out, 1-0 shut-out of
William Jewell, only to have
Tim Boyle duplicate the feat
by striking out 12 batters while
blanking St. Bonaventure, 1-0.
Offensively, junior first
basemen Kevin Fischer led the
team for the season with a batting average well above the
.400 mark. At the end of the
season and holding on to the
fourth and final playoff spot in
the conference, the Streaks
needed to post a victory over
national power Marietta. Yet
they were swept in two by the
Pioneers to dash their playoff
hopes.
Softball - Reaching Their
Goals
If one word could describe
this group, it was realistic.
They set a realistic, early season goal to win 12 games, then
later 14. On the final day of
the season, this group was able
to accomplish that goal. a
moral victory of sorts.
This is a group that can only
get better, as they will only
lose three players, outfielder
Angela Stazzone,
second
basemen Julie Pavolino, and
Charise
Brigee.
pitcher
Stazzone provided the Streaks
with a threat on the bases,
leading the Streaks in stolen
bases. Pavolino, who joined
Stazzone as the only players
ever to play in 100 games, hit
150 points higher than her
career average. And Brigee will
leave John Carroll with nearly
every pitching record to her
credit.
Golf- Ace in the Hole
Head Coach Mike Moran
knew what he was doing when
he took over the JCU golf team.
While acting as more of a
recruiter and motivator than
coach, Moran has watched his
team become a national power,
as they will be among the
favorites at the NCAA championship. Moran saw his big
three, Brian Unk, Steve
Voinovic:h, and Matt Glovna
earn AU-American honors last
season, and all are on pace to
repeat this year. If any rivalry
is building, it is the one
between John Carroll and
Otterbein, as both schools
remain at the top of both the
OAC and national standings.
Men's & Women's Tennis Weathering the Storm
If anything has been in the
way of both the JCU men's and
women's tennis teams bid to
repeat as OAC champions, it
has been the weather.
Although they missed some
valuable playing time, it did
give OAC champion Andrew
Perry a chance to rest his
injured wrist. Perry, along with
Justin Rosenthal, have been
looked upon to help lead this
young and inexperienced team.
A strong underclass lead by
Usa Panella, 9-0 at #6 singles,
has been challenged in their
quest to repeat as conference
:hampion this year. Susan
Okuley, len Pac:ek, and
Jennifer Schwartz all have
had winning records so far this
season.
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Baseball drops two and playoff contention to Marietta
John McGinty

Staff Reporter
The baseball team struggled to
keep their playoff hopes alive,on I y
to watch them slip away as they
dropped three over the weekend
to fall out of playoff contention.
Sunday, the Streaks traveled to
Allegheny to play the same North

Coast Athletic Conference ream
that they beat earlier in the year.
But this time, the tables were
turned as the Streaks lost a hard
fought game in Allegheny's last
at-bat.
"That's the third year in a row
we lost in our last at-bat at Allegheny," Coach Schweickert said

Men's temis consistent
Michael Ziccardi

Assistant Sports Editor
In the course of its last eight
matches, the john Carroll men's
tennis teamhasstarted to buckle
down. And buckle down hard.
After last week's 6-3 victory
against Malone, who had a 17-2
record coming into the match,
the Blue Streaks (9-9, 6-1 OAC)
are demonstrating the mental
toughness it takes to be successful in the OAC tournament.
They have won seven of their
last eight matches and have
opened up a 6-1 record in Ohio
Athletic Conference along the
way.
"Right now we are playing
more consistent then ever before," said freshman Ed Schmitt,
the team's No.3 singles man.
Leading john Carroll's surge
isjustinRosenthal,whohaswon
10 of his last 11 rna tches at No.I
singles.
"Without a doubtjustin is the
best player in the league," said
Debeljak.
Rosenthal's most recent success came when he dominated
Malone's RJ. Vassas, a National
Qualifier in 1994,6-1.6-2.He has
alsodefeatedBaldwin-Wallace's
best, Carl Doerschler, 6-4, 6-4.
Doerschler has lost only four
conference matches in his fouryear career at B-W.
The duo of Rosenthal and
Andrew Perry has been unstop-

pable of late at No. 1 doubles,
destroying their last nine consecutive opponents. However,
the two sophomores aren't the
only ones who have picked up
the pace of their game.
AlsocontributingtoCarroll's
current onslaught is freshman
Mark Gentile, the No. 6 singles
man. "For Mark it's a matter of
beingfocused because if he does
he's unstoppable," saidDebeljak.
"The turning point for me
came after the Mount Union
match," said Gentile, who has
seven individual victories, tying
him for the second most on the
team. He has been able to stay
focused, winning his last 10
straight sets.
Debeljak is hoping others will
step their play up a notch for
OACs.
"To win theconferencechampionship we need to get good
performances from Mark
Bobofchak and Ryan Bode," said
Debeljak. "If the two of them can
win at No.4 and No.5 singles in
the first round of the OAC tournament we will be very tough to
beat because the top three
(singles Pla)'IUS for JCUJ liMe
been consistently successful aU
year."
john Carroll will host Ohio
Northern tomorrow. "We matchup very well with Ohio Northern," said Debeljak. Match time
is set for 3:30p.m.

JCU golf team on hot streak
Jude Kllly
Sports Editor

lf winning three consecutive
matches is considered peaking,
don't tell the john Carroll University golf team. They won't believe
you.
By winning the Ohio Wesleyan
Shootout with a two-day total of
626 strokes last weekend , the
Streaks extended their win streak
to three consecutive tournaments.
And they still don't think they
have reached their pinnacle.
"I think wehaven'tshownwhat
we can really do yet," said sophomore Steve Voinovich,a 1994 AllAmerican. "We are finally starting to play up to our potential and
hopefully we will peak at the
OAC's [Ohio Athletic Conference
tournameml"
Voinovich and senior AllAmerican Matt Glovna led the
Streaks' latest win, with both
shooting totals of 154, tying them
for fourth place. Carroll junior
Brian Unk posted a 158, putting
him in a seventh place tie with
Wesleyan's Chris Rittberger.
JCU Coach Mike Moran was
pleased with his team's play and
optimistic about the future.
"It seems that we arestartingto
peak at the right time," he said. "If
you look at where we were at the
beginning of the spring season ... it
seems like we've been improving."
The Streaks, currently ranked
fourth in the country and first in

the region according to GolfWorld
magazine, will play in the OAC
tournament at Colonial Hills Golf
Club in Lima, Ohio. Ohio Northern will host the event.
According to Voinovich, consistency is what matters most for
the Streaks' tournament victory
streak to carry over into the conference tournament.
"Consistency will be the key,"
he said. "We just have to put two
solid rounds of golf together so we
have no doubt [at OAC's]."
After OAC's it'soff to the NCAA
tournament. "We all know we have
a legit chance," said Voinovich of
the team'snational title hopes. "But
it's not going to be easy," he added.

Congratulatiot1s
. Rob Cecil
"'fhe world is your
playgrout1d"" You

have ude us all
very proud!
Love S. Jest Wishes,
Mottt S. Uad, Mel
Chris S. Oraltl Natta
S. Oratttps.

of the team·s misfonunes.
Senior Man Buettner pitched
five innings for the Streaks in a
back and forth contest. Freshman
Andy D'Onofrio pitched the last
four innings taking the loss in relief.
With the Streaks leading 6-5
going into the ninth, Allegheny
rallied behind three singles and a
catcher's interference call to score
the tying and winning run.
"D'Onof riocame in and shut'em
down in the late innings. He
pitched real well, it's a tough loss
for him ," said Buettner.

With playoff hopes on the line,
the Streaks hosted nationally
ranked Ohio Athletic Conference
foe Marietta for twogameson Saturday Needing to split the series
to remain in playoff contention,
the team came out tense and was
soundly defeated in both games
l3-3, and 7-2.
ln the first game of the series,
Furlong pitched well, but the Terriers hit better, getting four runs
early and never letting up. Defensively, the team was tight, committing errors early in the game.
"Our kids froze and booted the

ball,' said Schweickert. ·our kids
didn't handle the pressure well,
but that comes with maturity."
The second game seemed like
a turning point for the Streaks.
Behind the pitching of Boyle, the
ball club led until the seventh inning when their playoff bid and
the ball game went out the window.
"The second game we played
real well," said Schweickert, but
execution was the key. "As soon as
we didn't execute they took advantage of it. They don't make
mistakes.'

/

Brigees combine for all Carroll wins
Despite playing for a team that
won only 14 games this year, both
Theywalkintotheroom laugh- Brigee sisters used each other to
ing, both wearing green sweaters become better.
"I knew coming here that l
and blue jeans. They like being
similar.1n fact, they kind of thrive would have to live up to the high
on it. If one gets her hair cut short, standards my sister set," said Kris.
so does the other. Some people "She has worked hard. Her name is
might think that's strange, but held in such high esteem."
"!look to my sister as a support
these two don't. Why would they?
system for me, almost an extra inThey're sisters.
Senior Charise and sophomore centive," said Charise. "She keeps
Kris Brigee are the starting pitch- me moving , I know that she is
ers on the softball team. Where nipping at my heals as a pitcher. 1
most sisters try to be different, wouldn't wan t it any other way."
Both pitchers have realized
these two are happy trying to be
their roles,which has made Coach
the same.
"What'ssospecial is that weare Gretchen Weitbrecht breathe just
best friends," said Charise, who a little easier.
"It has been a plus to have both
holds 12 school pitching records.
"We have a special relationship like sisters on the same team ," said
no one else. It meant a lot to me Weitbrecht. "They both have a
that l got to play my final season competitive nature, but not towardseachother. Theyknowwho
with my sister."
Randy Loeser

Staff Reporter

the number one pitcher is and
who the number two pitcher is.
They feed off each other welL "
That ability has been seen on
and off the field , as well Again,
this is where the Brigeeststers have
learned to share.
"1 was going out with my boyfriend Dennis for about a year and
a half when 1 introduced his
brother Eric to my sister. Kns had
a boyfriend, but 1 thought they
would get along," said Charise,
who recently became engaged
and plans to be married nextjune.
"The next week they doubled with
us, and they got along so well they
started dating."
Whether it has been sharing
clothes, helpingeachotheron the
mound, or giving advice about
boyfriends, the Bngeesisters have
built a strong bond,one that is not
confined to the softball fi eld.
- co
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Randy Loeser
1994-95 Season
There was a renewed excitement in the athletic department this year, as some teams
were able to fulfill the expectations that many have come to
expect from these sports programs. So far this year, three
teams have been OAC champs,
while certain athletes have
stood out for some tremendous
accomplishments. Here is a.
look back on the 1994-95 season.
Football-The Look of a
Winner
One of the most unique seasons of John Carroll football
began with the addition of two
new coaches, John Storey and
Joe Perella. They brought a
new attitude and a new offense
as the Blue Streaks began the
1994 campaign against Ohio
Wesleyan University.
The
offense unleashed a new found
passing attack, as quarterback
P.J. Inama hooked up with
split end Sean Williams for a
school record 4 touchdown
passes and 254 yards receiving
in the 45-14 victory. For the
effort, William's was named
Ohio Athletic Conference Player
of the Week.
With two more victories
under their belt, John Carroll
was looking to play David, as it
was meeting the Goliath of
Division ill Football, defending
national champion Mount
Union College. Down 10-7 with
10 ten minutes to play in the
third quarter, the Blue Streaks
were faced with forth down and
four on the Mount Union 16
yard line. With wet field conditions and possible playoff
implications at stake, Head
Coach Tony DeCarlo decided to
go for it instead of trying for a
tying field goal, and Insana's
pass to Brian Ash fell short, as
the Blue Streaks suffered their
first loss of the season
Down but not out. the Blue
Streaks were able to rebound
with four consecutive victories.
With first place, a possible
NCAA playoff birth, and the
OAC crown on the line, the Blue
Streaks (8-1) took the field
with the Yellow Jackets (9-0).
As was the case the entire season, the JCU defense held B-W
in check all day.
Jason
Goldberg kicked a field goal
and Chad Rankin scored on a
five yard run, giving the
Streaks a 9-0 victory and a
share of the OAC title.
Despite not making the
NCAA playoffs, 15 Blue Streak
players were named to the AUConference Team. Three players. Matt Wamemant, lym
Raley, and Goldberg, were
named to different AllAmerican Teams. Over thirty
school records were broken, as
John Carroll finished as the
fifth ranked team in the
nation. The JCU defense gave
up a league low 98 points.
Volleyball - Oh, What a
Season!
If any team knew how to
overcome adversity, it was the
1994 JCU volleyball team. The
Streaks started the season on
the road for the first three
weeks. When they returned
horne, they lost AU-American

Stacey Mullally and Leslie
Mahl went down with a similar
injuries during key points in
the season. The leadership of
senior I<athy Frickman and
junior Da.wn Ebinger, along
with the consistent play of
sophomore I<aty Perrone,
stepped up and took over.
Finishing second in the OAC
tournament,
the Streaks
advanced to the NCAA playoffs
for only the second time in the
program's history.
The Blue Streaks beat
Bluffton College in the first
round and, in what will
arguably go down as the greatest match in JCU volleyball history, the Blue Streaks beat
long-time rival Ohio Northern
University in the second round
to advance to the quarterfinals.
The Streaks advanced to play
Juniata College, who would end
the Streaks story book season a
week later.
For the third consecutive
year, the Streaks won over 30
games, while Head Coach
Gretchen Weltbrecht's troops
became the first team in school
history to advance to the finals
of an NCAA team-format playoff. Weitbrecht recorded her
300th career
coaching victory,
while
Mullally
earned second
team AU-American
honors for the second year in a row.
Mahl became the first
play in school history, to record 3,000 set
assists in a career.
Four other Streaks
earned all conference
honors.
Men's
and
Women's Soccer Veni, Vidi, Vid (We
came, We saw, We
Conquered)
The John Carroll
women's soccer team
were the "overachievers" of the year, posting the
best winning percentage (.588)
in team history while finishing
9-6-2, fifth best in the conference. All time leading scorer
Danielle Sluga (68 points) was
named to the OAC first team,
while Thea Consler was named
to
the
second
team.
Sophomore goalie Angela
Rochowiak finished fifth in
the OAC in goals allowed average with a 1.4 7 mark.
The men were the team that
everyone was gunning for, as
the defending OAC tournament
champs began the season with
high hopes. But injuries decimated this squad, finishing
11-7-2. The Blue Streaks made
a valiant effort to repeat, but
carne up short against Hiram,
losing in the OAC's, 1-0. Bob
Krupltzer led the team with 24
points, while Mike Lyons
ended his career as the winningest goalie of all time at
JCU.
Men's
and
Women's
Basketball - Question marb
Probably no two teams had a
harder time adjusting to the
loss of key figures than the
men's and women's basketball
teams.
With several key players

graduating, repeating as OAC
champs would be tough. Head
Coach Mike Moran looked to
his senior standout Shannon
Vickers, along with junior Jeff
SesplanJd.s, to carry the load,
who were named to the All-OAC
Honorable Mention Team.
Despite a 13-12 season,
there were many bright spots.
The play of sophomore point
guard David Pfundsteln, who
led the team in assists, steals,
and minutes played, was evident all season long. Freshmen
Ryan Eskridge showed great
all-around ability as both a
scorer and rebounder.
The JCU women returned
Darlene Sheehan, the OAC:s
leading three-point shooter. So
expectations were definitely
high for the season, especially
coming off two twenty win seasons.
After winning ten of their
first thirteen games, new Head
Coach Carol Dugan saw her
team struggle to hold late
game leads, dropping eight of
their final eleven games before
losing in the first round of the
playoffs.
Bright spots for the Streaks
came from the play of Sheehan,
who finished her
career with 1,494

points, 281 assists, and 278
steals; Sue Zidanic, who finished with the fifth highest
total of rebounds (557) in
school
history;
Deanna
Bahhur, who pulled down 132
rebounds while playing stellar
defense, and Bridget Jordan,
who finished third on the team
with a 9. 7 scoring average per
game.
Men's
and
Women's
Swimming - Shock 'em
It was not a shock that for
the sixth consecutive year the
John Carroll swim teams were
OAC champs.
Six men and nine women
were part of first place finishes
in this years championship.
Sophomore Jeff Juergens
took Most Valuable Swimmer
honors for his part in six-first
place finishes. Seniors Eric
Rapp, Rich Farkas and Jim
Petkunas continued with their
usual dominance, as each had a
part in six-first place finishes.
Frank D'Angelo was an AllAmerican Honorable Mention
selection.
Of the nine women who took
first, junior Peggy Dempsey
was the only one to qualify for
the NCAA Championships.
Senior Ashley Maurer finished

her brilliant career with seven
individual OAC titles.
Wrestling - John Carroll's
"National Past Time"
If any group of athletes
know what it takes to win, it
is
Head
Coach
Kerry
Volkmann's wrestlers.
Or how about some of the
great individual performances
turned in from athletes like
heavy weight Aaron Sheets,
who missed the last two seasons because of injury, yet
carne back to take All-American
honors.
Or
junior J.J.
Huszczo, whose 29 wins on
the season were tops on the
team.
Huszczo also was an
AU-American this year.
Because of wrestlers like
Huszczo and Sheets, their finish in the Division ill National
Championships marked the
21st time in the last 22 years
that John Carroll placed among
the top 15 in the team standings. They have helped continue the reign of excellence that
dates back to 1974, as 81 Blue
Streak wrestlers have been AllAmericans in history.
and
Women's
Men's
Track/Cross
Country
leaching
New Heights,
Lengths, and Distances .•.
Here is a team that has no
indoor facility to
practice on, yet
is making other
teams
stop
and
take
notice.
Junior Thea
Consler is
one reason
why.
Cansler
became John
Carroll's first
women's
track
and
Allfield
American
when
she
placed fifth
in the long
jump at the
indoor championship. Junior
Mike Olsen is another reason.
Olsen has become one of the
most talked about sprinters in
the conference, as he holds
nearly all of the sprint and
relay records.
The stabilizing force for
these teams has been the consistency of senior Danielle
Sluga. Sluga has been one of
the most prolific athletes in
John Carroll history, as she finished in the top ten for the
third time in her career in cross
country, a sport she runs at the
same time she captains the soccer team. She then switches
gears by helping both the
indoor and outdoor track
teams, as this season she took
second indoors in the BOOmeter run and will be looked
upon to do the same this year
at the OAC championships.
Baseball - So Close, Yet So
Far ••• The John Carroll baseball team had high expectations for the 1995 campaign,
and they had good reason.
With six starters returning,
including the entire defense,
the Blue Streaks started the
season by recording four wins
in seven tries while on their
trip south to Florida. In fact,

what was the biggest question
of the pre-season, pitching,
was the biggest plus. Freshmen
Andy D'Onofrio hurled an 11strike out, 1-0 shut-out of
William Jewell, only to have
Tim Boyle duplicate the feat
by striking out 12 batters while
blanking St. Bonaventure, 1-0.
Offensively, junior first
basemen Kevin Fischer led the
team for the season with a batting average well above the
.400 mark. At the end of the
season and holding on to the
fourth and final playoff spot in
the conference, the Streaks
needed to post a victory over
national power Marietta. Yet
they were swept in two by the
Pioneers to dash their playoff
hopes.
Softball - Reaching Their
Goals
If one word could describe
this group, it was realistic.
They set a realistic, early season goal to win 12 games, then
later 14. On the final day of
the season, this group was able
to accomplish that goal, a
moral victory of sorts.
This is a group that can only
get better, as they will only
lose three players, outfielder
Angela Stazzone,
second
basemen JuUe PavoUno, and
pitcher
Charise
Brigee.
Stazzone provided the Streaks
with a threat on the bases,
leading the Streaks in stolen
bases. Pavolino, who joined
Stazzone as the only players
ever to play in 100 games, hit
150 points higher than her
career average. And Brigee will
leave John Carroll with nearly
every pitching record to her
credit.
Golf- Ace in the Role
Head Coach Mike Moran
knew what he was doing when
he took over the JCU golf team.
While acting as more of a
recruiter and motivator than
coach, Moran has watched his
team become a national power,
as they will be among the
favorites at the NCAA championship. Moran saw his big
three, Brian Unk, Steve
Voinovich, and Matt Glovna
earn AU-American honors last
season, and all are on pace to
repeat this year. If any rivalry
is building. it is the one
between John Carroll and
Otterbein, as both schools
remain at the top of both the
OAC and national standings.
Men's & Women's Tennis Weathering the storm
If anything has been in the
way of both the JCU men's and
women's tennis teams bid to
repeat as OAC champions, it
has been the weather.
Although they missed some
valuable playing time, it did
give OAC champion Andrew
Perry a chance to rest his
injured wrist. Perry, along with
Justin Rosenthal, have been
looked upon to help lead this
young and inexperienced team.
A strong underclass lead by
Usa Panella. 9-0 at #6 singles,
has been challenged in their
quest to repeat as conference
ti\ampion this year. Susan
Okuley, len Pacek, and
Jennifer Schwartz all have
had winning records so far this
season.
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Baseball drops two and playoff contention to Marietta
John McGinty

Staff Reporter
The baseball team struggled to
keep their playoff hopes ali ve,on I y
to watch them slip away as they
dropped three over the weekend
to fall out of playoff contention.
Sunday, the Streaks traveled to
Allegheny to play thesameNorrh

Coast Athletic Conference team
that they beat earlier in the year.
But this time, the tables were
turned as the Streaks lost a hard
fought game in Allegheny's last
at-bat.
"That's the third year in a row
we lost in our last ar-bat at Allegheny," Coach Schweickert said

Men's temis consistent
Michael Ziccardi
Assistant Sports Editor

In the course of its last eight
matches, the john Carroll men's
tennis teamhasstarted to buckle
down. And buckle down hard.
After last week's 6-3 victory
against Malone, who had a 17-2
record coming i.nto the match,
the Blue Streaks (9-9, 6-1 OAC)
are demonstrating the mental
toughness it takes to be successful in the OAC tournament
They have won seven of their
last eight matches and have
opened up a 6-l record in Ohio
Athletic Conference along the
way.
"Right now we are playing
more consistent then ever before," said freshman Ed Schmitt,
the team's No.3 singles man.
Leading john Carroll's surge
isjustin Rosenthal, whohaswon
10 of his last ll matches at No.1
singles.
"Without adoubtjustin is the
best player in the league; said

Debeljak.
R06enthals most recent success came when he dominated

Malone's RJ. Vassas, a National
Q&Wifierinl994, 6-1.6-2.Hehas
also defeated Baldwin·Wallaces
best, Carl Doerschler, 6-4, 6-4.
Doerschler has lost only four
conference matches in his four·
year career at B-W.
The duo of Rosenthal and
Andrew Perry has been unstop-

pable of late at No. 1 doubles,
destroying their last nine consecutive opponents. However,
the two sophomores aren't the
only ones who have picked up
the pace of their game.
A!so comribu ting to Cat roll's
current onslaught is freshman
Mark Gentile, the No. 6 singles
man. "For Mark it's a matter of
being focused becauseifhedoes
he's unstoppable,· saidDebeljak.
"The turning point for me
came after the Mount Union
match," said Gentile, who has
seven individual victories, tying
him [or the second most on the
team. He has been able to stay
focused, winning his last lO
straight sets.
Debeljakishopingotherswill
step their play up a notch for
OACs.
"To win theconferencecha m•
pionship we need to get good
performances from Mark
Bobofchak and Ryan Bode," said
Debeljak "If the two of them can
win at No. 4and No. 5singlesin
the first round of the OAC tournament we will be very rough to
beat because the top three
!singles pJqers for JetfJ tibi
been consistently successful
year.•
John Carroll will host Ohio
Northern tomorrow. "We matchup very well with Ohio Northern,• said Debeljak. Match time
is set for 3:30p.m.

an

JCU golf team on hot streak
Jude Kllly
Sports Editor

lf winning three consecutive
matches is considered peaking,
don't tell the john Carroll University golf team. They won't believe
you.
Bywinning the Ohio Wesleyan
Shootout with a two-day total of
626 strokes last weekend, the
Streaks extended their win streak
to three consecutive tournaments.
And they still don't think they
have reached their pinnacle.
"I think we haven't shown what
we can really do yet," said sophomore Steve Voinovich, a 1994 AllAmerican. "We are finally starting to play up to our potential and
hopefully we will peak at the
OACs [Ohio Athletic Conference
tournamentl"
Voinovich and senior AllAmerican Matt Glovna led the
Streaks' latest win, with both
shooting totals of 154, tying them
for fourth place. Carroll junior
Brian Unk posted a 158, putting
him in a seventh place tie with
Wesleyan's Chris Rittberger.
JCU Coach Mike Moran was
pleased with his team's play and
optimistic about the future.
"It seems that weare starting to
peak at the right rime," he said. "If
you look at where we were at the
beginning of thespringseason ... it
seems like we've been improving."
The Streaks, currently ranked
fourth in the country and first in

the region according toGolfWorld
magazine, will play in the OAC
tournament at Colonial Hills Golf
Club in Lima, Ohio. Ohio Northern will host the event.
According to Voinovich, consistency is what matters most for
the Streaks' tournament victory
streak to carry over into the conference tournament.
"Consistency will be the key,"
he said. "We just have to put two
solid rounds of golf together so we
have no doubt [at OACs]."
AfterOACsit'sofftotheNCAA
tournament. "We all know we have
a legit chance," said Voinovich of
the team's national title hopes. "But
it's not going to be easy," he added.

Co"gratulatio"s
. Rob Cecil
"'fhe world is your
playgroutldM You
have tttade us all
very proud!
Love & Jest Wishes.
Mottt & Pad, Mel
Chris & Ora1t1. Natta
&Oratttps.

of the team's misfortunes.
Senior Matt Buettner pitched
five innings for the Streaks in a
back and forth contest. Freshman
Andy D'Onofrio pitched the last
four innings taking the loss in relief.
With the Streaks leading 6-5
going into the ninth, Allegheny
rallied behind three singles and a
catcher's interference call to score
the tying and winning run.
"D"Onofrio came in and shut'em
down in the late innings. He
pitched real well, it's a tough loss
for him," said Buettner.

With playoff hopes on the It ne,
the Streaks hosted nationally
ranked Ohio Athletic Conference
foe Marietta for two games on Saturday: Needing lO split the series
to remain in playoff contention,
the team came out tense and was
soundly defeated in both games
13-3, and 7-2.
In the first game of the series,
Furlong pitched well, but the Terriers hit better, getting [our runs
early and never letting up. Defensively, the team was tight, committing errors early in the game.
"Our kids froze and booted the

ball," said Schweickert. "Our kids
didn't handle the pressure well,
but that comes with maturity."
The second game seemed like
a turning point for the Streaks.
Behind the pitching of Boyle, the
ball club led until the seventh inning when their playoff bid and
the ball game went out the window.
"The second game we played
real well," said Schweickert, but
execution was the key."As soon as
we didn't eKecute they took advantage of it. They don't make
mistakes.'

Brigees combine for all Carroll wins
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

They walk into the room laughing, both wearing green sweaters
and blue jeans. They like being
similar. In fact, they kind of thrive
on it. If one gets her hair cut short,
so does the other. Some people
might think that's strange, bur
these two don't. Why would they?
They're sisters.
Senior Charise and sophomore
Kris Brigee are the starting pitchers on the soft ball team. Where
most sisters try to be different,
these two are happy trying to be
the same.
"What'ssospecialisthatweare
best friends," said Charise, who
holds 12 school pitching records.
"We have a special relationship like
no one else. 1t meant a lot to me
that 1 got to play my final season
with my sister."

Despite playing for a team that
won only 14 games this year, both
Brigee sisters used each other to
become better.
"I knew coming here that I
would have to live up to the nigh
standards my sister set," said Kris.
"She has worked hard. Her name is
held in such high esteem."
"I look tom y sister as a support
system for me, almost an extra incentive," said Charise. "She keeps
me moving , l know that she is
nippingatmyhealsasa pitcher. I
wouldn't want it any other way"
Both pitchers have realized
their roles, which has made Coach
Gretchen Weitbrecht breathe just
a little easier.
"It has been a pi us to have both
sisters on the same team,• said
Weitbrecht. "They both have a
competitive nature, but not towardseachother. They know who

the number one pitcher is and
who the number tv.u pitcher is.
They feed off each other welL"
That ability has been seen on
and off the field, as well. Again,
this is where the Brigeeststers have
learned to share.
"[was going out with my boyfriend Denmsforabouta year and
a half when I introduced his
brother Eric to my sister. Kris had
a boyfriend , but l thought they
would get along," said Charise,
who recently became engaged
and plans to be married nextjune.
"The next week they doubled wnh
us, and theygotalongsowell they
started dating."
Whether it has been sharing
clothes, helpi ngeach other on the
mound, or giving advice about
boyfriends, the Brigee sisters have
built astrong bond, one that is not
confined to Lhc softball [ield.
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Track posts victories
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

Freshman Matt Lemieux sprints toward the pole vault mat in
Carroll's only home meet of the season. last Friday.

Danielle Sluga finished her
home track career the way she has
throughout her four years at john
Carroll - as a winner.
Sluga won two titles on Friday,
taking the 1,500-meter run
(5:07.69) and the 3,000-meter run
(11:09.26), leading the jCU women
to victory over Wooster, Oberlin,
and Allegheny. For Sluga. thereality that this was her last home
track meet did not set in until after the meet.
"I didn't think about it until the
dinner at Coach (Grove) Jewett's
house that night," said Sluga, who
is john Carroll's nominee for the
Clyde A. Lamb Award, gtven to
the top student-athlete in Ohio
Athletic Conference. "In my four
years, though, this was the best
crowd (for a home meet). l was
able to pick out my friends voices;
it helped me to push harder."
Sluga's impact, which covers
sports such as soccer, indoor track
and cross country, is seen by her

teammates as well.
"Dani is a wonderful person and
an exceptional athlete," said fresh man Lori Hammer, who took first
in the longjump(l6 feet-7 inches).
"Her work et hie rubs off on a11 of
us."
"[t will be boring next year
without Danielle around," said
junior Amy Fenske, a first place
finisher in the 5,000-meter run
(19:33.10). "Noone can replace her.
We will really miss her leadership
and her example, it is hard to say
what she really means to this
team."
Along with Sluga, 10 other
titles were won by the women,
which included junior Gretchen
Schultz in the 800-meter run (
2.25.86),junior Marnae Colston in
the200-meterdash (27.06),sophomoreCathyDrown in the shot put
(35 feet-3 inches), freshman Katie
Sullivan in the triple JUmp(33 feet9 inches), and Elaine Cirino in the
high jump (5 feet)
Sevenmen'stitleswerealsowon
on Friday, as the Streaks looked to

gain momentum going into the
OAC Championships.
"We were all happy with the
way we performed this weekend,"
said junior !an Johnstone, who
helped take a first place finish with
Mike Olsen, Don Spenthoff, and
Dave Nicolami in the 4xl00 relay
(4265). "Weare looking on to our
next meets, since we are excited to
see if we can qualify for nationals.
This would be a once in a Iifetime
shot."
Along with Johnstone, freshman Matt Lemieux had another
strong week, taking first in the pole
vault Cl5 feet); jason Neal improved in thetriplejump(42feet4 inches); Olsen continued to
flourish in the 200-meter dash
(22.49); Spe nthoff in the 100meter dash (11.38); and James
Barbour in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase (1052.0)
Both track teams will compete
in the OAC Quad today at
Baldwin-Wallace before the Ohio
Athletic Conference Championships next weekend.

Perry hopes for good draw
Softball finishes season "disappointed" Jude
team. "Our girls have learned a lot
Kllly

Michael Ziccardi

Assistant Sports Editor

So close yet so far away
seems to depict the type of seasonjohnCarroll'ssoftballteam
had this year.
"Player for player this was
the best team I have coached
here (at JCU]," said Coach
Gretchen Weitbrecht. "Theseniors on this year's team led by
exampte.ltwasjustdisappointingthat we were unable to capitalize on such outstand ing efforts."
Senior Charise Brigee fin ished her prestigious career
with 12school pitching records,
including victories (32),
strikeouts (210), and innings

pitched ( 468) "in a career.
"I always feel like l could improve my game," said Brigee. "It
was very frustrating at times because we all wanted w be thefirst
team to make the playoffs."
Throughout the ups and
downs, senior infielder Julie
Pavolino played well. She posted
career bests in seven different offensive categories, including batting average (.349). She is also one
of two players inJCU softball history to play over 100 games.
"At the beginning of the year
we set our goals high," said
Pavolino. "It was disappointing losing so many close games early in
the season."
"The week before Easter we had

a stretch where we played a
double -dip with four OAC
teams," said Weitbrecht. "Unfortunately we were swept all
eightgamesand this really took
the wind out of our sails."
Two sophomores, catcher
Angela Rochowiak and outfielder Angel Koss were bright
spots for the team. Rochowiak
hit .473. Koss set the school
record for hits in a season (38).
"Personally I was disappointed with the end result of
ourseason,"saidKoss. "Attimes
we played really well, but it just
seemed like we could not get
over the hump."
The season ended at 14-19-1
overall and 5-10-1 in the OAC.

Streaks
of the
Year

since (those losses!. All those
Sports Editor
Winning the Ohio Athletic matches could have gone either
Conference women's tennis title way."
Among the Streaks Perry exand the Ohio Lottery take a little
of the same thing _drawing the pects to be seeded for OAC action
is the No.2 singles player, sophoright numbers.
That's part of what John Car- more Susan Okuley. Okuley, who
roll University's Women's Tennis is 8-3 on the season, sees mental
toughness as the key to a successCoach Toby Perry is banking on.
According to Perry, the first four ful defense of JCU's 1994 conferplayers in each event come into ence title.
"Wehavetobeplayingourbest,"
the tournamentasseeds. Another
player is listed as a placement she said. "And mentally we have
player. The final pairings come to be right there. We all have the
abilities."
from the random draw.
One player who has had that
"It's just the luck of the draw,"
Perry said of theOACtournament focus all season is junior Lisa
Panella, who is 9--0 at the No. 6
pairings.
Luck isn't the only thing Perry singles spot this year.
"Steadiness and consistency,"
is counting on; Carroll'sonl y OAC
losses were to Hiram, Otterbein Perrysaidare keys to Panella's play.
and most recently to Baldwin- "She just keeps the ball in play." He
Wallace, 5-4 each rime. (This de- expects her to be seeded number
feat wassandwiched betweenJCU one in the tournament, he added.
The conference tournament
(7-4, 4-3 OAC) victories over
Heidelberg (8-l) and Ohio North- begins Friday at Muskingum.
"1 think we real! y have the poern (7-2))
"All these girls are capable of tential to win it," Panella said. "We
knocking other people off in the just need to be a little bit more
tournament," Perry said of his aggressive (when we play!."
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Sons of Elvis psyched
to perform at Carroll
Derek Dlaz
Senior Staff Reporter

Co-headlining Carrollpalooza
'95thisevenmg will be the Sons of
Elvis, the rip-roaring East Coast
band cons1snng of three graduates from St. lgn at1u High School
and one native New Yorker.
With thwalbum Glodean selling5,000copies per week,th eSons
of Elvis play Carrollpalooza as
part of their five-month nationwide tour which takes the band
"pretty much everywhere east of
the Mississippi," said Sons bassist
Dave Hillduringan imerviewtwo
weeks ago.
"We've been touring constantly
for the past twomomhs,"Hillsaid .
"We played a lot of shows down
through the South and now we're
makingourwayupthe East Coast,
playing places like Washington
D.C. and New York."
Hill ,
25,
said
that
Carrollpalooza represents an exciting break from Sons' normal
concert schedule.
"We are always psyched about
playing places like john Carroll,
where the people call us up and
ask us to play," Hill said. "With
othershowsonour tour,our booking agent arranges the concert,
and we don 't really know much
about the place. But with (shows
likeCarrollpalooza] it 's like 'Wow,
someone really wants to hear us
play.' It's very flattering."
In spite of the band's success
with the release "Formaldehyde"

and the song's current rating at
#23 in Billboard magazine, Hill
retains this sort of personable h umility and friendlinessi n his easygoing manners.
For instance, he explains, "It's
reallyflanering.and humbling, to
gotoacityw here we've never been
and to have kids show up early to
meet us and [then later] to sing
along with all of our songs."
Hill noted that the Sons, who
play a grungy sort of melody-rock,
have come a long way since the
days of their basement music at
Fordham University in New York.
"l think when we first started,
we were just very loud and obnoxious and sloppy as hell." Hill said.
"And that was fine because when
we started. it was just something
to do in college. We didn't play
sports in college and we just need
something to do. Maybe to get attention or something."
The band's three Cleveland
members- guitarist Tim Parnin,
drummer Pat Casa, and Hill himself- started Sons while attending Fordham.At Fordham, the trio
met up with vocalistjohnBorland
and began making rounds at local
taverns and clubs in the Bronx
area.
Eventually, the band's. success
grew and more people began appearing at shows £orcing the Sons
to rethink their approach to music,
Hill
explained .
"We sort of started over one day
and said,'Hey let's figure out what

we want to do because we can't count
on all of our friends
coming down on the
subway all drunk
and then going back
and going to school
the next day,'" Hill
explained. "So we
thought about it a
little harder and
thought about what
we liked in music
and what we liked
about what we were
already doing"
Hill added . "We
liked how we were
loud and obnoxious,
so we kept that. And
then we kept on with
a lot of big riffs and
good melody; stuff
that's fun to play."
Much of the
bandsearlywork,according to Hill,
emerged from frustrations of youthful
unemployment and
"worki nga lot of bad
temp jobs."
"We'd get off of
work at five o'clock Cleveland-based group Sons of Elvis will co-headline Carrollpalooza tonight
and go practice and in the Don Stl.Jia Sports Center.
just release all of this
"lt'sgomgtobeeverythmg, but
In addition to releasing a single
pent up energy into our music,"
Hill said. "B ut now our energy and vtdeo for the song "Soaking In more," l!i II asserted "(The n w
comes from more positiveexperi- It" within the next few momhs, album) will he more 3ggressive,
ences,"theformer American Stud- Sons plans to record another full- more energcuc and have more
length album in Augu t, Hill said. melody."
ies major added.
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Columbus), and Carried Away.
will be giveaways ancl DJ~ to en ·
year, kicks off thiseve ning(Thurs- senior !oanna Giatis.
Carried Away is a group led by terrain the audience. In addition,
According to james, the Studay) in the Don Shula Sports CenSurely there is no need to tell ter at 4 p.m and lasts until mid- dent Union is not trying to make Carroll senior Carrie Lichtman, Student Li[e will sponsor a swyou, the alert reader, that it is time night. The cost is $7 (with aJCU money off of Carrollpalooza; who will be graduating this May dent art show Various university
rather, the organization is trying withadegreeincommunications. organizations will also sponsor
once again for Carrollpalooza. !.D.), $12 (without the l.D.).
When asked where the money to cushion the blow to the pocket- The cover band, which has two- booths which will sell food and
With the big sign and the small
other goods.
regiment of faithful money-tak- from the ticket sales is going, Car- book of bringTo those of
ers in the Atrium for the past two roll senior Mikejames, co-chair of ingfive bands to
you who might
(Mike) James Is proud to note that
weeks. plus all of the numerous t~e event, said that the money is campus.
have been dlsapThe
coadvertisements and announce- going to the Student Union to depoi nted by last
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Aaron Sheets
The volleyball team's senior middle hitter became a 1994 AllAmerican after helping lead her
team to the NCAA Quarterfinals.
Despite having a sprained ankle
for several weeks of the season,
she helped her squad compile a
31-8 record. She was a!so a 1994
Ali-OAC selection, leading the
league in kills per game.

Sheets beat the odds in the 1994-5
wrestling season, earning himself
both All-QAC and All-American
honors. After being sidelined by
injuries for two seasons he came
through in his senior year, placing
at the National tournament,
which was integral in helping the
Blue Streak wrestling team earn a
15th place National ranking.
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Track posts victories
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

Freshman Matt Lemieux sprints toward the pole vault mat in
Carroll's only home meet of the season, last Friday.

Danielle Sluga finished her
home track careenheway she has
throughout her four years at john
Carroll- as a winner.
Sluga won two tides on Friday,
taking the 1,500-meter run
(5:07.69) and the 3,000-meter run
(11:09.26), leading theJCUwomen
to victory over Wooster, Oberlin,
and Allegheny. For Sluga, thereality that this was her last home
track meet did not set in until after the meet.
"I didn't think about it until the
dinner at Coach (Grove) Jewett's
house that night," said Sluga, who
is john Carroll's nominee for the
Clyde A. Lamb Award, given to
the top student-athlete in Ohio
Athletic Conference. "In my four
years, though, this was the best
crowd (for a home meet). I was
able to pick out my friends voices;
it helped me to push harder."
Sluga's impact, which covers
sports such as soccer, indoor track
and cross country, is seen by her

teammates as welL
"Dani is a wonder[ul person and
anexceptiona Iathlete," said freshman Lori Hammer, who took first
in the longjump06feet-7 inches).
"Her work ethic rubs off on all of
us.
"Lt will be boring next year
without Danielle around," said
junior Amy Fenske, a first place
finisher in the 5,000-meter run
(19:33.10). "Noone can replace her.
We will really miss her leadership
and her example, it is hard to say
what she really means to this
team."
Along with Sluga, 10 other
titles were won by the women,
which included junior Gretchen
Schultz in the BOO-meter run (
2.25.86),junior Marnae Colston in
the 20Q-meterdash (27.06),sophomoreCathyDrown in the shot put
OS feet-3 inches), freshman Katie
Sullivan in the triple jump(33feet9 inches), and Elaine Cirino in the
high jump (5 feet)
Sevenmen'stitleswerealsowon
on Friday, as the Streaks looked to
)'I

gain momentum going into the
OAC Championships.
"We were all happy with the
way we performed this weekend,"
said junior lan johnsrone, who
helped takeafirst place finish with
Mike Olsen, Don Spenthoff, and
Dave Nicolami in the 4xl00 relay
( 4 2 65). "We are looking on to our
next meets, since we are excited to
see if we can qualify for nationals.
This would be a once m a lifetime
shot."
Along with Johnstone, freshman Matt Lemieux had another
strong week, takingfirst in the pole
vault (15 feet); jason Neal improved in the tri pie jump ( 4 2 feet4 inches); Olsen continued to
flourish in the 200-meter dash
(22.49); Spenthoff in the 100meter dash (11.38); and james
Barbour in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase (10:52 0)
Both track teams will compete
in the OAC Quad today at
Baldwin-Wallace before the Ohio
Athletic Conference Championships next weekend.

Perry hopes for good draw
Softball finishes season "disappointed" Jude
Kllly

Michael Ziccardi

Assistant Sports Editor

So close yet so far away
seems to depict the type of seasonjohn Carroll'ssof tball team
had this year.
"Player for player th is was
the best team I have coached
here !at JCU]," said Coach
Gretchen Weitbrecht. "Theseniors on this year's team led by
example. It was justdisappomting that we were unable to capitalize on such outstanding efforts."
Senior Charise Brigee finished her prestigious career
with 12 school pitchingrecords,
including victories (32),
strikeouts (210), and innings

pitched ( 468) "i n a career.
"l always feel like I could improve my game," said Brigee. "It
was very frustrating at times because we all wanted to be the first
team to make the playoffs."
Throughout the ups and
downs, senior infielder Julie
Pavolino played welL She posted
career bests in seven different offensive categories, including batting average (.349). She is also one
of two players inJCU softball history to play over 100 games.
"At the beginning of the year
we set our goals high," said
Pavolino. "!twas disappointing losing so many close games early in
the season."
"The week before Easter we had

a stretch where we played a
double-dip with four OAC
teams," said Weitbrecht. "Unfortunately we were swept all
eightgamesand this really took
the wind out of our sails."
Two sophomores, catcher
Angela Rochowiak and outfielder Angel Koss were bright
spots for the team. Rochowiak
hit .473. Koss set the school
record (or hits in a season (38).
"Personally 1 was disappointed with the end result of
ourseason,"saidKoss. "Attimes
we played really well, but it just
seemed like we could not get
over the hump."
The season ended at 14-19-1
overall and 5-10-1 in the OAC.

Streaks
of the
Year

Sports Editor

Winning the Ohio Athletic
Conference women's tennis title
and the Ohio Lottery take a little
of the same thing . drawing the
right numbers.
That's part of what john Carroll University's Women's Tennis
Coach Toby Perry is banking on.
According to Perry, the first four
players in each event come into
the tournament as seeds. Another
player is listed as a placement
player. The final pairings come
from the random draw.
"It's just the luck of the draw,"
Perry said of the OAC tournament
pairings.
Luck isn't the only thing Perry
iscountingon;Carroll'sonlyOAC
losses were to Hiram, Otterbein
and most recently to BaldwinWallace, 5-4 each time. (This defeat was sandwiched betweenjCU
(7-4, 4-3 OAC) victories over
Heidelberg (8-1) and Ohio Northern (7-2).)
'All these girls are capable of
knocking other people off in the
rournament,' Perry said of his

team. 'Our girls have learned a lor
since (those losses!. All those
matches could have gone either
way.'
Among the Streaks Perry expects to be seeded for OAC action
is the No. 2 singles player, sophomore Susan Okuley. Okuley, who
is 8-3 on the season, sees mental
toughness as the key to a successful defense of JCU's 1994 conference title.
"Wehavetobeplayi.ngourbest,"
she said. "And mentally we have
to be right there. We all have the
abilities."
One player who has had that
focus all season is junior Lisa
Panella, who is 9-0 at the No. 6
singles spot this year.
"Steadiness and consistency,"
Perrysaidare keys to Panella's play.
"She just keeps the ball in play." He
expects her to be seeded number
one in the tournament, he added.
The conference tournament
begins Friday at Muskingum.
"I think we really have the potential to win it," Panella said. "We
just need to be a little bit more
aggressive (when we play]."

The volleyball team's senior middle hitter became a 1994 AllAmerican after helping lead her
team to the NCAA Quarterfinals.
Despite having a sprained ankle
for several weeks of the season,
she helped her squad compile a
31-8 record. She was also a 1994
All-OAC selection, leading the
league in kills per game.

Sheets beat the odds in the 1994-5
wrestling season, earning himself
both All-QAC and All-American
honors. After being sidelined by
injuries for two seasons he came
through in his senior year, placing
at the National tournament,
which was integral in helping the
Blue Streak wrestling team earn a
15th place National ranking.

Derek Dlaz
Senior Staff Reporter

Co-headlining Carrollpalooza
'9Sthisevening will be the Sons of
Elvis, the rip-roaring East Coast
band consistmg of three graduates from St. lgnatl us High School
and one native New Yorker.
With theIr a! bum Glodean sell·
ing S,OOOcopies per week , th e Sons
of Elvis play Carrollpalooza as
part of their five-month nationwide tour which takes the band
"pretty much everywhere east of
the Mississippi," said Sons bassist
Dave Hillduringan interviewtwo
weeks ago.
"We've been touring constantly
fort he past twomonths,"Hillsa id .
"We played a lot of shows down
through the South and now we're
makingourwayupthe East Coast,
playing places like Washington
D.C. and New York."
Hill,
25,
said
that
Carrollpalooza represents an exciting break from Sons' normal
concert schedule.
"We are always psyched about
playing places like john Carroll,
where the people call us up and
ask us to play," Hill said. "With
other shows on our tour, our booking agent arranges the concert,
and we don 't really know much
about the place. But with (shows
likeCarrollpaloozal it's like 'Wow,
someone really wants to hear us
play.' It's very flattering."
ln spite of the band's success
with the release "Formaldehyde"

and the song's current rating at
#23 in Billboard magazine, Hill
retains this sort of personable humility and friendliness in hiseasygoing manners.
For instance, he explains, "It's
reallyflattering.and humbling, to
go to a city where we've never been
and to have kids show up early to
meet us and [rhen later] to sing
along with all of our songs."
Hill noted that the Sons, who
play a grungy son of melody-rock,
have come a long way since the
days of their basement music at
Fordham University in New York.
"I think when we first started,
we were just very loud and obnoxious and sloppy as hell," Hill said.
"And that was fine because when
we started, it was just something
to do in college. We didn't play
sports in college and we just need
something to do. Maybe to get attention or something."
The band's three Cleveland
members- guitarist Tim Parnin,
drummer Pat Casa, and Hill himself - started Sons while attending Fordham.At Ford ham, the trio
met up with vocalistjohn Borland
and began making rounds at local
taverns and clubs in the Bronx
area
Eventually, the band's success
grew and more people began appearing at shows forcing the Sons
to rethink their approach to music,
Hill
explained .
"We sort of started over one day
and said, 'Hey let's figure out what

s

Andrew Schlegelmilch
Staff Reporter

Sure! y there is no need to tell
you, the alert reader, that it is time
once again for Carrollpalooza.
With the big sign and the small
regiment of faithful money-tak ers in the Atrium for the past two
weeks, plus all of the numerous
advertisements and announcements, one can hardly escapeescape the newest campus craze
brought tojohnCarroll bytheStudent Union.
Carroll palooza, now in its third

year,kicksoff thisevening(Thursday)in the Don Shula SporrsCenter at 4 p m. and lasts until midnight. The cost is $7 (with a JCU
LD.), $12 (without the !D.).
When asked where the money
from the ticket sales is going, Carroll senior Mikejames,co·chairof
t~e event, said that the money is
going to the Student Union to defray the cost of putting on the
event.
"Five bands for $7 is not too
bad," he added. james is co-chairing Carrollpalooza with Carroll
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we want to do because we can'tcount
on a II of our friends
coming down on the
subway all drunk
and then going back
and going to school
the next day,'" Hill
explained . "So we
thought about it a
little harder and
thought about what
we liked in music
and what we liked
about what we were
already doing"
Hill added, "We
liked how we were
loud and obnoxious,
so we kept that. And
then we kept on with
a lot of big riffs and
good melody; stuff
that's fun to play."
Much of the
bands earl ywork,according to Hill ,
emerged from frustrations of youthful
unemployment and
"working a lot of bad
temp jobs."
"We'd get off of
work at five o'clock Clevetand·based group Sons of Elvis will co-headline Carrollpalooza tonight
and go practice and in the Don Shula Sports Center.
just release all of this
"lt'sgoing to be everything, but
In addition toreleasingasingle
pent up energy into our music,"
Hill said. "But now our energy and video for the song"Soaking In more," Hill asserted . "(The new
comes from more positive ex peri- It" within the next few months, album) will he more nggrrssiv ,
ences," the former American Stud- Sons plans lO record an01 her full- more energetic and have more
length album in Augu>t. Hill said. melody:
ies major added.

Carro pa ooza
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Sons of Elvis psyched
to perform at Carroll
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will be g1 veaways and Djs to enColumbus), and Carned Away
senior Joanna Giatis.
Carried Away is a group led by tertain the audience. In addition,
According to james. the Studem Union is not trying to make Carroll senior Carrie Lichtman, Student Life will sponsor a stumoney off of Carrollpalooza; who will be graduating this May dent art show. Various university
rather, the organization is trying with a degree in communications. organizations will also sponsor
to cushion the blow to the pocket- The cover band, which has two- booths which will sell food and
other goods.
book of bringTo those of
ingfivebandsto
you who might
campus.
(Mike) James Is proud note that
have been disa pThe
copointed by last
headliners will this year's Carrollpalooza will be
year's bHI,james
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the put together at the last minute and
will be different
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Band may not featured all John Carroll bands."
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together at the
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isfromChicago),SonsofE lvismay years experience, generally plays last minute and featured all john
be very familiar -the local band to fn the expected audience. For Car roll bands'
So, tonight, instead of getting a
has hit it big with the radio hit, this event, Lichtman said that the
"Formaldehyde ," from Glodean band will play a rock 'n' roll set pizza from Papa John's, make the
(Priority). The band also recently ranging from 1he Beatles to Mel- trip down to the gym to see
appeared on the "jon Stewart issa Etheridge. Look for Carried Carrollpalooza.lf anything, it will
Away to appear at clubs hke The be rnuch less harmful to your diShow."
Also on the bill will be World Zone and Spectators this summer gcsiive rracL Oh, and don't forget
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Queue Up has Edge on the local scene
Karen Obrzut
Entertainment Editor
Cleveland has more than its
share of bands that are standing
in line, awaaing thetr turn to be
recognized as viable connibutors
w the local music scene. Iranically.Queue Up is not one of those
bands. The onginal techno/pop/
Goth quartet is already firmly in
place at rhefront of the local scene.
The band recently celebrated
its one-year performing anniversary, and has appeared at venues
such as Peabody's Cafe. Peabody's
Down Under, and Annabell's, as
well as on college campuses. Band
members - vocalist Ali Hernan,
guitarist/vocalist Dennis Richie,
drummer Randy Blaire, and new
bassistEdSotelo-alsohaveafoursongcassetteundertheirbelts,On
the Edge, and will celebrate the
release of their newest single, "I
Hate You Mr. Einstein,"wttha performance at the Odeon on Friday,
May 12.
That single found its way onto
the Cleveland MusicGroup'scompilation CD. Rust Belt Eruptions,
and earned the group critical accla1mfrom The Plain Dealer
"I haven't even seen the review
yet, it came out today," Hernan
exclaims as she pops over to the
newsstand to pick up the PD'sFri day Magazine. When she returns
to our table at Arabica, we sktm
overt he review until we reach the
bold check mark next to Queue
Up's write-up
"Lene Lov;ch-style wad?"
Hernan questions. "That's one I
haven't heard before!" Hernan's

deep, resonant vocals are actually
more comparable to those of Annie Lennox, johnette Napolitano,
and Grace Slick, all of which, like
Hernan, seem to be influenced by
a "darker" side.
In fact, regarding her relationsh1p with her band mates, she explams that they "bring me out of
hell , and I pull them out of the
stratosphere." What results is an
'80s pop-oriented sound laced
with a "dark. menacing overtone,"
she explains.
"We're an interesung group of
people," she continues.
Hernan , a former john Carroll
student who was "born to perform," grew up in the theater. "My
parents were actors." she explains.
The vocalist spent her formative
years in Seattle, which she says
had a "huge underground scene,"
but is more about coffee and rain
than grunge music.
Like her band mates, Hernan
brought years of performing experiencewith herwhenshejoined
Queue Up in 1993. She performed
tn the groups Freeze and the
Rubburheads in the '80s, while
Blaire played in Times and later
Verdanzen - the latter with
former Queue Up bassist Mick
Derrick.
"They are the nicest people, and
(were) open-minded enough to
take this vampire heathen,"
Hernan offers.
When asked if she'snoticed any
changes 1n Cleveland 's music
scene over the last few years,
llernan notes that women are being given more opportunities.

..--

Queue Up will perform at the Trilogy on the WMMS-sponsored
stage for Undercurrents '95, Friday, May 19.
"I'm seeing a lot more females ersand shakers, who will no doubt
heading non-cover bands, more see an intense band with amesoriginal bands," she says. "Theim- sage.
pact of women on the music inThe songs from On the Edge
dustry has increased greatly, but cover topics such as abusive relait's still very male-dominated.
tionships("Crazy AmP"), national
"I think that the industry itself injustice(" American Form"), and
is paying more attention to Cleve- politics ("For Christ's Sake").
land,also,"sheadds.QueueUpwill Hernan describes the latter song
find out more about that when as a "pro-Christian, anti-politics"
they perform at Undercurrents '95, track; "This is for all of you who
a national music expo that takes believe in God, but not fort he men
place in Cleveland the weekend who created Him," she explains.
ofMayl8.The band was one of the
As intense as Queue Up is onrelatively few local acts chosen to stage, band members are equally
perform for music industry mov- accessible to their fans off ·stage.
"We thrive on people coming up to
us after shows and talking to us"
Hernan says. "It's important that
our audiences feel like they are not
distanced from us."
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Brian Sparks
Staff Reporter
Another Cleveland-based alternative band has managed to
break successful! y into the music
scene, following such acts as Sons
of Elvis and Dink. This time that
band is Filter, With their new release titled Short Bu s.
Released on Reprise Records,
Short Bus is t be debut release from
Filter, who formed after former
Nine lncb Nails guitarist Richard
Patrick left that band to start another one. After listening to the
CD, one can easily see the influ·
ence of Nine Inch Nails in the
music of Filter. Both bands rely on
an industrial sound, using electronic sampling and a lot of mixing with emphasis on guitar and
keyboard.
Filter is composed of unly two
primary members, Patrick, and
Brian Liesegang. Between the two
of them, they handle the vocals
and all the guitar and drum work,
with Liesegang also playing keyboard. They receive some assistan ce from Scott Kern , Matt
Drvenkar,Kevin Hanley, and Mike
Peffer, but most of the sound comes
from Liesegangand Patrick. Along
withdoingall them usic, they also
produced the CD.
"Hey Man Nice Shot." the first
single from Short Bus, has already
received heavy radio airplay in
Cleveland (it first appeared on the
Demon Knight soundtrack) and is
starting to go into heavy rotation
in other pans of the country. But
this song is only the beginning of
the rest of the disc.
"Dose" and especially "Under"
provide a good basis for the power[ul sound of Filter,with crunching guitar and screaming vocals
by Patrick, who managestosound
good while sometimes screaming
at the top of his lungs. "Stuck in
Here"and the final track,"SoCool,"
remind the listener of Beck without sou ndin g too mellow or
drawn-out. Some of the other notable tracks include "Take Another" and "Gerbil," which, with
its lyrics: "How'd you lose us, hey
you, Thought less, how'd you screw
us" hints at some possible hostility between Patrick and Nails
frontman Trent Reznor.
Following in the footsteps of
other bands who have used sounds
similar to those of Nine Inch Nails,
such as Prick and KMFDM, Filter
has managed to achieve instant
success with Short Bus.
Look for Filter to become one
of the biggest names on the alternative rock scene soon. Filter will
per form on the first day of WMMS'
Buzzard fe st at Blossom Music
Center on May 20.
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of a forum. HIT: Fudruckers. HIT: The anality of the K"ln 8acllman
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Two spring breaks. m i s s:
Comprehensive NEWS
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Cherie Skoczen
examinations covering four years of your education. m i s s: Cranley's Coffee, coming soon? HIT: IIUi!NOi .. . ... .
..
Slurpees from Seven-Eleven. m i s s: When a professor says "Even though we didn't have time to go over =rr~·
Gina GirSO'<IOt
chapters 20 through 45, they're still going to be on the final. Review them on your own." HIT: "Ah, forget it, Ctftsune A. Dresch
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we won't have the last class before the final." HIT: Jake's Basement of Blues- Wow, a bar within walking dis- Karen Obrzut
Kristen ScMeidler
tancefrornJCU. m i s s: Clothes dryers in Murphy Hall. Since when does ittake three dollars to dry one Ft.dURES
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load? m i s · s: 5 and 1/4 inch floppy disks- does the word archaic come to mind? HIT: Rock 'n Roll Hall Fl'lRilM
Mary
Arne Soltis
of Fame. m i s s: People not recycling. Those little blue bins are not trash cans. HIT: Recplex cleaning Joe Guay
mtTORIAI.
staff. Lee the Zamboni man. m i s s: Summer work days. What ever happened to the care-free days of Jol'rl
R Thome
summer? m i s s: Only 50 percent of the professors filling out Student Union course evaluations. GRAPHICS
Brendan MCKillop
SPORTS
m i s s: Paying a dollar for the course evaluations that are only half good. m I S S: Boston Chicken Jell
Walker
Kolly
becoming Boston Market. For initial reasons alone, B.C. sounds better than B.M. HIT: Cleveland Indians being Jude
PHOTOGRAPHY
Stessy Ze1er
one of only six teams to sell out opening day. m I S S: Cleveland Indians being one of only six teams to OM l'rollenlar>o
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sell out opening day. HIT: Graduation. m I S S: Graduation. What the hell are we supposed to do now? Derek Olaz
COPY
m i S S: Financial aid payments. HIT: Financial aid payments' six month grace period. HIT: Back-to- Garrle Heming
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ing finals week. m i s s: The North park Security gate; lock the front door, but leave the back one open. UzWhlteman
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HIT: Carrollpalooza. m i s s: Garbage trucks constantly running into the Belvoir guard house. It Jonathon
Holley
BUSINESS
appears a bit off key. HIT: The 1996 Olympics in Atlanta. m i s s: Outrageous ticket prices. HIT: KateQITy .
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Father Salmi- a vice president for STUDENT affairs. m I s s: Outdated signs in the Atrium: part of the Gretchen
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reason we have the right to hang signs is because we promised to take down old deteriorated signs. Kara
Escovar
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m i s s: Early morning construction. HIT: Construction on campus. HIT: Courtesy phones installed Brooo McO.I1t!
EDITORIAL BOARD
in the O'Malley Center. Thanks guys! m I s S: Fourth and four, with only a field goal keeping the JCU Jumes
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football team from making the play-offs. HIT: JCU Crew team medaled at Governor's Cup Regatta in Derel< Dlaz
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Charleston, West Virginia. m i S s: Administrators who don't understand the meaning of censorship. Tony Hill
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options. m i s s: Parking. How about that garage?! m i s s (in g): An audience at The Clarks M<V)'
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broken. HIT: Marriott food surveys. m i s s: Running out of regular Pepsi as an incentiveforfilling out Hane
Slbscnpt1ons of the CN can
be delo""'ed to
home for $10
the survey. HIT: JCU's Communication Day on Friday, May 5. m i s s: Student Union going over bud- per
semester.
get. Stay tuned for next year. HIT: Shirley in Marriott. Waiting in line is never boring. m i s s: The Ca-roll News Is produced on
Apple F'owerMaclntosf>l cornput·
ers end Radius rroorotors ruMr>g
Unfriendly secretaries. Maybe if we paid them more what they deserve they might be happier. HIT: Seniors Aldus
Pagemakllr.
Adobe
l'tlotoshop, Adobe Illustrator,
with jobs. m i s s: Security guards smoking on company time. HIT: Boxes of chalk suddenly appear- Hewlett
Packard
Deskscan
Word, AriA Fotolook
ing in class rooms. m i s s: Student Union Video Store being closed during finals week. Wait, when is it Mrerosoft
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open? m i s s: Airline-size knives in the cafeteria. Be thankful the food is better than airline food. HIT: The c~rotl News IS ~inted on
East and Campion Halls' spring picnic. m i s s: Term papers due the last week of classes. HIT I miss: 70%recydedpaper.
•
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The COtroU News Is
Waiting until the last week 0 f classes to start your term paper. m I • s: Sc 00 0 Business t in ing t e """'Iailie
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CN's Business section is really the School of Business section. HIT: No Friday finals. m i s s: Saturday valued
at,., cost. Additional copies.,..
at 5 cents eacn 8n:l are
finals. m i S S: Spring choir concert being canceled with no notice given to the choir members. HIT: avaolablcforsovendoysaft..-ll<blieatlon.
Bialy's Bagels. m i s s: Dot matrix printers in Carroll computer labs. HIT: Newly created task force to 20700 Nor1l1 P..-k Boui<M>rd
Uriversoty Helgtlts. OH 44118
improve computer technology on Carroll's campus. m i s s: The loose tiles on Dauby Plaza. However, if 216-397·1711• 216-397·4479
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you hit the right ones, who can play Mary had a Little Lamb. HIT: The Destiny of Me. A new era of John Carroll for general E-Mail
~
for lei tOts to the editor:
Theater begins. m i s s: University Heights Police Department ticketing for parking on the street. It is Cll.ETTERSOjcval<a.jcueO.J
great they are enforcing the law, but why weren't they doing it all along. HIT: The Morning Exchange broadcasting live from the O'Malley Center. m i S S: The outdated features of the Inn &tween. Why not
remodel the most popular hangout on campus? HIT: Massages offered by Residence Life. m i s s: Only varsity sports
allowed to use the Don Shula Sports Center. HIT: Reading Day. HIT: The Pasta Bar HIT: A phone directory that did not fall
apartafteronedayofuse. m i s s: lntramuralGymclosinglSminutesbeforescheduled. m i s s: Outdatedcampaign
signs in the cafeteria. HIT: Fruit Loops. m i s s: fruit circles. HIT: Sixteen banks within walking distance. m i s s:
With less than 10 dollars in your AIM account, there is no machine which will give it w you. HIT: Actually having 10 dollars.
m i S S: Houses on Washington Boulevard with Christmas lights up. m i s S: Are there any plates in the cafeteria
without a chip, and we don't mean potato chips. HIT: Turkey and provolone. HIT: Graduation. We can finally LEGALLY walk
on the quad. HIT: Fill in you own Hit here
HIT: All nighters. m i s s: This is the last Hit and Miss.
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Queue Up has Edge on the local scene

.....

Karen Obrzut
deep,resonantvocalsareactually
Entertainment Editor
more comparable ro those of AnCleveland has more than its me Lennox,johnette Napolitano,
share of bands that are standing and Grace Slick, all of wh1ch, like
in line, awaiting their turn robe Hernan ,seem to be mfluenced by
recognized as viable contributors a "darker• side.
to the local music scene. lroniIn fact, regarding her relationcally,Queue Up is not one of those ship with her band mates, she exbands. The original techno/pop/ plains that they "bring me out of
Goth quartet is already firmly in hell, and l pull them out of the
place at thefront of the local scene. stratosphere." What results IS an
The band recently celebrated '80s pop-oriented sound laced
its one-year performing anniver- with a "dark, menacing overtone,"
sary, and has appeared at venues she explains.
· such as Pealxxiy's Cafe, Peabody's
'We're an interesting group of
DownUnder, and Annabell's, as people,"shecontinues.
well as on college campuses Band
Hernan, a former John Carroll
members- vocalist Ali Hernan, student who was "born to perguitanst/vocal!st Dennis Richie, form," grew up in the theater. 'My
drummer Randy Blaire, and new parentswereactors,"sheexplains.
bassistEdSotelo-alsohaveafour- The vocalist spent her formative
song cassette underthw belts, On years in Seattle, which she says
the Edge, and will celebrate the had a "huge underground scene,"
release of their newest smgle, 'I but is more about coffee and rain
Hate You Mr. Einstem,"with a per- than grunge music.
formance at the Odeon on Friday,
Like her band mates, Hernan
May 12.
brought years of performing exThat single found 1ts way onto periencewithherwhenshejoined
the Cleveland MusicGroup'scom- Queue Up in 1993. She performed
pilation CD, Rust Belt Eruptions, in the groups Freeze and the
and earned the group critical ac- Rubburheads in the '80s, while
clatm from The Plain Dealer.
Blaire played in Times and later
' I haven't even seen the review Verda nzen - the latter with
yeL, it came out today," Hernan former Queue Up bassist Mick
exclaims as she pops over to the Derrick.
newsstandtopickupthePD'sFri "Theyarethenicestpeople,and
day Magazine . When she returns (were) open-minded enough to
to our table at Arabica, we skim take this vampire heathen,"
overt he review until we reach the Hernan offers.
bold check mark next to Queue
Whenaskedifshe'snoticedany
Up's write-up
changes in Cleveland's music
"lene lovich-style wail?" scene over the last few years,
Hernan questions. "That's one I Hernan notes that women are behaven't heard before!" Hernan's ing given more opportunities.

,
..---

Brian Sparks

Queue Up will perform at the Trilogy on the WMMS-sponsored
stage for Undercurrents '95, Friday, May 19.
"I'm seeing a lot more females ersandshakers,whowill nodoubt
heading non-cover bands, more see an intense band with ameson gina! bands," she says."The im- sage.
pact of women on the music inThe songs from On th e Edge
dustry has increased greatly, but cover topics such as abusive relait's still very male-dominated.
tionships ("Crazy Am [?"),national
"I think that the industry itself injustice ("American Form"), and
ispayingmoreattentiontoCleve- poli tics ("For Christ's Sake").
land,also,"sheadds.QueueUpwi\1 Hernan describes the latter song
find out more about that when as a "pro-Christian, anti-politics·
they perform at Undercurrents '95, track; "This is for aII of you who
a national music expo that takes believeinGod,butnotforthemen
place in Cleveland the weekend who created Him," she explains.
ofMayi8.Thebandwasoneofthe
AsintenseasQueueUpisonrelatively few local acts chosen to stage, band members are equally
perform for music industry mov- accessible to their fans off -stage.
"We thriveon people coming up to
us after shows and talking to us;
Hernan says. "It's important that
our audiences feel like they are not
distanced from us."

great scores•••
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills•••
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.
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Staff Reporter
Another Cleveland-based alternative band has managed to
break successfully into the music
scene, following such acts as Sons
of Elvis and Dink. This time that
band is filter, with their new release titled Short Bus.
Released on Reprise Records,
Short Bus is the debut release from
filter, who formed after former
Nine Inch Nails guitarist Richard
Patrick left that band to stan another one. After listeni ng to the
CD, one can eas1ly see the influence of Nine lnch Nails in the
music of Filter. Both bands rely on
an industrial sound, using electronic sampling and a lot of mixing with emphasis on guitar and
keyboard.
Filter is composed of only two
primary members, Patrick, and
Brian Liesega ng. Between the two
of them , they handle the vocals
and all the guitar and drum work,
with Liesegang also playing keyboard. They receive some assistance from Scott Kern, Matt
Drven kar, Kevin Han ley, and Mike
Peffer, but most of the sound comes
from Liesegangand Patrick. Along
with doing all the music, they also
produced the CD.
"Hey Man Nice Shot," the first
single from Short Bus, has already
received heavy radio airplay in
Cleveland (it first appeared on the
Demon Knightsoundtrack)and is
starting to go into heavy rotation
in other pans of the country. But
this song is only the beginning of
the rest of the disc.
"Dose• and especially "Under·
provide a good basis for the powerfulsoundof filter, with crunching guitar and screaming vocals
by Patrick, who manages to sound
good while sometimes screaming
at the top of his lungs. "Stuck in
Here• and the final track,"So Cool,"
remind the listener of Beck without sou nding too mellow or
drawn -out. Some of the other notable tracks include "Take Another• and "Gerbil," which , with
its lyrics: "How'd you lose us, hey

you, Thoughtless, how'd you screw
us· hints at some possible hostility between Patrick and Nails
frontman Trent Reznor.
Following in the footsteps of
other bands who have used sounds
similar to those of Nine Inch Nails,
such as Prick and KMFDM, Filter
has managed to achieve instant
success with Short Bus.
Look for Filter to become one
of the biggest names on the alternative rock scene soon. Filter will
perform on the firstdayof WMMS'
Buzzardfest at Blossom Music
Center on May 20.
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The Carroll News
The stress balls from the Residence Life office.
just when you thought you maxed out, little squishy
blue balls came bouncing your way. m i s S:
Boring Student Union meetings. Six people is not much
of a forum. HIT: Fudruckers. HIT: The anality of the
jCU grounds crew. The place looks T-E-R-R+F-1-C.
m i s s: Fudruckers not opening for two weeks.
HIT: Macintosh. m i s s: Cold weather. HIT:
Two spring breaks. m I s s:
Comprehensive NEWS
Cttlsttna Hynes
Skoczen
examinations covering four years of your education. m i s s: Cranley's Coffee, coming soon? HIT: Cherie
BU!iiHUi
......
Slurpees from Seven-Eleven. m i s s: When a professor says "Even though we didn't have time to go over ~t:rlll£W
Gina Girardot
chapters 20 through 45, they're still going to be on the final. Review them on your own." HIT: "Ah, forget it, Cttlstm A. Dresm
artER1'AINMoo ...
we won't have the last class before the final." HIT: jake's Basement of Blues- Wow, a bar within walking dis- Karen Obrzut
Kristen Sdreldler
. .. ......
tance fromJCU. m i s s: Clothes dryers in Murphy Hall. Since when does it take three dollars to dry one i'tAtURES
EriC Embacl1er
ZnldarsiC
load? m i s · s: 5 and l/4 inch floppy disks- does the word archaic come to mind? HIT: Rock 'n Roll Hall M<Wgaret
FORUM
Mary
IW>a
of Fame. m i s s: People not recycling. Those little blue bins are not trash cans. HIT: Recplex cleaning JoeGuay Soltis
.
UlfToRIA!.
staff. Lee the Zamboni man. m i s s: Summer work days. What ever happened to the care-free days of Join
R Thome
..
GRAPHICS
summer? m i s s: Only 50 percent of the professors filling out Student Union course evaluations. Brendan
McKillop
..
SPORT!i
m i s s: Paying a dollar for the course evaluations that are only half good. m i s s: Boston Chicken Jeff
Walker
Kllly
becoming Boston Market. For initial reasons alone, B.C. sounds better than B.M. HIT: Cleveland Indians being Jude
PHOTOGRAPHY
Stessy Zelef
one of only six teams to sell out opening day. m i S s: Cleveland Indians being one of only six teams to Dan Provenzano
SR . STAFf REPORTER
sell out opening day. HIT: Graduation. m i s S: Graduation. What the hell are we supposed to do now? Derei< Dial
COPY
m i S S: Financial aid payments. HIT: Financial aid payments' six month grace period. HIT: Back-to- Carrie
Hem10g
Jonathan Boyle
hack senior dinners. m i s s (in g): jesuits on campus. m I s s: Library not open 24 hours dur- Aryn Mlcalettl
Joll Roserjack
Suboty
ing finals week. m i s s: The North park Security gate; lock the front door, but leave the back one open. San
Liz Whiteman
DIGITAL PRE·PRESS
... "
HIT: Carrollpalooza. m i s s: Garbage trucks constantly running into the Belvoir guard house. It Jonathon
Holley
.....
..
appears a bit off key. HIT: The 1996 Olympics in Atlanta. m i s s: Outrageous ticket prices. HIT: KateCooy
Gretchen Pfeiffer
Father Salmi- a vice president for STUDENT affairs. m I s s: Outdated signs in the Atrium: part of the Brian
Robinson
Matt aoet tner
reason we have the right to hang signs is because we promised to take down old deteriorated signs. Kara
Escovar
6etn Hatter
m i s s: Early morning construction. HIT: Construction on campus. HIT: Courtesy phones installed Mary
BroanMcQne
...
EDITORIAL BOARD
in the O'Malley Center. Thanks guys! m I S s: Fourth and four, with only a field goal keeping theJCU James
AIJ'Icdllo
football team from making the play-offs. HIT: jCU Crew team medaled at Governor's Cup Regatta in Kevwol!acttnan
Derei< Dlaz
Joe Guay
Charleston, West Virginia. m i S s: Administrators who don't understand the meaning of censorship. Tony Hoi!
Jonmhon Holley
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HIT: Treadmills. What a way to expand our sweating Brendan
m I s s: Fill in your own Miss here
Mary Myers
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options. m i s s: Parking. How about that garage?! m i s s (in g): An audience at The C1arks M(-M)I
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Melo
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=
ur ay' e 1ti n
e Jeff Wlllloer
concert on December .
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Plain Dealer in the pull box at Cedar Center on Sunday. m I 8 a: Family of two potential students visit- Tlot! Carroll - • 11 pcC)fiShe<l
wee1<1y wore eac:n •.....,.,.,. br
campus and having both cars towed. Welcome to JCU! HIT: Off-campus accounts. m I S S: OJ. studllf\to
of
John Carroll
lhW!rSity Opiroons expresSOd In
Simpso overage. HIT: Baseball strike is over. m I s s: No open visitation. HIT: Presti's Donuts. the ed•tonal5 n cartoons are
those of The Carron Ne\lw's. e<htOfi·
at bOard and do not necessarily
m i s s: Baseball ticket prices going up. HIT: Someone defecating on the pool table in Campion Hall. reflect
the opinions of the JCU
f&eutty. or stu·
What a way to treat your trophy given for wining Winter fest. m i s s: Microwave in the Inn Between still administration.
dents. Slllf>Od material and comics
are soley the v1ew of the author.
broken. HIT: Marriott food surveys. m i s s: Running out of regular Pepsi as an incentive for filling out Home SlA>scnpttor\S of the CN can
to yoox home fO< S10
the survey. HIT: JCU's Communication Day on Friday, May 5. m i s s: Student Union going over bud- beperdel1vered
soooester.
get. Stay tuned for next year. HIT: Shirley in Marriott. Waiting in line is never boring. m i s s: The Carroll News is prOduced on
Apple PuwerMaclntosh<ll comput·
and Redius OllO<>tO!S ruming
Unfriendly secretaries. Maybe if we paid them more what they deserve they might be happier. HIT: Seniors ers
Aldus
Pagemakef,
Adobe
Photosnop. Adobe Illustrator,
with jobs. m i s s: Security guards smoking on company time. HIT: Boxes of chalk suddenly appear- Hewlett
Packard
Deskscan.
Word. MIA Fototook
ing in class rooms. m i s s: Student Union Video Store being closed during finals week. Wait, when is it M·crosort
and
open? m i s s: Airline-size knives in the cafeteria. Be thankful the food is better than airline food. HIT: The CIO'roll News .. printed on
East and Campion Halls' spring picnic. m i s s: Term papers due the last week of classes. HIT I miss: 70'l'recyded paper.
One copy of The Carroll News is
Waitinguntilthelastweeko f classestostartyourtermpaper. m I s s: School of Businessth ink ing t he •va•tabietoeach,..,._ofthe
John Carrotllk>iversity COOTYTU1ity
CN's Business section is really the School of Business section. HIT: No Friday finals. m i • s: Saturday atvalued
no COSL Addotlonal copoes are
at 5 cents eacn. Ml are
finals. m i S s: Spring choir concert being canceled with no notice given to the choir members. HIT: hcatiOfl
avaolabietor.....,daysaftartU>Bialy's Bagels. m i s s: Dot matrix printers in Carroll computer labs. HIT: Newly created task force to 20700 Nortll Park Bwfevard
Heill)lts. OH 44118
improve computer technology on Carroll's campus. m i s s: The loose tiles on Dauby Plaza. However, if IXIivorslty
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for t11J00r a1 E-Mail
you hit the right ones, who can play Mary had a Little Lamb. HIT: The DestinyofMe. A new era of john Carroll CARR0t.1.1£WSfiV8J<8.j<UedU
tor
leltets to the editor:
Theater begins. m i s S: University Heights Police Department ticketing for parking on the street. It is C~jcu.eO.J
great they are enforcing the law, but why weren't they doing it all along. HIT: The Morning Exchange broadcasting live from the O'Malley Center. m i s s: The outdated features of the Inn Between. Why not
remodel the most popular hangout on campus? HIT: Massages offered by Residence Life. m i s s: Only varsity sports
allowed to use the Don Shula Sports Center. HIT: Reading Day. HIT: The Pasta Bar. HIT: A phone directory that did not fall
apartafteronedayofuse. m i s s: IntramuralGymclosinglSminutesbeforescheduled. m i s s: Outdatedcampaign
signs in the cafeteria. HIT: Fruit Loops. m i s s: fruit circles. HIT: Sixteen banks within walking distance. m i S S:
With less than lO dollars in your AIM account, there is no machine which will give it to you. HIT: Actually having lO dollars.
m i s s: Houses on Washington Boulevard with Christmas lights up. m I S s: Are there any plates in the cafeteria
without a chip, and we don't mean potato chips. HIT: Turkey and provolone. HIT: Graduation. We can finally LEGALLY walk
on the quad. HIT: Fill in you own Hit here
HIT: All nighters. m I s s: This is the last Hit and Miss.
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letters to the editor
Professor presents another side of the
Course Evaluation controversy

be alive; she could have died of smoke inhalauon because
smoke can put you into a deeper sleep.
After learning all this from Ann you might have questioned whythesmokealarmdidn't gooff and whyitwasso
difficult to get the fire extinguisher off the wall. This
information could have been the basis fora good investigative report.

To the Editor:
While I sympathize with the frustration of students
overt he low facu ltyparticlpation rate in the Student Union's
course evaluation project, there is another side to this matEileen Colan
ter.
Of course, I can only speak for myself. I attended one of Secretary, Department of Philosophy
the hearings sponsored by the SU to sollcit faculty input.
Sutowskl resident disturbed by
Survey research being my forte, I made a number of sugcarelessness of Residence Life, students
gestions on how the questionnaire could be improved. In
fact, I pointed out to the SU's representatives present at the
hearing that a number of the questions were very poorly To the Editor:
As a senior-to-be and a resident of Sutowski Hall here at
(i.e., ambiguously) phrased, and I even suggested alternatives. Needless to say, I was very disappointed to find out John Carroll, I would like to take this time to enlighten the
later (when the survey was sent to me) that not a single one community on some issues that l feel need to be brought
of my suggestions had been taken up and nota si ngleone of into the spotlight: the recent fire at Sutowski Hall and the
selection, or mis-selection, of our Resident Assistants.
the questions had been modified.
First of all, I think the fire was a tragedy. However, l
Still,! participated in theevaluation because I had promised ro do so. However, I am keeping my options open for believe it easily could have been prevented had the stunext fall, and unless some changes are made , I will not dents followed the rules la id out in their housing contracts,
and if the RAshad properly performed their duties.Havi ng
participate again.
spoken to several people that live on the floor where the fire
occurred, l discovered that many of the girls knew that the
Andreas Sobisch
violarors had candles and that some of them had candles in
Assistant Professor of Political Science
their rooms as well The candles should not have been
there. The students should not have brought them, and
Transfer student critiques CN ad layout
from the information I obtained from residents of the hall,
the RAs should have found them while doing one of their
To the Editor:
My thanks go to The Ca rroll News for the impressive "routine check-ups." If "everybody did what they had tO
eight-inch, three-column announcement in the April 27 do," there would not have been a fire in the first place.
As far as the RAs responding "just like clockwork," I beg
issuerecognizingand congratulating the 1995 Beta Gamma
Sigma inductees Asoneof those inducted , I can truthfully to differ. I happened to be napping in my room at the time
of the fire and l thought that the ringing alarm was only a
say that such recognition is the "icing on the cake.·
How much sweeter the icing would have been, had the malfunction . However, when I heard students congregatannouncement appeared in the Business section with the ing outside my first floor room, I decided to wake up and
articles similarly recognizing achievements in the School find out what was happening. !admit that I was wrong by
of Business. It's a shame that a same-sized ad for residence not immediately leaving my room, bm "there were no RAs
hall "Monthly Prepayment Plan Applications" relegated in the building at the time of the fire" to check our rooms
the Beta Gamma Sigma announcement to accompanying and get us out. Not that Ifeel we need parental supervision
to guide us through our everyday personal lives, but our
movie reviews on the Entertainment pages.
hall has had more than its fair share of false alarms.
When l fi nail y emerged from the building, I was greeted
Paul A. Keating
by the student congregation and their frantic talk of a fire,
Transfer Student
and then by the work-study student/soon to be RA who
confi rmed the existence of a fire and fled across campus.
Concerned mother questions CN
Next there were three RAs running past me into the buildcoverage of Sutowskl fire
ing who appeared to be unsure about what th ey were supposed to do, until the RHO arrived and set them straight.
To the Editor:
As
the situation progressed, I believe it got worse before it
I am writing in regards to the article, "Dorm fire caused
got betrer because students continued to meander out of
by candle."
WasAnnColan injured in thefirc7 Wassheovercome by the hall on their own time as the building literally burnt
smoke and expire? I searched all through the article and down around them. To me the irony of the ordeal is not the
fact that the RAs weren't present because they were preparnowhere did I see what Ann had to say about the fire.
It mentions what Donna Byrnes said about the fire, ing rooms· for students of Ursuline College. Rather, the
what Katey her roomm ate had to say, it quotes the RA, a irony lies in the fact that they can't even take care of their
first floor resident who helped to put the fire out, a Resi- main responsibility, the students of Sutowski Hall atJCU.
In my years at Carroll there have been two other fires,
dence Hall Director, and a Resident Assistant.
What happened to what Ann Colan had to say, you one in Dolan and one in Murphy The fire in Smowski was
know, the girl that was asleep when the room caught fire? the most serious one to me because it demonstrates how
Did it occur to anyone that she might have something the irresponsibility of the students !live with in this buildinteresting to relate1 How hard did you try to interv tew ing, both the residents and the RAs, could easily and negatively affect my life. There is no excuse for what occurred
her'
I happen to know Ann fai rly well and s he is really quite on AprillO,and whatever punishments are doled out to the
loquacious lf you had interviewed her, which seems to me violators are extremely justifiable. I want to know why the
what a good journalist would have done to get the facts RAs are not facing any type of punishment? And what
about the person(s)whoselected them to these positions of
firsthand, you would have learned that:
a) Ann wasn't feeling well and fell asleep while her authority? The criteria on which Resident Assistants are
roommate Katey and a friend were still in the room, and selected should be made public knowledge.! want to know
that Katey and friend left Ann sleepmgand failed to put how jason Dunneback, a young man who courageously
threw himself into the heart of the fire to help save his
theca ndle out when they left the room;
b) Ann woke due to the flames and the heat; the smoke fellow students, was not selected to be an RA. I want to
know how the RA-to-bewhowason-dutyatthe time of the
detector did not go off;
c) she had the presence of mind to close the door of her fire and then ran from the danger without checking on her
room, alert everyone in her area and try to get the fire fellow residents feels knowing that people like myself know
how "responsible" she really was once the defecation hit
extinguisher o£f the wall;
d) you also would have learned how lucky Ann feels to the rotating oscillator.

..,_

Congrat ulations
Lisa

We are
so proud
of you.
Mom & Dad

Beth Summers,
You have worked so
hard toward your goal
and you have made
many people very proud
of you, today. Dream of
the brightest future you
could ever imagine,
than trust in God to
walk with you every
step of the way.
Love,
Mom and G ran dpa

Jesse G.:
Never any
doubt! This IS
only t he
beginning.
L&K&H.
Mom, Dad
and Jill

If my v1ews seem bluntly bent and a bit unjustified, l
cannot apologize. If it were not for the actions of an "unworthy RA," the entire Residence Life sta ff would be hanging their heads in shame as they watched one of their
buildings go down in flames. Although the work-study
student made the call that eventually brought the fire
department, what did this person do after that to ensure
thesafetyof herfellowSutowski residents? The RAs'claims
that they acted correctly may be true, but the fact that none
of them were in the building at the time of the fire demonstrates a need for a change in policy dealing with the numberof RAs in the building at any given time. Having an RA
in everydormitoryat any given timed uring the year should
be a requirement. Without their presence, questions of
accountability, guilt and responsibility will persist.
Mark T. Ass ion
Class of 1996

Marriott supervisor praises student
volunteers at Senior Dinner
To the Editor:
Last week the l995Senior Dinner was held here atJCU in
the Sh ulagym . It was a wonderful evening from beginning
to end and a whole lot of people made that possible.
My special thanks to the group of volunteer servers. It
was a privilege and a pleasure to direct you in the service of
th e meal. You all did an outstanding job assisting our Student Catering Staff and so very efficiently got the job done.
I wanted to thank you all personally, but somewhere in the
cleanup, which also was done so well , the list was lost!
Again, my heartfelt thanks; you were great and I'm looking
forward to your Senior Dinner when that time comes.
My special, special thanks to all of our Marriott Staff
who worked so tirelessly to pull this off. Our Kitchen Staff
prepared and plated 520dinners while they were also serving 1100 students in the Dining Hall! Our Catering Student
Staff came and went all day, between classes, to get things
set up and organized and worked late into the evening to
clean it all up. Many others of our staff, in big ways and in
small ways, also did a great deal to make this event possible.
I am very proud to be a pan of this team of professional
and dedicated people. They deserve much respect for the
work theydohereatJCU. Once again, t hanks toall - lt truly
was a great evening.

FORUM
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letters to the editor
Director corrects CN error In
library hours during finals
To the Editor:
lt would benefit the stud ems if you did
some homev..ork beforema kmg broad statements about the library hours. We have not
closed at 5:00 on Saturday since September.
We will stay open until midnight on Fnday,
May 5. This is a change based on student
input Saturday nighthoursarejust not used ,
and there isotherstudentstudyspaceavailable. It would have been nice to have been
asked about the situation before being
judged.
Gorman Duffett
Director, Graselli Library

H.O.P.E coordinators express
gratitude for project's success
To the Editor:
We would like to thank everybody who
helped to make Project H.O.P.E. such a success. Without the hard work, generosity,
and support received from john Carroll students and community, this day would never
have happened. Wewouldalsolike to thank
all of the people who donated money and
prizes fort he day. We hope that this day will
raise awareness amongJCU students and a
desire to help people who happen to be less
fortunate than we are.
A thank you also goes out to those who
came out just to watch the day's activities
and support the participants. A good time
was had by all and we hope that this turns
into a tradition to be carried on every year.
Thanks again for helping us to "keep HOPE
alive."
Tim Coulehan
)errSh i r
Class of 1995

ne

No more Camels in the house
Smokers are turned out of restaurants, malls and other public places

seen the dirty looks and the forced cough- with the sensitivity of a person afflicted
ing. l have shivered in the sub-zero tem- withcancerorsomeotherdisease.ButsmokForum Writer
Remember the good old days when you peratures of a Cleveland winter to enjoy a ers are not given that same opportunity to
could go to McDonalds, the mall, or the drag. And I know how hard it is to kick the overcome their addiction.
Smokers parairport and enjoy a smoke! No longer do habit.
tially
funded the
treatment
that
smokers
receive
The
these public gathering areas welcome the
construction
of
and
disfrom
other
individuals
is
unfair
sweet smell of nicotine. Upon their doors
jacob's
field,
but
and bathroom walls are the apparent signs respectful. Alcoholism is a disease,
they cannot light
of a lung-conscious society:"We Are Smoke but smoking is just a dirty habit.
up in the stands.
Alcoholics
have
rehabilitation
Free." These signs are a slap in the face to
Smokers can no
smokers who once gathered not only to clinics and national organizalonger enJOy their
(Alcoholi cs
smoke in these areas, but to spend their tions
coffee
at
Anonymous) to
money in them.
McDonalds
The new smoke free environments that support them,
while puffing on
are popping up all over are putting smiles while smokers
their
favorite brand
on thefacesof non-smokers.However, those have shock treatAnd
no
more
browsingat
ment
and
the
who do indulge in the occasional cigarette
Beachwood with a Winston
are not only being banished from certain patch. The two
in hand
establishments, but smokers are, in general, addictions are
Smokers
arc betng shut out of
being treated as misfits of a health-con- both self-inmany
public
places,
but it is not the action
duced,
yet
one
is
acceptable
as
a
treatable
scious society.
Smokersaredisgusting, repulsive, tainted disease, while the other is just a smelly vice. that bothers the group, it is the attitude.
Nicotine is a drug Nicotine is addictive. Smokers have it just as hard as alcoholics,
individuals who do not belong in the work Smokers
are in great need of a support sys- overeaters, compulsive gamblers and drug
place,the shoppi ngcenterorthe sports arena.
This is the attitude that most smokers tem as well as a means to treat their addic- addicts, but nobody seems to reahze the
difficulty they face.
receive when they light up a cigarette. Be- tion .
Give smokers a break.
It
is
unfair
that
alcoholics
arc
treated
ing a former Marlboro addict myself, I have

Maureen Crotty

Drop the label; discover the individual
Elizabeth McDonald
Mary Anne Soltis
The Carroll News

Probably one of the first things that we
learn in school is to put things into categories. This is an understandable way of dealing with reality, as it is a logical way of
simplifying the millions of things which
we encounter daily We grow up this way,
identifying things, putting them together
in similar categories and making generalized statements about them.

Ginny Ausperk
Supervisor of Catering, MarriottjCU

To the Editor:
My family recently suffered a sadness when our brother,
Stanley Martovitz, was killed in a car accident on Good
Friday. The sadness in our hearts will always ache for his
sudden loss. Most of you here at john Carroll never knew
my baby brother, but you knew me and you knew l was
hurting so you came. How that comforted me to be held by
you as I cried, to read your cards, to see you at the wake, to
know you prayed for us and to just know you cared. The
family of Stanley Martovitz Sr. would like to thank everybody at john Carroll for caring. Please continue to pray for
Stanley and his family for we will always miss him.
Thank you, John Carroll.
Denise Fuchs
Secretary, Department of Education

What is unfortunate, though, is that we
never seem to get past this trend of sim plifying things. And it is v..orsened by the fact
that, as we get older, the generalized statements become more complex and can be
more harmful.
A!though generalizations are necessary
at times, they are also the way that stereotypes are perpetuated and why racism,sexism, ageism and numerous other 'isms' exist.
Words conjure up images in our minds.
The word "Colombia'
conjures up images of
d rugs a nd violence for
some, beauty and elegance for another, coffee for a third. Any student who has studied
political ph ilosophies
th roughout history realizes that the principles
that a liberal has in the
United States at the close
of the second millenn ium after Christ (or
Common Era, depending on how one chooses
to define time) are vastly
different from liberal
views from other eras
and situations. Fern inists have ch anged from
the days of liberal feminism when those w ho
may have carr ied that
label desired therightto
vote or pursue advanced
ed ucation. Now feminists can be radica l
separtists, believe a
woman has the right to
chose abortion, or simplywanttoworkoutside
the home. They may not
even know how many
types of feminism there
are, or the ideologies behind them. So what is a
feminist? What is a liberal? What is a Colombian? These labels are
notstatic,so how can we
assign labels and expect
them to stick?
This labeling happensin manyways,with
many different words,
which encompass many
different views. These
labels include 'homosexual' and 'lesbian;'
'baby boomer, 'yuppie,'
'Generation X-er;' 'feminist,"Af rican American'

VE YOUR BOOKS!

Secretary t hanks Carroll community for
support during time of sadness

Don't resell your books
to the bookstore ...

SIFE'S BOOKSWAP

The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor. as it is our way
of knowing what you like or dislike about the newspaper, the
campus, or life in general. We ask that letters be submitted by
12 p.m. Monday, in the Carrolllllews office, to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also be submitted via e·mail to
CNLETTERS ., jcvaKa.jcu.edu. Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is additional space available.
Letters should not eKceed two typed pages. double spaced. We
reserve the right toed it letters for clarity or space considerations.
Letters must be signed and accompanied by your phone number.

Will be returning this fall.

+SIF~

~

CONGRATIJIATIONS TO AIMEE!

--

And our ''other girls'' Amy, Alysia and Heather

Save and resell next year and get

WE ARE BURSTING WITH PRIDE!

top dollar for your used books.

love,
Ma & Pa Lockner

•
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Look for flyers in the mail this summer.

or 'Native American,' etc; and the list goes
on and on. Although there are good and
bad connotations associated with all of
these v..ords, and some are obviously more
favorable than others, the point is that these
words ultimately say very little about the
individual who all too often gets lost underneath them .
How can we fall to look past labels? We
may look at ourselves and be aware that we
are not easily categorized and neither are
those close to us, but we are qu ick to label
perfectstrangers. Wr:.\imttthem . Welimit
ourselves. We take away the potentta\ to
learn.
We say "I can't talk to that man about
politics, he's a NazL" We say, 'I can't listen to
that woman's views on Catholicism, she's a
feminist." Wesay,'I can't attend thatlecture
on hunger in the U.S., the speaker is a Communist.' What can they know about our
government, our religion, our capitalist
economy?
It is very easy to lump things together,
make a decision about them, and dismiss
them . Then, we never have to face them.
However, it seems very unlikely that every
person in one group could believe all the
same things, but since they have a few beliefs in common, they decide to form a common alliance. It is fine that they do this; it
only becomes a problem when the members of the group begin to define themselves by these commonalities and compromise their own views for the benefit of
the label they have adopted.
We need to break away from the labels.
Many liveareafraidof being labeled for fear
of persec ution, and they are of ten justified.
Books are written by scholars trying torefute (or justify in order to avoid something
v..orse) the label an individual has acquired
Unfortunately in order to prove them free
of o ne label (for example, Marxist), they
often come up with another label (for example, Nationalist) which of course still
takes away the person's individuality. Many
people, at some time in their lives, try to
disassociate themselves with some group
of which others accuse them of being a
pan. Yet we revert back to labeling time and
time again.
Labels don't get to the heart of a person,
instead, theyoftensell them short. Getting
to know a person and the views that he
holds is much more valuable then simply
deciding something about him, and labeling him with a word to describe this.
One word cannot possibly encompass
the essence of a person, for everyone is a
complex mixture of beliefs, values and experiences. When we label, we stop trying to
understand. When we stop trying to understand, we cease to look at one another as
human.

FORI.N
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letters to the editor
Professor presents another side of the
Course Evaluation controversy

be alive; she could have died of smoke inhalation because
smoke can put you into a deeper sleep.
After learning all this from Ann you might have questioned whythesmokealarmdidn'tgooff and why it was so
difficult to get the fire extinguisher off the wall . This
information could have been the basis for a good investigative report

To the Editor:
While I sympathize with the frustration of students
over the low faculty participation rate in the Student Union's
course evaluation project, there is another side to this matEileen Colan
ter.
Of course, I can only speak for myself. I attended one of Secretary, Department of Philosophy
the hearings sponsored by the SU to solicit faculty input.
Sutowskl resident disturbed by
Survey research being my forte, 1 made anum ber of sugcarelessness of Residence Life, students
gestions on how the questionnaire could be improved . In
fact, [pointed out to the SU's representatives present at the
hearing that a number of the questions were very poorly To the Ed itor:
As a senior-to-be and a resident of Sutowski Hall here at
(i.e., ambiguously) phrased, and I even suggested alterna tives. Needless to say, I was very disappointed to find out john Carroll, I would like to take this time to enlighten the
later(when the survey was sent to me) that nota si ngleone community on some issues that I feel need to be brought
of my suggestions had been taken up and nota singleone of into the spotlight: the recent fire at Sutowski Hall and the
selection, or mis-selection, of our Resident Assistants.
the questions had been modified
First of all, I think the fire was a tragedy. However, l
Still, I participated in theevaluation because I had promised to do so. However, I am keeping my options open for believe it easily could have been prevented had the stunext fall, and unless some changes are made, I will not dents followed the rules laid out in their housing contracts,
and if the RAs had properly performed their duties. Having
participate again.
spoken to several people that live on the floor where the fire
occurred, [discovered that many of the girls knew that the
Andreas Sobisch
violators hadcandlesand that some of them had candles in
Assistant Professor of Political SCience
their rooms as welL The candles should not have been
there. The students should not have brought them , and
Transfer student critiques CN ad layout
from the information 1obtained from residents of the hall,
the RAs should have found them while doing one of their
To the Editor:
My thanks go to The Carroll News for the impressive "routine check-ups." If "everybody did what they had to
eight-inch, three-column announcement in the April 27 do," there would not have been a fire in the first place.
As far as the RAs responding "just like clockwork,"] beg
issue recognizingand congratulating the 1995 Beta Gamma
Sigma inductees. As one of those inducted , I can truthfully to differ. I happened to be napping in my room at the time
of thefire and l thought that the ringing alarm was only a
say that such recognition is the "icing on the cake.·
How much sweeter the icing would have been, had the malfunction . However, when I heard students congregatannouncement appeared in the Business section with the ing outside my first floor room, I decided to wake up and
articles similarly recognizing achievements in the School find out what was happening. !admit that! was wrong by
of Business. It's a shame that a same-sized ad for residence not immediately leaving my room, but "there were no RAs
hall "Monthly Prepayment Plan Applications• relegated in the building at the time of the fire· to check our rooms
the Beta Gamma Sigma announcement to accompanying and get us out Not that I feel we need parental supervision
to guide us through our everyday personal lives, but our
movie reviews on the Entertainment pages.
hall has had more than its fair share of false alarms.
When !finally emerged from the building, l was greeted
Paul A. Keating
by the student congregation and their frantic talk of a fire,
Transfer Student
and then by the work-study student/soon to be RA who
confirmed the existence of a fire and fled across campus.
Concerned mother questions CN
Next th ere were three RAs running past me into the buildcoverage of Sutowskl fire
ing who appeared to be unsure about what they were supposed to do, until the RHO arrived and set them straight.
To the Editor:
As
the situation progressed, I believe it got worse before it
I am wriung in regards to the article, "Dorm fire caused
got better because students continued to meander out of
by candle."
Was Ann Colan injured in the fire? Wassheovercome by the hall on their own time as the building literally burnt
smoke and expird I searched all through the article and down around them. To me the irony of the ordeal is not the
fact that the RAs weren't present because they were preparnowhere did I see what Ann had to say about the fire.
lr mentions what Donna Byrnes said about the fire, ing rooms· for students of Ursuline College. Rather, the
what Katey her roommate had to say, n quotes the RA, a irony lies in the fact that they can't even take care of their
first floor resident who helped to put the fire out , a Resi- main responsibility, the students of Sutowski Hall atjCU.
In my years at Carroll there have been two other fires,
dence Hall Director, and a Resident Assistant.
What happened tO what Ann Colan had to say, you one in Dolan and one in Murphy. The fire in Sutowski was
know, the gul that was asleep when the room caught fire? the most serious one to me because it demonstrates how
Did it occur to anyone that she might have something the irresponsibility of the students !live with in this buildinteresting to relate? How hard did you try to interview ing, both the residents and the RAs,could easily and negatively affect my life. There is no excuse for what occurred
her?
I happen to know Ann fa irly well and she is really quite on AprillO,and whatever punishments are doled out to the
loquacious. I[ you had interviewed her, which seems to me violators are extremely justifiable. l want to know why the
what a good journalist would have done to get the facts RAs are not facing any type of punishment? And what
about the person(s)whoselected them to these positions of
firsthand, you would have learned that:
a) Ann wasn't feeling well and fell asleep while her authority? The criteria on whic~ Resident Assistants are
roommate Katey and a friend were still in the room , and selected should be made public knowledge. I want to know
that Katey and friend left Ann sleeping and failed to put how Jason Dunneback, a young man who courageously
threw himself mto the heart of the fire to help save his
the candle out when they left the room;
b) Ann woke due to the flames and the heat; the smoke fellow students, was not selected to be an RA. I want to
know how the RA-to-bewhowason-duty atthe timeof the
detector did not go off;
c) she had the presence of mind to close t he door of her fire and then ran from the danger without checking on her
room, alert everyone in her area and try to get the fire fellow residents feels knowing that people like myself know
how "responsible" she really was once the defecation hit
extinguisher off the wall;
d) you also would have learned how lucky Ann feels to the rotating oscillator.

---

Beth Summers,

Congratulations
Lisa

We are
so proud
of you.
Mom & Dad

You have worked 0
hard toward your goal
and you have made
many people very proud
of you, today. Dream of
the brightest future you
could ever imagine,
than trust in God to
walk with you every
step of the way.

Love,
Mom and Grandpa

Jesse G.:
Never any
doubt! This IS
only the
beginning.
L&K&H.
Mom, Dad
and Jill

If my views seem bluntly bent and a bit unjustified, I
cannot apologize. If it were not for the actions of an "unworthy RA ," the entire Residence Life staff would be hanging their heads in shame as they watched one of their
buildings go down in flames. Although the work-study
student made the call that eventually brought the fire
department, what did this person do after that to ensure
the safety of her fellow Sutowski residents? The RAs' claims
that they acted correctly may be true, but the fact that none
of them were in the building at the time of the fire demonstrates a need for a change in policy dealing with the numberof RAs in the buildmgatanygiven time. Having an RA
in every dormitory at any given timed uring the year should
be a requirement. Without their presence, questions of
accountability, guilt and responsibility will persist
Mark T Assion
Class of 1996

Marriott supervisor praises student
volunteers at Senior Dinner
To the Editor:
Last week the 1995Senior Dinner was held here atjCU in
theShula gym.lt was a wonderful evening from beginning
to end and a whole lot of people made that possible.
My special thanks to the group of volunteer servers. It
was a privilege and a pleasure to direct you in the service of
the meal. You all did an outstanding job assisting our Student Catering Staff and so very efficiently got the job done.
I wanted to thank you all personally, but somewhere in the
cleanup, which also was done so well , the list was lost!
Again, my heartfelt thanks; you were great and I'm looking
forward to your Senior Dinner when that time comes.
My special, special thanks to all of our Marriott Staff
who worked so tirelessly to pull this off. Our Kitc hen Staff
prepared and pla ted 520 dinners while they were a !so serving 1100 students in the Dining Hall! Our Catering Student
Staff came and went all day, between classes, tO get things
set up and organized and worked late into the evening to
clean it all up. Many others of our staff, in big ways and in
small ways, also did a great deal to make this event possible.
lam very proud to be a pan of this team of professional
and dedicated people. They deserve much respect for the
work they do hereatJCU. Once again, thanks to all - lmuly
was a great evening.
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letters to the editor
Director corrects CN error In
library hours during finals
To the Editor:
It would benefit the students if you did
some homework before making broad statements about the library hours. We have not
closed at 5:00 on Saturday si nee September.
Wewillstayopen until midnight on Fnday,
May 5. This is a change based on student
input.Saturdaynight hours are just not used,
and there isotherstudentstudyspace avai table. It would have been nice to have been
asked about the situation before being
judged.
Gorman Duffett
Director, Grasel\i Libr ary

H.O.P.E coordinators express
gratitude for project's success
To the Editor:
We would like to thank everybody who
helped to make Project H.O.P.E. such a success. Without the hard work, generosity,
and support received f romjohnCarrollstudentsand community, thisdaywould never
have happened. We would also like to thank
all of the people who donated money and
prizes fort he day. We hope that this day will
raise awareness amongjCU students and a
desire to help people who happen to be less
fortunate than we are.
A thank you also goes out to those who
came out just to watch the day's activities
and support the participants. A good time
was had by all and we hope that this turns
into a tradition to be carried on every year.
Thanks again for helping us to "keep HOPE
alive."
Tim Coulehan

JerrShiile~

Class of 1995

No more Camels in the house
Smokers are turned out of restaurants, malls and other public places

seen the dirty looks and the forced coughing. I have shivered in the sub-zero temForum Writer
Remember the good old days when you peratures of a Cleveland winter to enjoy a
could go to McDonalds, the mall, or the drag. And I know how hard it is to kick the
mport and enjoy a smoke? No longer do habit.
The treatment that smokers receive
these public gathering areas welcome the
from
other individuals is unfair and dissweet smell of nicotine. Upon their doors
and bathroom walls are the apparent signs respectfuL Alcohohsm is a disease,
of a lung-conscioussociety:"WeAre Smoke but smoking is just a dirty habit.
Free." These signs are a slap in the face to Alcoholics have rehabilitation
smokers who once gathered not only to clinics and national organiza(Alcoholics
smoke in these areas, but to spend their tions
Anonymous) to
money m them.
The new smoke free environments that support them ,
are popping up all over are putting smiles while smokers
on thefacesof non-smokers.However, those have shock treatwho do indulge in the occasional cigarette ment and the
are not only being banished from certain patch. The two
establishments, but smokers are, in general, addictions are
being treated as misfits of a health -con- both self- in duced, yet one is acceptable as a treatable
scious society.
Smohersa,-e disgusting. repulsive,tainted disease, wh ile the other is justa smelly vice.
Nicotine is a drug. Nicotine is addictive.
individuals who do not belong in the worhplace,t he shoppingcenterorthe sports arena. Smokers are in great need of a support sysThis is the attitude that most smokers tem as well as a means to treat their add1creceive when they light up a cigarette. Be- tion.
It is unfair that alcoholics are trea ted
ing a former Marlboro addict m yself,l have

Maureen Crotty

To the Editor:
My family recently suffered a sadness when our brother,
Stanley Martovitz, was killed in a car acctdent on Good
Friday. The sadness in our hearts will always ache for his
sudden loss. Most of you here at john Carroll never knew
my baby brother, but you knew me and you knew l was
hurting so you came. How that comforted me to be held by
you as I cried, to read your cards, to see you at the wake, to
know you prayed for us and to just know you cared. The
family of Stanley Martovitz Sr. would like to thank everybody at john Carroll for caring. Please continue to pray for
Stanley and his family for we will always miss him.
Thank you,john Carroll.
Denise Fuchs
Secretary, Department of Education

Elizabeth McDonald
Mary Anne Soltis
The Carroll News

Probably one of the first things that we
learn in school is to put things into categories. This is an understandable way of dealing with reality, as it is a logical way of
simplifying the millions of things which
we encounter daily. We grow up th is way,
identifying things, putting them together
in similar categories and making generalized statements about them.

----

Don't resell your books
to the bookstore ...

SIFE'S BOOKSWAP
Will be returning this fall.

+ SIFJ;:

,

CONGRATUlATIONS TO AIMEE!

And our "other girls"Amy, Alysia and Heather

-

Save and resell next year and get
top dollar for your used books.

WE ARE BURSTING WITH PRIDE!
love,

Ma & Pa Lockner

What is unfortunate, though, is that we
never seem to get past this trend of sim pl ifying things. And it is worsened by the fact
that, as we get older, the generalized statements become more complex and can be
more harmful.
Although generalizations are necessary
at times, they are also the way that stereotypes are perpetuated and why racism, sexism, ageism and numerous other 'isms' exist.
Words conjure up images in our minds.
Th e word 'Colombi a'
co nJures up tmages of
drugs and violence for
some, beauty and elegance for another, coffee for a third. Any student who has studied
political philosophies
throughout his tory realizes that the principles
that a liberal has in the
United States at the close
of the second millennium after Christ (or
Common Era, depending on how one chooses
todefine time) are vast! y
different from liberal
views from other eras
and situations. Feminists have changed from
the days of liberal feminism when those who
may have carried that
label desired the right to
vote or pursue advanced
education. Now feminists ca n be radical
separtists, believe a
woman has the right to
chose abortion, or simplywant to work outside
the home. They may not
even know how many
types of feminism there
are, or the ideologies behind them. So what is a
feminist? What is a liberal? What is a Colombian? These labels are
notstatic,sohowcan we
assign labels and expect
them to stick?
This labeling happensin many ways, with
many different words,
which en com pass many
different views. These
labels include 'homosexual' and 'lesbian;'
'baby boomer, 'yuppie,'
'Generation X-er;' 'fern inist,"African American'

VE YOUR BOOKS!

The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor. as it is our way
of knowing what you like or dislike about the newspaper. the
campus. or life in general. We ask that letters be submitted by
12 p.m. Monday, in the Carroll News office. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS ·· jcvaxa.jcu.edu. Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only If there is additional space available.
Letters should not exceed two typed pages. double spaced. We
reserve the right toed it letters for clarity or space considerations.
Letters must be signed and accompanied by your phone number.

•

with the sensitivity of a person afflicted
withcanceror someotherdisease. Butsmokers are not given that same opportunity to
overcome thetr addiction .
Smokers partlally funded the
construction of
Jacob's Field, but
they cannot light
up in the stands
Smokers can no
longer enpy their
coffee
at
McDonalds
while puffing on
theu favorite brand.
And no more browsing at
Beachwood with a Winston
in hand.
Smokers are being shut out of
many public places, but it is not the action
that bothers the group, It is rhe attnude.
Smokers have it just as hard as alcoholics,
overeaters, compulsive gamblers and drug
addicts, but nobody seems to realize the
difficulty they face.
Give smokers a break.

Drop the labe~ discover the individual

Ginny Ausperk
Supervisor of Catering, MarriottjCU

Secretary thanks Carroll community for
support during time of sadness
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Look for flyers in the mail this summer.

or 'Native American,' etc; and the list goes
on and on. Although there are good and
bad connotations associated with all of
these words, and some are obviously more
favorable than others, the point isthat these
words ultimately say very lntle about the
individual who all too of ten gets lost underneath them.
How can we fail to look past labels? We
may look at ourselves and be aware that we
are not easily categorized and neither are
those close to us, but we are quick to \abe\
per fec t stra ngers. We li m tt th em We li mit
ourselves. We take away the potent tal to
learn.
We say 'I can't talk to that man about
politics, he's a Nazt.' We say. 'I can't listen to
that woman's views on Catholicism, she's a
feminist.' We say, 'I can't attend that lecture
on hunger in the U.S., the speaker is a Communist' What can they know about our
government, our religion, our capitalist
economy?
It is very easy to lump things together,
make a decision about them, and dismiss
them . Then, we never have to face them.
However, it seems very unlikely that every
person in one group could believe all the
same things, but since they have a few beliefs in common, they decide to form a common alliance. It is fine that they do this; it
only becomes a problem when the members of the group begin to define themselves by these commonalities and compromise their own views for the benefit of
the label they have adopted.
We need to break away from the labels.
Many liveareafraidof being labeled for fear
of persecution, and they are often justified.
Books are written by scholars trying torefute (or justify in order to avoid something
worse) the label an individual has acquired.
Unfortunately in order to prove them free
of one label (for example, Marxist), they
often come up with another label (for example, Nationalist) which of course still
takes away the person's individuality Many
people, at some time in their lives, rry to
disassociate themselves with some group
of which others accuse them of being a
part. Yet we revert back to labeling time and
time again.
Labels don't get to the heart of a person,
instead, they often sell them short. Getting
to know a person and the views that he
holds is much more valuable then simply
deciding something about him, and labeling him with a word to describe this.
One word cannot possibly encompass
the essence of a person, for everyone is a
complex mixture of beliefs, values and experiences. When we label. we stop trying to
understand. When we stop trying to understand, we cease to look at one another as
human.

-

COMICS/ CLASSIFIED$
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Sllrmer Employment- Full or parttime positions now available in the
Party Rental business. We need
truck drivers, laborers, warehouse
workers and sales people. Call Bob
Owens at the Able Rental Company.
382-2430.
aumingBed&Breakfast- closeto
JCU. Enjoy single or double beds, private bath, fresh flowers, dessert
ao:l coffee. $70 a night Call Barbara
Miller at (216)381-7569.

AUmi operated- roofing contractor
looking for irl:Justrious persons. Call
729-2292
Sl.rrmer Job- Make above average
income with above average company. No experience necess ary will
t rain in Cleveland area. Call now for
interview. 446-1802
College Grads- Earn dynamic money
working full or part-t ime promoting
environmental products with new
Clevelaoo Co. Interviewing now, call
immediately 446-1801.
Brendan-Some advice: Don't be
standing in the middle of the ring
when the first rouoo bell souoosi-E
Renee-Whoever said good friends
are hard to find didn't meet you.
You'll always be my hero.
SoJt!omores- compete for $30,000
Scholarships. Ask about Army ROTC
Sl.f1TTler leadership training & scholarship opportunities. Call 3974392
Cruise ships hiring- Travel the world
while earning an excellent income in
the Cruise ship & laoo-tour iooustry. Seasonal & full-time employment available. No exp necessary.
For info call 1 -206-634-0468
extC55563.

s

s

childcare/housekeeping. Full-time
in summer; part-time in fall. Private
room/bath, board and salary, 3713959.

Sprlng graruates- Direct sales. We
need five bright people to sell a dynamic product for an international
company. No experience required.
We want you to be self disciplined,
positive aoo enthus iast ic. Up to
$400/wk+Corrm, preset qualified
local leads, boruses, inc. car allowance & full training provided. For irlterview: Call Mr.Truitt Mon-Fri 10
am - 5p.m
Congratulations- JCU Crew! Awesome rowing in WVI

S\JTfTler. Part -t ime flexible hrs. 2920213.
&.nmer Camp Jobs- Help shape a
child's future. Resident & day positions available June 9 · Aug. 11.
Hiram House Cam p (216) 8315045.
Energetic Baby-sitter- must be deperoable & have own t ransportat ion t oCieveHts. Part-time, flexible
hours. 371-4 214 for now and summer.
Cedar-Miramar- 1-2 bedroom.
Ceilingfans, mini-blioos, A/C, heat,
ful ly carpeted,lauoory facilities, garage available. Must see. 691-

SUrrmer Baby-sitting- loving, reli·
able (sporty is an asset, but notrequired). Part -time May-Aug, mostly
afternoons. Near campus. live-in
option. 371-2108 weeknights 810p.m
Custom T-Shirts- aoo more! Best
price and service. Call Promote-U
749-3685.
Painters- aoo Foreman needed. $6$8/hr. Call College Pro Painters at
(800) 346-4649.
Connect direct- to the Internet
with your very own direct (slip) COrlnection. FREE software, free tech
support, free 30 days. Call now
247-7660 24hrs/7 days.
Coventry- Clevelarl:J Hts/ 1·2 bedroom. Ceiling fans, carpet/hard
wood floors, appliances, laundry
facilities. Heat included. Must see.
321-1626.
Baby-sitter- for 211ttle girls for the

Wanted- Two apartments to sublet June 18- August 1. Need one
two-bedroom and one-bedroom or
efficiency for school teachers who
will be participating in a JCU program this summer. Prefer walking
of bicycling distance from campus.
Please call Susan long. East Asian
Studies, 397-1685.
Reilly Painting & Contracting- Work
for the best Paint Co. in town. Painters & carpenters M/W, full time of
seasonal. Experienced or novice
(will train our way) call 371-8160.
Crew- Edgewater Yacht Club Highlander Fleet #14 is looking for crew.
If you're into competitive sailing
and enjoy the challenge of a
twenty-foot planing dinghy, please
call: Reid Vail691-9623.

e
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0966.
Typist- needed to do piecework for
doctor's office. Must have PC, be
mature, rel i abl e, confidential.
Desk-top publishing skills an asset, but not required. 283-6551.

lillY. Hts. family seeks- student to
live in our home and help with

i
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time. Estate res identiallaooscape
construction firm has immediate
positions available for motivated,
reliable iooividuals. For more information please call (216 ) 9324420.

Needed- honest, deperoable iro ividuals for east side residential
cleaning service. Flexible hours,

Construction- Help wanted. lmmedi ate I part -time, summer I full-

Morl-Fri, days only. Transportation
provided to and fromjobsites from
Cleveland Hts Office. Call 6919233.
Sofa- One 84" long tapestry sofa.
good coooition. 291-1962-$100.

JCU Crew- yinz did awesome in the
'burgh. Good luck in West Virginia

"Slanginess"
ACilOSS

1 8111pe' I'1ICOI'da
6 Blared
10~

14 Woodwind
16 Foe
16 Comloft
17 GrMI;Siang
111 M< Olnlon
NY 11me zane
21 POQ
2Q

22 Dwelo
24 C<ave
2tl Pago Pago raolden1
28 Fiddler
30~

33 Promga......U

....__

38 Calorie counllng
bingM

...

38 The briny
39 Oklahoma and
40

.a-Wl

41 M - . f'nlnld4n &

4 Orywlne

v....

5 Old Fal1hiiJ. e.g.
B Rock 'n rol olnger Paul

42 s.n.ll brook:Yar.
43 Mathtorm
44 SUgar _ _

7 Baby bird oound8
8 Scanllh uncle

9 Something
exr:Jrlng:Sieng
10 Dark brown photoe
11 TOU(JI>-minded:Siang

46 Hage
47 Cl8fTTlllll , _
400rlglrllll
61 Or881'f
56 Gran<Jar
57 Compootlon

12

l..lr1ll...-ndl warda

13 lvrny chow

611 C'*""'-' ending
110 Matuno
61 0-:S/ang

18Rabblto
Suparvloor

oi:Sulflx
66 Lloughlng bltd86 - - ·
ff7 MolleNW)I

23
26
Z1
29
31
32

68 Qulz:rea
611 Salleag(ee

34 Garfield's friand

64 -

Looking- for a place this summer?
$302/month includes all utilities.
Totally furnished (even a VCR). All
appliances (even a microwave). Part
of Huntington Green Apartmentswithin walking distance of JCU. Call
Michele & Melissa 397-5086.

Hdela
WBm8
T-dty
R_.,
Piece ct cake

41 Jal need
43 Abol'a~
44 Whlta46-artl
46 Older paape
60 Mor*-Y~
52 Manolon
53 ~DIIorak
64 Meoota. Urla & Tralllky
&5 en-word puzzle need
58 -

58 Plan

_Solution to
"Ploy By Play Volcea"

33-

36 CourJtfllf&lr

DOWN
1 !Wleaaly
2Sl0Lt

IT>OIWiy.S/ang
37 Anger
40~Siang

3Fclklwa~

c 11196 All rll)rto ....,....

IIFR Aa-lotH
P.O.- 411:1. -ocly, NY 12301

llUITIC fUl\11(.

by

Mark
Szorady

OUT ON

A LIMB
by

Gary

Kopervas

MAMA'S
BOVZ

II£Yl I.ATDYA

IIUT06106RArrrr:

Jerry
Craft

THI
IP4TIby
Jeff
Pickering

WELL, Mfl.YBE..

JACI<SON'S,..Nt NO! EIIUlY

by

sa the computer actually ·
vomited your personal data profile right outl
Here's your uncashed check. Have a nice dayl

Haywoo1h

62 Balonl
83 Franchloland

OFF THE M A R KsyMarkPartst

GIDRGE

CRACKED
CYMBALS by Michael Slayton
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